
Narrative of the North Central Texas 16 County Region 

Source of Information:  Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission 

 

Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Region consists of 16 counties: Collin, Cooke, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Erath, Hood, Johnson, 
Kaufman, Navarro, Palo Pinto, Parker, Rockwall, Somervell, Tarrant and Wise counties. InterLink also provides labor market 
services to school and college districts in Grayson County which is not included in this report though a county narrative is 
included in these resources. The Region had an estimated population of 6,323,563 in 2008. The region consists of 12,815 square 
miles with a population density of 493.45 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 91.95.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 3.2 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is a variation which can be described 
as irregular plains, tablelands with moderate relief and plains with hills. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: 
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: The counties in the study area are members of the following TWC local workforce board area(s). 
Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be found at the following Internet address (es):  

North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 

 

 

Tarrant Co.  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda05.html

Dallas  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda06.html

Texoma  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda25.html

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, The Region changed in population from 
5,269,044 in April, 2000 to an estimated 6,323,563 in January 2008 by 1,054,519 residents. This reflects an increase of 20.0 
percent in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  
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Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 3,668,502 69.6 70.97

Black 718,252 13.6 11.53

Other 230,119 4.4 3.33

Hispanicº 1,134,442 21.5 31.99

 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  

 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 422,378 8.0 7.8

5-14 822,519 15.6 15.8

15-19 383,600 7.3 7.8

20-44 2,167,614 41.1 38.5

45-64 1,048,203 19.9 20.2

65+ 424,730 8.1 9.9

 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 2,623,533 were male which represents 49.8 percent and 2,645,511 were female which 
represents 50.2 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Region has 528,323 persons age 14-21 representing 11.6 percent of the population. 
This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 400,512 persons or 8.8 percent are 55 or over in 
the Region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 
Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 



comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In The Region the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 1,539,078 or 33.8 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 3,791,026 or 71.9 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Region area, males 18 and over represented 
1,866,252 or 35.4 percent in comparison and females totaled to 1,924,774 or 36.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 3,790,966 persons in the population age 18 years and 
older in the year 2000. Of that number, 416,462 or 11.0 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent 
statewide. A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on 
active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine 
during World War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were 
ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 1,271,457 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 
years of age with approximately 100,946 or 7.9 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age 
bracket was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 3,118,833 
persons, of which 571,427 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 18.3 percent compared to 19.9 percent in 
the state overall. For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 360,467 or 63.1 percent were employed. 
For those who had no disability, an estimated 1,279,266 or 79.4 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years 
of age and older, 400,525 persons resided of which 170,739 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status 
was 42.6 percent and this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 424,730 or 8.1 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 171,955 or 3.3 
percent of all persons in this area and females represented 252,775 or 4.8 percent of all persons. For other general and special 
population information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for The Region:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 

Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 5,269,044 --- 3,172,528 --- 727,406 --- 1,134,442 --- 234,668 ---

2005 5,780,079 9.7 3,291,548 3.8 790,290 8.6 1,412,932 24.5 285,309 21.6

2010 6,313,752 19.8 3,393,220 7.0 854,214 17.4 1,727,219 52.3 339,099 44.5

2015 6,874,547 30.5 3,479,908 9.7 916,201 26.0 2,082,778 83.6 395,660 68.6

2020 7,465,881 41.7 3,549,994 11.9 972,619 33.7 2,486,519 119.2 456,749 94.6

2025 8,103,656 53.8 3,604,137 13.6 1,024,203 40.8 2,951,073 160.1 524,243 123.4

2030 8,782,724 66.7 3,637,443 14.7 1,069,077 47.0 3,477,890 206.6 598,314 155.0

2035 9,498,158 80.3 3,651,569 15.1 1,107,933 52.3 4,060,864 258.0 677,792 188.8

2040 10,247,348 94.5 3,649,696 15.0 1,140,105 56.7 4,697,674 314.1 759,873 223.8

 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  

For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 

Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---

2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4

2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2

2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2

http://txsdc.utsa.edu/


2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8

2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1

2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1

2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5

2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8

 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  

 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time The Region reported 2,119,955 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.1 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 72.4 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 26.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.8 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Region overall has an average 
household earnings of $64,730. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $66,025 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 172,201 households leaving the region 
was $8,624,442,000 which represents an average income of $50,084.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving The Region to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  

County and State 
Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Harris County, TX  4,028 $50,150 

    Travis County, TX  2,656 $52,884 

    Bexar County, TX  1,744 $49,915 

    Foreign - Outside U.S.  1,429 $89,576 

    Los Angeles County, CA  1,257 $54,132 

In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 2,141,422 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.0 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 65.8 percent 



moved from other counties in Texas, while 31.9 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 2.3 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Region overall has an average household earnings of $64,502. 
Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of $66,025 
during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 193,668 households entering the region was $9,525,628,000 which 
represents an average income of $49,185.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into The Region from other counties during 
2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State 
Households Moving 
In 

Average Income Moving In 

    Foreign - Outside U.S.  4,505 $21,105 

    Harris County, TX  4,052 $56,103 

    Los Angeles County, CA  2,624 $50,801 

    Travis County, TX  2,150 $50,318 

    Bexar County, TX  1,843 $47,480 

 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Region of $901,186,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area and a 
negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Region 
area had a total of 99,983 live births which represents a live birth rate of 17.2 births for every 1,000 persons in the study area 
compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 34,032 deaths 
representing a rate of 5.9 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. The Region had a civilian labor force of 3,306,502 for 
June 2010 which was a change of 57,133 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 1.8 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in The Region during the 2000 Census was 2,597,221. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce


Mgmt., Professional Occs. 932,993 35.9 33.3

Service Occupations 323,686 12.5 14.6

Sales and Office Occupations 748,324 28.8 27.2

Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 5,620 0.2 0.7

Constr., Extraction Occs. 260,035 10.0 10.9

Production, Transport. Occs. 326,563 12.6 13.2

 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 2,155,234 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 83.0 percent of all workers. 
The region had another 272,571 persons who were government workers or 10.5 percent, 162,822 who were self employed 
workers or 6.3 percent and 6,594 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.3 percent. This compares to the Texas 
statewide distribution of 78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for 
self employed, and 0.3 percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 The Region had an unemployment estimate of 
281,112 persons which represents a rate of 8.5 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.5 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 125,959 business reporting units operating in The Region in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 22.81 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. The Region had a total of 2,009,136 or 78.8 percent who drove their car to work alone, 355,196 or 13.9 
percent who car pooled, 46,022 or 1.8 percent used public transportation, 37,845 or 1.5 percent who walked to work, 26,247 or 
1.0 percent of regional workers who used other means to work, and 76,257 or 3.0 percent who worked at home. These methods 
of commuting to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation 
(1.9%), walked (1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%).  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 55,403 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.3 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.5 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 8.0 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.6 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 30.7 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 47.9 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 

Top 10 Manufacturers for the Region:  

http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce
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�  Alcon Laboratories Inc  

�  Bell Helicopter Textron Inc  

�  Frito-Lay North America  

�  Lockheed Martin Corp  

�  Lockheed Martin Missiles-fire  

�  Quality Custom Cabinets  

�  Raytheon Intelligence & Info  

�  Texas Instruments Inc  

�  Texwood Industries  

�  Vought Aircraft Industries Inc  
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, The Region's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $219,759,864,000 which represented an increase of $14,652,109,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 205,107,755,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that The Region has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.1 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $19,517,343,000 for the year 2005. 
This was an increase of 6.3 percent from the 2004 figure of $18,353,584,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $779,906,000 compared to 
$704,290,000 in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 10.7 percent compared to a statewide change of no change 
percent for the same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $37,019 in The Region while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Region received over $20,191,621,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 which 
reflected a $3,399 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments includes 
the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of supplemental 
security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other assistance payments, 
including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Region was $-2,621,975 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment represented an 
increase to $26,332,855. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not reside there. 
Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, a positive 
figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information on this data, 
please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Region to be $993.35. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $964.66, a decrease of -2.9 percent. 
This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average weekly wage 
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in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries paid by 
employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $76,886 for the Region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is much higher 
than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income data from 
BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income such as 
farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Region for people of all ages 
at 621,935 persons. That figure represents 12.2 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas percentage of 
15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty was 201,106 
in 1999. This figure was 4.2 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 6.0 percent 
of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below poverty status in 
1999 were 109,626 which was 8.2 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all families 
statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 563,183 in 1999 
which was 10.7 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $26,624,880,716 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a 
decrease of -4.1 percent to $25,538,245,343.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease 
of -9.5 percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 73,283 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 
75,721 in the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 3.3 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for 
the same period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in The Region according the Census was 1,922,130 with 
an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 60.4 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
40.4. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 15.7 percent of 
The Region had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 60.9 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
5.1 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 303,306 or 14.8 percent in The Region compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in The Region was 49.8 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 75.4 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. For this area, the total 
number of renter-occupied housing units was 760,269 which represented 39.6 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This 
compares to a Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in The Region for the school year 1999-2000 was 133 according to the 
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Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 868,255.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 1,441,955 persons in the population who 
were 3 years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 104,795 7.3 6.6

Kindergarten 86,349 6.0 5.9

Elementary School (grades 1-8) 672,080 46.6 45.5

High School (grades 9-12) 299,027 20.7 21.9

College or graduate school 279,704 19.4 20.2

 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 3,274,223. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of 
educational attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 283,982 8.7 11.5

9th to 12th grade, no diploma 374,590 11.4 12.9

H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 741,711 22.7 24.8

Some college, no degree 763,995 23.3 22.4

Associate Degree 183,694 5.6 5.2

Bachelor's Degree 638,541 19.5 15.6

Graduate or Prof. Degree 287,710 8.8 7.6

 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 79.9 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 28.3 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in The Region as of October 2007 was 122, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 142.7 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/


reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 1,503 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 14,179 
direct patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the 
area was 438.3 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. 
Another way of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, 
the ratio in direct patient care was 599.8 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,412.2 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 40,518 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 153.4 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 651.9 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 11,334 representing a ratio of 548.4 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
182.3 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 3,131 dentists in the 
study area, with a ratio of 1,985.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 50.4. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 11,083 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 178.3 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 5,209 pharmacists 
in this area, which is a ratio of 1,193.1 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 83.8 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 378 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 16,442.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 6.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 

 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr 
Pct 

Change 
2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr

Pct 
Change 

257,136 270,557 5.22% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 
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* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 7,773 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported 
deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 8,822 deaths 
from heart disease, and 1,726 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 
40,091 deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a 
wider variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 629 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 4,284 total teen pregnancies in this 
area. There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 1,014 for Black teens, 2,235 for 
Hispanic teens and 1,035 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 
3,003 for Black teens, 12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 227,908, which is 7.3% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
 

Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 3,780,338 
registered voters in The Region. The voter turnout was 2,359,337 representing 62.4 percent of eligible voters. The 
election results were 1,252,391 or 53.1 percent for McCain/Palin, 1,087,599 or 46.1 percent for Obama/Biden, and 
19,347 or 0.8 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 percent for McCain/Palin, 
43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other candidates. See: 
http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and Protective 
Services for 2006 showed that the area had 61 foster homes, 490 foster/adoptive homes and 88 adoptive homes. The 
total number of licensed day care facilities were 2,488 with a total capacity of 243,985. The total number of family 
homes licensed for 24-hour care was 1,598. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 311,599 crimes reported in the Region area during 2005 or a -2.1 percent change from the 
318,229 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 representing a -1.8 
percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect from the FBI, Uniform 
Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: 
http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
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• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 17,793 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 87.3 percent capacity when compared to maximum 
capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed information, see 
to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 353 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $103,338,000,000 and assets of $34,688,355,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$16,627 for the Region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average generally indicates 
either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a regional financial center, 
or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets and deposits which are held in 
branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties may not 
show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 2007 reporting 
period in The Region, the number of saving and loans was 50 which had a total of savings and loan assets of 
$726,681,300 and deposits of $7,241,000,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings and 
loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 116 credit unions in the study area according to the National Credit 
Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $13,628,213,935 
in assets and $9,777,972,116 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be found at 
http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 

State of the North Central Texas Workforce Region 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas- Dallas Beige Book July 28, 2010 

 

 

The Eleventh District economy expanded at a moderate pace over the past six weeks, although business outlooks were slightly 
more cautious. Respondents in most sectors said activity improved or held steady since the last report. The notable exception 
came from homebuilders and construction-related manufactures who said demand dropped off following the expiration of the 
first-time homebuyer tax credit. The majority of Eleventh District respondents expect economic conditions to remain positive, but 
many expressed uncertainty about the pace of future growth. Numerous contacts said uncertainty regarding fiscal and financial 
reforms was restraining business activity. 

Prices 
Selling prices held steady for most responding firms. There were scattered reports that rising input costs were squeezing margins. 
Notably, paper producers said linerboard prices continued to rise, and high-tech firms said supply-chain problems had increased 
costs for producers. Some transportation service firms had raised fees but reduced fuel surcharges. Lumber producers said prices 
had come down since the spring run-up, and staffing firms continued to note pressure to reduce fees. Contacts in residential 
construction said industry consolidation has led to fewer concessions in pricing. 

Crude oil prices traded in a range of about $70 to $75 per barrel from late May through early July, down from the previous report. 
On-highway prices of both gasoline and diesel fell about 5 percent during the reporting period. Natural gas prices mostly ranged 
between $4.50 and $5.00 per Mcf--moving up briefly over $5.00 per Mcf in June. The increase in petrochemical prices seen 
earlier in the year due to capacity outages has reversed course.  
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Labor Market 
The majority of respondents noted steady employment levels, although there were scattered reports of hiring activity. Staffing 
firms said demand continued to increase for their services, and some contacts in residential construction, construction-related 
manufacturing, aircraft manufacturing and auto sales had added workers. On a less positive note, contacts in the energy industry 
said the moratorium on deepwater drilling resulted in significant regional layoffs, although energy service companies were 
shifting Gulf Coast workers to land or shallow water projects when possible. Wage pressures were mostly nonexistent, with the 
exception of the airline industry. Although the overall labor market remains slack one transportation service provider was 
offering signing bonuses to truck operators, and a few firms noted difficulty finding skilled workers. 

Manufacturing 
Most construction-related manufacturers reported a slowdown in activity, and outlooks were less optimistic than in the previous 
report. Producers that sell to the homebuilding industry said orders dropped off more than expected following the expiration of 
the first-time homebuyer tax credit. Contacts also reported declines in private nonresidential construction. Fabricated metals 
producers said sales growth flattened since the last report, while primary metals firms said activity picked up slightly, but was 
bouncing along the bottom. 

Production and new orders for high-tech manufacturing continue to grow at a strong pace. Capital expenditures that were 
postponed during the recession are driving purchasing, according to respondents. Inventories were in good shape, having built up 
from extremely low levels early in the year. Respondents expect demand to continue to grow at a strong pace for the next three to 
six months, but there is increased uncertainty about the outlook for 2011. 

Manufacturers of aircraft and parts said sales had improved, with orders coming mostly from the commercial and general 
aviation industries. Budget cutbacks have curbed governmental and military sales. An aircraft repair contact said growth in 
demand had softened slightly, and the backlog of orders had dropped. Orders for emergency vehicles remained flat and backlogs 
edged down, but not as much as contacts had expected given budget strains among municipalities. 

Reports on demand for paper products were mixed, but most contacts said sales are about even with or slightly higher than a year 
ago. Food producers noted increased demand, and outlooks were positive.  

Producers of petrochemicals used in housing and commercial construction (PVC) said orders fell since the last report, and 
expectations are for no near-term improvement. Other than PVC, there were no signs of weakness in chemicals. Demand was 
strong for petrochemicals used in manufacturing, pulp and paper and alumina. In addition, contacts said domestic demand for 
ethylene/polyethylene products remained solid, and that export demand has returned slowly as capacity was restored and prices 
declined. Refiners said gasoline demand was steady in recent weeks while diesel demand has improved. Refinery utilization rates 
improved to near 90 percent, as refiner margins remain relatively strong. 

Retail 
Reports from retail contacts point to solid growth. Department store sales were slightly stronger than anticipated, but the pace is 
expected to moderate in the second half. Consumers continue to deleverage and correspondingly remain price sensitive. Sales 
growth in the Eleventh District tracked slightly below the nation. Expectations are for continued gradual improvement through 
year-end. 

Automobile sales were unchanged over the reporting period, and contacts said inventories were lean. The outlook is cautiously 
optimistic, with sales expected to rise slowly. 

Services 
Most staffing firms report strong demand across a wide range of industries. The majority of placement activity continues to be 
conversions of temporary workers to hires. Direct placement remains reduced as businesses are hesitant to add to permanent 
payrolls. While near-term outlooks remain optimistic, respondents are still cautious about the longer term. Demand for 
accounting services was sluggish, but above year-ago levels. Tax-related services slowed seasonally, but transactional and 
consulting activity picked up slightly. Demand for legal services held steady at low levels, but most contacts were slightly more 
optimistic in their outlooks. Accounting and legal contacts said uncertainty about fiscal and financial reform was holding back 



business activity. 

Demand for transportation services strengthened. Several contacts said cargo volumes were up considerably, with the increases 
being broad-based across industry sectors. Railroad respondents noted cargo volumes rose strongly across the board, with a 
particularly large increase in metals that was likely due to an improved auto industry and stronger demand for home appliances. 
Shipping firms said retail trade was boosting volumes for small package shipping. Airline traffic was down slightly since the last 
report, but up strongly compared to a year ago. Outlooks for the transportation services industry were generally positive but 
cautious. 

Construction and Real Estate 
Builders of low-to-moderate priced homes reported a significant drop off in housing sales in May and June following the 
expiration of the first time-homebuyer tax credit. The pace of decline slowed in early July, and some contacts are hopeful the tax-
credit "hangover" may be over. New home starts overall are expected to come down in the second half of the year, and outlooks 
for the homebuilding industry remain guarded. Existing home sales softened slightly in recent weeks, according to contacts, but 
activity for the year is up from the same period in 2009. Apartment demand continues to improve. 

Commercial real estate markets remain weak. While a few lease deals have taken place, demand for space overall remains 
subdued and rents are edging down. As such, nonresidential construction activity continues to decline, and there were a few 
reports of developers going out of business. On a positive note, contacts said improvement in debt markets had spurred some 
property sales, and prices were up from the trough. One contact noted an increase in lender sales as banks work through 
nonperforming loans. 

Financial Services 
Loan demand remained soft with weakness across all categories. Nonperforming loans have stabilized and are not expected to 
worsen, although contacts said it will be a while before they come down noticeably. Deposits were mostly steady, but responding 
institutions said fewer loans pushed down the loan-to-deposit ratio. An over-riding theme among financial industry respondents is 
uncertainty over fiscal and financial reform legislation that has created a wait-and-see mentality. The uncertainty is delaying 
transactions, depressing loan activity and causing some institutions to look for alternative ways to grow loan portfolios and 
earnings.  

Energy 
The U.S. and District rig counts increased during the reporting period, despite a drop of 39 rigs in the Gulf of Mexico. As the 
share of oil-directed drilling continues to rise, natural-gas directed drilling was surprisingly steady despite high inventories and 
low prices. Some contacts noted that shale activity is stronger than prices justify due to urgency to secure leases in new basins 
and an influx of foreign capital attracted by new shale technology.  

Agriculture 
Tropical storms brought widespread rains to Texas, particularly benefitting parts of the state that had been getting dry. Favorable 
crop conditions and robust forage production on pastures have increased optimism among agricultural producers. Cattle prices 
have declined, though ranchers still anticipate strong prices compared to last year. The recent rainfall will boost yields for Texas 
cotton, potentially pushing down prices. 

.  



 

County Narrative Profile 
Collin County Report 

 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Collin County region (FIPS code:48085) had an estimated population of 749,590 in 2008. The 
region consists of 886 square miles with a population density of 846.04 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 8th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Collin County is a member of 
TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 180th 
in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Collin County area is assigned to the following district(s): 
Texas Representative District(s) of 66-76,70,89 and State Senatorial District(s) of 8,30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 3,4,26. The county seat is Mckinney and the county's major city, town or place is Plano. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Collin County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Collin County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 40 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season in 
the Collin County region is 230 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a means 
of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 32 degrees to 
an average for July of 95 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 11 to Mar 26. 
Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 4.3 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Collin County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Collin County changed in population from 
491,675 in April, 2000 to an estimated 749,590 in January 2008 by 257,915 residents. This reflects an increase of 52.5 percent in 

http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1
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population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 400,181 81.4 70.97
Black 23,561 4.8 11.53
Other 36,600 7.4 3.33
Hispanicº 50,510 10.3 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 42,367 8.6 7.8
5-14 78,834 16.0 15.8
15-19 30,799 6.3 7.8
20-44 212,274 43.2 38.5
45-64 101,549 20.7 20.2
65+ 25,852 5.3 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Collin County area had a median age of 32.90 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 245,633 were male which represents 50.0 percent and 246,042 were female which 
represents 50.0 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Collin County region has 55,436 persons age 14-21 representing 12.3 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 22,820 persons or 5.1 percent are 55 or 
over in the Collin County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 
Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Collin County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 170,368 or 37.7 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 350,368 or 71.3 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Collin County area, males 18 and over represented 
173,192 or 35.2 percent in comparison and females totaled to 177,176 or 36.0 percent.  
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 350,761 persons in the population age 18 years and older 
in the year 2000. Of that number, 36,394 or 10.4 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent 
statewide. A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on 
active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine 
during World War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were 
ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 113,512 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 
years of age with approximately 7,357 or 6.5 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age 
bracket was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 309,507 persons, 
of which 35,276 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 11.4 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state 
overall. For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 25,222 or 71.5 percent were employed. For those 
who had no disability, an estimated 222,401 or 81.1 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and 
older, 24,601 persons resided of which 9,277 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 37.7 percent 
and this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 25,852 or 5.3 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 10,767 or 2.2 
percent of all persons in this area and females represented 15,085 or 3.1 percent of all persons. For other general and special 
population information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Collin County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 491,675 --- 379,088 --- 24,509 --- 50,510 --- 37,568 ---

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html
http://txsdc.utsa.edu/


2005 579,470 17.9 436,515 15.1 29,803 21.6 66,132 30.9 47,020 25.2
2010 669,064 36.1 491,076 29.5 35,826 46.2 84,991 68.3 57,171 52.2
2015 761,633 54.9 542,992 43.2 42,427 73.1 107,848 113.5 68,366 82.0
2020 862,960 75.5 596,379 57.3 49,548 102.2 135,558 168.4 81,475 116.9
2025 975,815 98.5 652,318 72.1 57,148 133.2 168,905 234.4 97,444 159.4
2030 1,096,857 123.1 707,906 86.7 65,152 165.8 208,104 312.0 115,695 208.0
2035 1,222,054 148.5 759,813 100.4 73,347 199.3 253,420 401.7 135,474 260.6
2040 1,348,774 174.3 806,225 112.7 81,618 233.0 305,340 504.5 155,591 314.2
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Collin County reported 239,568 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.7 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 70.2 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 28.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 1.1 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Collin County overall has an average 
household earnings of $91,079. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $94,088 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 23,138 households leaving the region was 
$1,456,149,000 which represents an average income of $62,933.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Collin County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  7,285 $52,197 

    Denton County, TX  3,528 $63,074 

    Tarrant County, TX  1,079 $50,528 

    Harris County, TX  492 $64,073 

    Travis County, TX  403 $71,973 



 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 250,422 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 13.6 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 64.5 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 29.3 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 6.1 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Collin County overall has an average household earnings of 
$88,670. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$94,088 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 33,992 households entering the region was $1,841,587,000 
which represents an average income of $54,177.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Collin County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  12,264 $46,546 

    Denton County, TX  3,461 $55,945 

    Foreign - Outside U.S.  2,079 $10,520 

    Tarrant County, TX  1,201 $53,588 

    Harris County, TX  510 $73,471 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Collin County region of $385,438,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Collin 
County area had a total of 10,415 live births which represents a live birth rate of 16.7 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 2,239 deaths 
representing a rate of 3.6 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Collin County had a civilian labor force of 420,566 
for June 2010 which was a change of 8,723 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 2.1 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Collin County had an economic base which is of below 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Collin County during the 2000 Census was 266,999. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce


Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 138,283 51.8 33.3
Service Occupations 23,205 8.7 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 73,698 27.6 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 429 0.2 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 15,782 5.9 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 15,602 5.8 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 227,928 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 85.4 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 21,887 persons who were government workers or 8.2 percent, 16,551 who were self employed workers or 6.2 
percent and 633 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.2 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Collin County had an unemployment estimate of 
33,207 persons which represents a rate of 7.9 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.0 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 13,999 business reporting units operating in Collin County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 19.48 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Collin County had a total of 220,103 or 83.5 percent who drove their car to work alone, 25,152 or 9.5 
percent who car pooled, 2,189 or 0.8 percent used public transportation, 2,716 or 1.0 percent who walked to work, 1,964 or 0.7 
percent of regional workers who used other means to work, and 11,477 or 4.4 percent who worked at home. These methods of 
commuting to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), 
walked (1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 28.40 for the 
region as compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 5,156 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.3 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.5 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 7.6 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.6 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 30.1 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.9 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Collin County Region:  

•  Disctronics  
•  Extruders  
•  Flextronics International  
•  Frito-Lay North America  
•  FSI International Inc  
•  Mykrolis Corp  
•  Raytheon Network Centric Systs  
•  RCL Enterprises Inc  
•  Sanden International USA Inc  
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•  Sig Stewart Bakery N America  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Collin County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $30,210,646,000 which represented an increase of $3,826,102,000 when compared to the 2004 total 
personal income, excluding farm, of $ 26,384,544,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 
and $741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Collin County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 14.5 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $1,531,956,000 for the year 2005. 
This was an increase of 9.4 percent from the 2004 figure of $1,399,764,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $60,549,000 compared to $51,805,000 
in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 16.9 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the 
same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $45,720 in Collin County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Collin County region received over $1,421,410,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $2,151 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Collin County region was $9,256,329 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $9,325,300. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Collin County region to be $1,062.33. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $1,031.99, a decrease 
of -2.9 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $57,341,593 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Collin 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 14.3 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $348.51 for 
the Collin County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
 
Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $112,831 for the Collin County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Collin County region for 
people of all ages at 28,742 persons. That figure represents 5.1 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
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was 7,723 in 1999. This figure was 1.9 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 4,334 which was 3.3 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 23,784 in 
1999 which was 4.8 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below 
poverty status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $3,033,796,571 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an 
increase of 2.0 percent to $3,094,497,499.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of 
-9.5 percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 9,263 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 
9,329 in the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 0.7 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for 
the same period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Collin County according the Census was 181,970 with 
an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 68.6 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
42.5. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 10.1 percent of 
Collin County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 66.8 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
3.4 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 67,509 or 34.6 percent in Collin County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Collin County was 83.2 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 92.3 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Collin County according to the 2000 census was $155,500.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $798.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 57,054 which represented 31.4 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Collin County for the school year 1999-2000 was 14 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 79,547.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 136,630 persons in the population who were 
3 years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 13,682 10.0 6.6
Kindergarten 8,476 6.2 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 62,528 45.8 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 25,993 19.0 21.9
College or graduate school 25,951 19.0 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
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attainment during the 2000 Census was 315,665. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 10,201 3.2 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 15,641 5.0 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 47,525 15.1 24.8
Some college, no degree 72,983 23.1 22.4
Associate Degree 19,898 6.3 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 103,394 32.8 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 46,023 14.6 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 91.8 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 47.3 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 169 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.32 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Collin County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 27 percent for all students, 42 percent for Blacks, 22 percent for Whites, and 47 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Collin County as of October 2007 was 16, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 106.3 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 161 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 1,587 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
455.4 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 589.5 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,190.6 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 4,059 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 178.0 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 561.8 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 684 representing a ratio of 1,056.6 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
94.6 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 461 dentists in the 
study area, with a ratio of 1,567.7 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 63.8. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
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According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 1,340 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 185.4 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 629 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,149.0 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 87.0 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 34 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 21,255.6 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 4.7 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
19,168 21,773 13.59% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 563 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 523 deaths from 
heart disease, and 92 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 53 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 146 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 23 for Black teens, 68 for Hispanic teens and 
55 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 17,175, which is 9.1% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Collin county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48085.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
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To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
425,091 registered voters in Collin County. The voter turnout was 296,583 representing 69.8 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 184,897 or 62.3 percent for McCain/Palin, 109,047 or 36.8 percent 
for Obama/Biden, and 2,639 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 5 foster homes, 44 foster/adoptive homes and 9 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 328 with a total capacity of 37,395. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 128. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 22,765 crimes reported in the Collin County area during 2005 or a 4.3 percent change 
from the 21,818 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 1,202 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 73.0 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 51 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $9,354,000,000 and assets of $3,987,634,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $13,038 for the Collin County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Collin County, the number of saving and loans was 8 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $166,800,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings 
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and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 2 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$495,597,140 in assets and $354,375,390 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
 

 
 



 

County Narrative Profile 
Dallas County Report 

 
 

What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Dallas County region (FIPS code:48113) had an estimated population of 2,377,477 in 2008. The 
region consists of 909 square miles with a population density of 2,615.49 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 2nd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Dallas County is a member of 
TWC's Dallas Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 147th in size 
by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Dallas County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 100-115 and State Senatorial District(s) of 2,8,9,16,23. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 3,5,24,30,32. The county seat is Dallas and the county's major city, town or place is Dallas. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Dallas County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Dallas County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 36.1 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Dallas County region is 235 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 35 
degrees to an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 13 
to Mar 23. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 3.2 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Dallas County is a member of the TWC Dallas local workforce board area. In order to contact the 
board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the Dallas web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda06.html. For further information on all Local Workforce 
Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
Dallas  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda06.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Dallas County changed in population from 
2,218,899 in April, 2000 to an estimated 2,377,477 in January 2008 by 158,578 residents. This reflects an increase of 7.1 percent 
in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 1,294,769 58.4 70.97
Black 450,557 20.3 11.53
Other 102,145 4.6 3.33
Hispanicº 662,729 29.9 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 181,951 8.2 7.8
5-14 340,788 15.4 15.8
15-19 161,126 7.3 7.8
20-44 936,883 42.2 38.5
45-64 419,279 18.9 20.2
65+ 178,872 8.1 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Dallas County area had a median age of 31.10 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 1,108,200 were male which represents 49.9 percent and 1,110,699 were female which 
represents 50.1 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Dallas County region has 225,101 persons age 14-21 representing 10.9 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 183,560 persons or 8.9 percent are 55 
or over in the Dallas County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
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Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Dallas County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 695,326 or 33.6 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 1,599,868 or 72.1 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Dallas County area, males 18 and over represented 
791,709 or 35.7 percent in comparison and females totaled to 808,159 or 36.4 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 1,600,826 persons in the population age 18 years and 
older in the year 2000. Of that number, 150,632 or 9.4 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent 
statewide. A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on 
active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine 
during World War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were 
ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 532,080 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 
years of age with approximately 45,831 or 8.6 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age 
bracket was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 1,313,495 
persons, of which 274,176 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 20.9 percent compared to 19.9 percent in 
the state overall. For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 168,070 or 61.3 percent were employed. 
For those who had no disability, an estimated 79,091 or 76.1 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of 
age and older, 168,972 persons resided of which 72,304 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 
42.8 percent and this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 178,872 or 8.1 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 70,961 or 3.2 
percent of all persons in this area and females represented 107,911 or 4.9 percent of all persons. For other general and special 
population information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Dallas County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 2,218,899 --- 998,543 --- 454,103 --- 662,729 --- 103,524 ---
2005 2,387,018 7.6 963,273 -3.5 483,303 6.4 817,524 23.4 122,918 18.7
2010 2,563,125 15.5 920,237 -7.8 512,122 12.8 987,592 49.0 143,174 38.3
2015 2,746,567 23.8 870,744 -12.8 537,951 18.5 1,174,921 77.3 162,951 57.4
2020 2,941,394 32.6 816,650 -18.2 558,664 23.0 1,383,137 108.7 182,943 76.7
2025 3,158,164 42.3 759,528 -23.9 575,233 26.7 1,619,730 144.4 203,673 96.7
2030 3,396,109 53.1 700,149 -29.9 585,993 29.0 1,884,214 184.3 225,753 118.1
2035 3,651,093 64.5 639,428 -36.0 592,065 30.4 2,170,492 227.5 249,108 140.6
2040 3,919,295 76.6 578,571 -42.1 593,274 30.6 2,474,994 273.5 272,456 163.2
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Dallas County reported 795,118 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.0 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 73.1 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 26.0 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.9 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Dallas County overall has an average 
household earnings of $57,916. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $58,734 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 63,294 households leaving the region was 
$3,066,927,000 which represents an average income of $48,455.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Dallas County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State 

Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Collin County, TX  12,264 $46,546 

    Tarrant County, TX  9,961 $41,998 

    Denton County, TX  7,454 $47,894 

    Kaufman County, TX  1,808 $44,978 

    Ellis County, TX  1,746 $46,127 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 789,748 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 7.3 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 63.0 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 35.0 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 2.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Dallas County overall has an average household earnings of 
$57,768. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$58,734 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 57,924 households entering the region was $2,639,101,000 
which represents an average income of $45,561.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Dallas County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  8,749 $39,801 

    Collin County, TX  7,285 $52,197 

    Denton County, TX  5,700 $42,584 

    Harris County, TX  1,721 $49,479 

    Foreign - Outside U.S.  1,155 $29,924 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Dallas County region of $-427,826,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Dallas 
County area had a total of 42,524 live births which represents a live birth rate of 18.6 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 13,741 deaths 
representing a rate of 6.0 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Dallas County had a civilian labor force of 1,186,053 
for June 2010 which was a change of 28,634 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 2.5 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Dallas County had an economic base which is of average 
diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Dallas County during the 2000 Census was 1,060,458. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 358,062 33.8 33.3
Service Occupations 140,618 13.3 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 306,875 28.9 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 1,431 0.1 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 114,510 10.8 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 138,962 13.1 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 891,214 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 84.0 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 102,639 persons who were government workers or 9.7 percent, 64,160 who were self employed workers or 
6.1 percent and 2,445 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.2 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide 
distribution of 78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self 
employed, and 0.3 percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Dallas County had an unemployment estimate of 
106,601 persons which represents a rate of 9.0 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.8 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 57,674 business reporting units operating in Dallas County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 25.23 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Dallas County had a total of 777,372 or 74.8 percent who drove their car to work alone, 167,270 or 
16.1 percent who car pooled, 36,925 or 3.6 percent used public transportation, 17,390 or 1.7 percent who walked to work, 11,444 
or 1.1 percent of regional workers who used other means to work, and 28,378 or 2.7 percent who worked at home. These 
methods of commuting to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public 
transportation (1.9%), walked (1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in 
minutes was 26.90 for the region as compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 27,447 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.3 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.6 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 8.5 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.6 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 29.8 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.1 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Dallas County Region:  
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•  Lennox International Inc  
•  Lockheed Martin Missiles-fire  
•  Pilgrim's Pride Corp  
•  Poly-America Inc  
•  Quality Custom Cabinets  
•  Raytheon Intelligence & Info  
•  Sanden International  
•  Texas Instruments Inc  
•  Texwood Industries  
•  Vought Aircraft Industries Inc  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Dallas County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $93,054,263,000 which represented an increase of $4,737,413,000 when compared to the 2004 total 
personal income, excluding farm, of $ 88,316,850,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 
and $741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Dallas County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 5.4 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $9,407,292,000 for the year 2005. 
This was an increase of 5.9 percent from the 2004 figure of $8,885,718,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $349,593,000 compared to 
$329,840,000 in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 6.0 percent compared to a statewide change of no change 
percent for the same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $40,317 in Dallas County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Dallas County region received over $8,442,336,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $3,657 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Dallas County region was $-29,744,548 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $-3,244,449. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Dallas County region to be $1,122.33. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $1,085.53, a decrease 
of -3.3 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $195,940,662 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Dallas 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 14.3 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $310.23 for 
the Dallas County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $100,643 for the Dallas County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Dallas County region for 
people of all ages at 333,128 persons. That figure represents 14.6 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 112,202 in 1999. This figure was 5.2 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 56,875 which was 10.6 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 293,267 in 
1999 which was 13.2 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below 
poverty status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $11,664,095,049 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a 
decrease of -7.8 percent to $10,753,404,907.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease 
of -9.5 percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 27,354 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 
28,691 in the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 4.9 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for 
the same period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Dallas County according the Census was 807,621 with 
an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 52.6 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
39.4. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 16.0 percent of 
Dallas County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 54.4 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
1.6 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 71,358 or 8.4 percent in Dallas County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Dallas County was 43.7 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 76.9 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Dallas County according to the 2000 census was $92,700.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $647.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 382,774 which represented 47.4 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Dallas County for the school year 1999-2000 was 15 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 361,254.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 591,553 persons in the population who were 
3 years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 41,239 7.0 6.6
Kindergarten 36,947 6.2 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 280,153 47.4 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 124,272 21.0 21.9
College or graduate school 108,942 18.4 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 1,365,848. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of 
educational attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 163,076 11.9 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 179,020 13.1 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 295,823 21.7 24.8
Some college, no degree 291,063 21.3 22.4
Associate Degree 68,717 5.0 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 245,829 18.0 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 122,320 9.0 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 75.0 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 27.0 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 1,987 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 1.01 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Dallas County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 42 percent for all students, 46 percent for Blacks, 17 percent for Whites, and 57 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Dallas County as of October 2007 was 44, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 187.3 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 610 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 6,820 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
341.2 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 463.9 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,239.1 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 18,974 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 122.6 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 815.7 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 3,979 representing a ratio of 584.8 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
171.0 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 1,351 dentists in the 
study area, with a ratio of 1,722.5 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 58.1. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 2,552 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 109.7 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 2,164 pharmacists 
in this area, which is a ratio of 1,075.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 93.0 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 125 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 18,616.8 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 5.4 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
128,851 135,291 5.00% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 3,026 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported 
deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 3,544 deaths 
from heart disease, and 579 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 
40,091 deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a 
wider variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 285 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 2,221 total teen pregnancies in this 
area. There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 657 for Black teens, 1,294 for Hispanic 
teens and 270 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for 
Black teens, 12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas 
health, disease and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 99,083, which is 6.7% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Dallas county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48113.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
1,206,543 registered voters in Dallas County. The voter turnout was 738,463 representing 61.2 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 310,000 or 42.0 percent for McCain/Palin, 422,989 or 57.3 percent 
for Obama/Biden, and 5,474 or 0.7 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 22 foster homes, 149 foster/adoptive homes and 33 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 904 with a total capacity of 90,764. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 461. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 153,298 crimes reported in the Dallas County area during 2005 or a -4.4 percent 
change from the 160,416 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 7,660 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 96.9 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 89 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $65,075,000,000 and assets of $18,744,411,000. The 2007 deposit to 
population ratio was $27,579 for the Dallas County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less 
than the state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the 
described region serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These 
numbers do not reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in 
another city or state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Dallas County, the number of saving and loans was 15 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $50,687,500 and deposits of $554,300,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total 
of 54 savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, 
please see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 71 credit unions in the study area according to the 
National Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a 
total of $6,235,901,214 in assets and $4,592,288,211 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions 
statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other 
information on credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Denton County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Denton County region (FIPS code:48121) had an estimated population of 627,725 in 2008. The 
region consists of 958 square miles with a population density of 655.25 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 9th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Denton County is a member 
of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 96th 
in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Denton County area is assigned to the following district(s): 
Texas Representative District(s) of 63-65 and State Senatorial District(s) of 9,12,30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 26. The county seat is Denton and the county's major city, town or place is Lewisville. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Denton County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Denton County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. 
For additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 37.3 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Denton County region is 226 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 30 
degrees to an average for July of 94 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 8 
to Mar 27. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 7.2 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Denton County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Denton County changed in population 
from 432,976 in April, 2000 to an estimated 627,725 in January 2008 by 194,749 residents. This reflects an increase of 45.0 
percent in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 353,855 81.7 70.97
Black 25,369 5.9 11.53
Other 20,198 4.7 3.33
Hispanicº 52,619 12.2 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 35,387 8.2 7.8
5-14 66,460 15.3 15.8
15-19 31,502 7.3 7.8
20-44 195,691 45.2 38.5
45-64 82,233 19.0 20.2
65+ 21,703 5.0 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Denton County area had a median age of 31.00 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 215,368 were male which represents 49.7 percent and 217,608 were female which 
represents 50.3 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Denton County region has 2,599 persons age 14-21 representing 12.4 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 3,780 persons or 18.0 percent are 55 or 
over in the Denton County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Denton County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 6,157 or 29.3 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 312,866 or 72.3 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Denton County area, males 18 and over represented 
153,754 or 35.5 percent in comparison and females totaled to 159,112 or 36.7 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 313,225 persons in the population age 18 years and older 
in the year 2000. Of that number, 34,084 or 10.9 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent 
statewide. A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on 
active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine 
during World War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were 
ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 102,869 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 
years of age with approximately 6,716 or 6.5 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age 
bracket was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 270,986 persons, 
of which 32,805 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 12.1 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state 
overall. For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 22,668 or 69.1 percent were employed. For those 
who had no disability, an estimated 195,785 or 82.2 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and 
older, 20,483 persons resided of which 8,352 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 40.8 percent 
and this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 21,703 or 5.0 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 8,840 or 2.0 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 12,863 or 3.0 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Denton County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 432,976 --- 333,058 --- 26,290 --- 52,619 --- 21,009 ---
2005 517,177 19.4 387,154 16.2 32,855 25.0 70,011 33.1 27,157 29.3
2010 606,715 40.1 441,910 32.7 40,018 52.2 90,967 72.9 33,820 61.0
2015 702,196 62.2 497,113 49.3 47,887 82.1 116,023 120.5 41,173 96.0
2020 800,028 84.8 548,999 64.8 55,890 112.6 146,031 177.5 49,108 133.7
2025 903,374 108.6 598,427 79.7 64,538 145.5 182,290 246.4 58,119 176.6
2030 1,011,101 133.5 643,915 93.3 73,608 180.0 225,401 328.4 68,177 224.5
2035 1,124,513 159.7 686,141 106.0 83,134 216.2 275,818 424.2 79,420 278.0
2040 1,243,314 187.2 724,887 117.6 92,786 252.9 334,071 534.9 91,570 335.9
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Denton County reported 207,680 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 10.6 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
73.8 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 25.5 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.6 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Denton County overall has an average 
household earnings of $76,195. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $78,801 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 22,104 households leaving the region was 
$1,200,417,000 which represents an average income of $54,308.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Denton County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State 

Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  5,700 $42,584 

    Collin County, TX  3,461 $55,945 

    Tarrant County, TX  2,757 $51,518 

    Harris County, TX  419 $55,298 

    Travis County, TX  320 $43,906 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 212,528 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 12.7 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 70.0 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 28.9 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 1.2 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Denton County overall has an average household earnings of 
$75,848. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$78,801 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 26,952 households entering the region was $1,496,219,000 
which represents an average income of $55,514.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Denton County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  7,454 $47,894 

    Collin County, TX  3,528 $63,074 

    Tarrant County, TX  2,953 $55,926 

    Harris County, TX  477 $61,688 

    Foreign - Outside U.S.  319 $21,984 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Denton County region of $295,802,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Denton 
County area had a total of 8,854 live births which represents a live birth rate of 16.6 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 1,967 deaths 
representing a rate of 3.7 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Denton County had a civilian labor force of 356,218 
for June 2010 which was a change of 6,662 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 1.9 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Denton County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Denton County during the 2000 Census was 239,154. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 98,665 41.3 33.3
Service Occupations 26,470 11.1 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 73,001 30.5 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 489 0.2 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 18,479 7.7 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 22,050 9.2 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 197,560 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 82.6 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 27,544 persons who were government workers or 11.5 percent, 13,505 who were self employed workers or 
5.6 percent and 545 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.2 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution 
of 78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Denton County had an unemployment estimate of 
27,084 persons which represents a rate of 7.6 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 7.9 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 8,950 business reporting units operating in Denton County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 17.94 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Denton County had a total of 193,217 or 82.0 percent who drove their car to work alone, 25,703 or 10.9 
percent who car pooled, 1,567 or 0.7 percent used public transportation, 3,792 or 1.6 percent who walked to work, 2,593 or 1.1 
percent of regional workers who used other means to work, and 8,800 or 3.7 percent who worked at home. These methods of 
commuting to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), 
walked (1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 28.20 for the 
region as compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 3,116 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.2 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.8 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 7.4 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.2 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 31.4 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.0 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Denton County Region:  
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•  Acme Brick Co  
•  Four Seasons Inc  
•  Inca Metal Products Corp  
•  Josten's Inc  
•  Morrison Milling Co  
•  Peterbilt Motors Co  
•  Retractable Technologies Inc  
•  Universal Display & Fixtures  
•  Victor Equipment Co  
•  Weaver Manufacturing Co  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Denton County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $19,005,390,000 which represented an increase of $1,397,000,000 when compared to the 2004 total 
personal income, excluding farm, of $ 17,608,390,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 
and $741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Denton County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.9 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $1,382,720,000 for the year 2005. 
This was an increase of 8.5 percent from the 2004 figure of $1,274,814,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $52,272,000 compared to $44,807,000 
in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 16.7 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the 
same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $34,241 in Denton County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Denton County region received over $1,285,962,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $2,317 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Denton County region was $8,727,708 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $10,030,900. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Denton County region to be $750.48. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $748.06, a decrease of -
0.3 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $33,903,424 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Denton 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.3 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $337.57 for 
the Denton County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $85,575 for the Denton County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Denton County region for 
people of all ages at 978 persons. That figure represents 18.1 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 285 in 1999. This figure was 5.9 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 6.0 
percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below poverty 
status in 1999 were 4,601 which was 4.1 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all families 
statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 28,039 in 1999 which 
was 6.5 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty status 
statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $2,359,021,327 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an 
increase of 1.2 percent to $2,387,612,754.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of 
-9.5 percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 6,829 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 
6,776 in the 4th quarter 2009. This region had a decrease of -0.8 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for 
the same period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Denton County according the Census was 158,903 
with an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 64.4 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
41.4. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 9.6 percent of 
Denton County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 63.7 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
7.4 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 47,289 or 28.1 percent in Denton County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Denton County was 74.0 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 86.2 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Denton County according to the 2000 census was $133,200.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $725.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 56,494 which represented 35.6 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Denton County for the school year 1999-2000 was 11 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 62,331.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 130,034 persons in the population who were 
3 years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 9,640 7.4 6.6
Kindergarten 7,039 5.4 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 53,331 41.0 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 22,368 17.2 21.9
College or graduate school 37,656 29.0 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 265,220. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 10,768 4.1 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 17,427 6.6 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 52,816 19.9 24.8
Some college, no degree 69,266 26.1 22.4
Associate Degree 17,758 6.7 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 70,677 26.6 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 26,508 10.0 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 89.4 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 36.6 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 78 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.20 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Denton County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 35 percent for all students, 45 percent for Blacks, 28 percent for Whites, and 55 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Denton County as of October 2007 was 11, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 93.9 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 113 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
 

Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 902 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
709.9 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,005.3 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,970.3 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 2,359 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 271.4 persons for 
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each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 368.5 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 740 representing a ratio of 865.3 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
115.6 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 246 dentists in the 
study area, with a ratio of 2,603.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 38.4. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 1,131 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 176.6 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 342 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,872.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 53.4 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 52 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 12,314.4 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 8.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
16,544 16,745 1.21% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 465 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 473 deaths from 
heart disease, and 123 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 50 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 168 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 14 for Black teens, 74 for Hispanic teens and 
80 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
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and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 767, which is 6.5% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Denton county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48121.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
366,830 registered voters in Denton County. The voter turnout was 243,263 representing 66.3 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 149,935 or 61.6 percent for McCain/Palin, 91,160 or 37.5 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 2,168 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 6 foster homes, 49 foster/adoptive homes and 4 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 229 with a total capacity of 23,274. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 81. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 18,013 crimes reported in the Denton County area during 2005 or a 0.9 percent 
change from the 17,848 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 1,400 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 72.4 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 33 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $4,065,000,000 and assets of $1,156,640,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $6,703 for the Denton County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Denton County, the number of saving and loans was 6 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $312,799,900 and deposits of $37,700,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total 
of 54 savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, 
please see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 3 credit unions in the study area according to the 
National Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a 
total of $392,178,809 in assets and $309,707,620 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions 
statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other 
information on credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Ellis County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Ellis County region (FIPS code:48139) had an estimated population of 144,391 in 2008. The region 
consists of 952 square miles with a population density of 151.67 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 
91.95. This county ranked 31st in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Ellis County is a member of TWC's 
North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 98th in size by 
square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Ellis County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 10 and State Senatorial District(s) of 22. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 6. The 
county seat is Waxahachie and the county's major city, town or place is Waxahachie. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Ellis County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Ellis County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 36.8 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Ellis County region is 246 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a means 
of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 34 degrees to 
an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 21 to Mar 20. 
Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 1.2 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Ellis County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Ellis County changed in population from 
111,360 in April, 2000 to an estimated 144,391 in January 2008 by 33,031 residents. This reflects an increase of 29.7 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 89,789 80.6 70.97
Black 9,626 8.6 11.53
Other 1,072 1.0 3.33
Hispanicº 20,508 18.4 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 8,443 7.6 7.8
5-14 19,220 17.3 15.8
15-19 9,545 8.6 7.8
20-44 39,976 35.9 38.5
45-64 23,890 21.5 20.2
65+ 10,286 9.2 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Ellis County area had a median age of 33.20 according to the 2000 
Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 55,196 were male which represents 49.6 percent and 56,164 were female which represents 
50.4 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Ellis County region has 14,651 persons age 14-21 representing 13.5 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 10,125 persons or 9.3 percent are 55 or 
over in the Ellis County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Ellis County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 34,407 or 31.7 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 77,716 or 69.8 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Ellis County area, males 18 and over represented 
37,934 or 34.1 percent in comparison and females totaled to 39,782 or 35.7 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 77,823 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 9,644 or 12.4 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 30,054 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 2,016 or 6.7 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 62,269 persons, of which 
11,735 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 18.8 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. 
For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 7,722 or 65.8 percent were employed. For those who had 
no disability, an estimated 39,972 or 79.1 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 
9,652 persons resided of which 4,373 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 45.3 percent and 
this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 10,286 or 9.2 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 4,168 or 3.7 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 6,118 or 5.5 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Ellis County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 111,360 --- 80,115 --- 9,725 --- 20,508 --- 1,012 ---
2005 123,112 10.6 85,175 6.3 10,934 12.4 25,875 26.2 1,128 11.5
2010 136,158 22.3 90,382 12.8 12,207 25.5 32,291 57.5 1,278 26.3
2015 150,569 35.2 95,668 19.4 13,612 40.0 39,848 94.3 1,441 42.4
2020 165,706 48.8 100,473 25.4 15,072 55.0 48,564 136.8 1,597 57.8
2025 181,098 62.6 104,267 30.1 16,561 70.3 58,517 185.3 1,753 73.2
2030 196,664 76.6 106,972 33.5 17,988 85.0 69,790 240.3 1,914 89.1
2035 212,752 91.0 108,908 35.9 19,336 98.8 82,440 302.0 2,068 104.3
2040 229,572 106.2 110,322 37.7 20,594 111.8 96,484 370.5 2,172 114.6
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Ellis County reported 47,733 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 7.5 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 82.2 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 17.2 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.6 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Ellis County overall has an average 
household earnings of $57,014. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $58,388 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 3,599 households leaving the region was 
$144,556,000 which represents an average income of $40,166.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Ellis County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  1,110 $34,057 

    Tarrant County, TX  452 $48,436 

    Navarro County, TX  147 $36,061 

    Denton County, TX  113 $41,903 

    Collin County, TX  110 $53,564 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 48,704 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.4 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 78.4 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 21.1 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.5 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Ellis County overall has an average household earnings of 
$57,206. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$58,388 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 4,570 households entering the region was $209,241,000 which 
represents an average income of $45,786.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Ellis County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  1,746 $46,127 

    Tarrant County, TX  502 $52,137 

    Navarro County, TX  160 $37,431 

    Collin County, TX  118 $46,729 

    Johnson County, TX  102 $35,814 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Ellis County region of $64,685,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area 
and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Ellis 
County area had a total of 1,996 live births which represents a live birth rate of 15.4 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 963 deaths 
representing a rate of 7.4 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Ellis County had a civilian labor force of 73,000 for 
June 2010 which was a change of 1,521 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 2.1 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Ellis County had an economic base which is of average 
diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Ellis County during the 2000 Census was 53,528. The following presents 
a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 15,580 29.1 33.3
Service Occupations 6,692 12.5 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 14,307 26.7 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 218 0.4 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 7,032 13.1 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 9,699 18.1 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 42,827 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 80.0 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 6,449 persons who were government workers or 12.0 percent, 4,037 who were self employed workers or 7.5 
percent and 215 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.4 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Ellis County had an unemployment estimate of 6,323 
persons which represents a rate of 8.7 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.8 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 2,191 business reporting units operating in Ellis County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 17.21 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Ellis County had a total of 42,308 or 80.8 percent who drove their car to work alone, 7,436 or 14.2 
percent who car pooled, 404 or 0.8 percent used public transportation, 491 or 0.9 percent who walked to work, 585 or 1.1 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 1,156 or 2.2 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting 
to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 30.30 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 903 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.1 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.6 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 8.5 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 11.7 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 30.5 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.6 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Ellis County Region:  
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•  Cabinet Specialist  
•  Dart Container Corp  
•  Ennis Automotive Inc  
•  International Extrusion Corp  
•  Leggett & Platt Inc  
•  Owens-Corning Inc  
•  Sterilite Corp  
•  TXI Chaparral Steel  
•  Tyler Refrigeration  
•  United States Aluminum Corp-TX  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Ellis County's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $3,686,834,000 which represented an increase of $208,698,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal income, 
excluding farm, of $ 3,478,136,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Ellis County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.0 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $267,882,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 5.7 percent from the 2004 figure of $253,386,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $12,179,000 compared to $10,516,000 
in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 15.8 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the 
same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $27,613 in Ellis County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Ellis County region received over $546,448,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $4,092 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Ellis County region was $1,280,025 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $1,404,090. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Ellis County region to be $693.59. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $648.61, a decrease of -6.5 
percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $9,169,171 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Ellis 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.7 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $313.04 for 
the Ellis County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $77,762 for the Ellis County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Ellis County region for people 
of all ages at 12,354 persons. That figure represents 10.3 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 3,812 in 1999. This figure was 3.2 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 2,044 which was 6.8 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 9,401 in 1999 
which was 8.4 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $325,075,931 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 2.3 percent to $332,533,381.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,509 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,609 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 6.6 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Ellis County according the Census was 37,020 with an 
average household size of 3.0 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 76.2 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
46.7. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 19.2 percent of 
Ellis County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 74.4 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
14.1 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 7,447 or 19.1 percent in Ellis County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Ellis County was 40.9 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 62.7 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Ellis County according to the 2000 census was $91,400.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $584.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 8,802 which represented 23.8 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
The total number of public independent school districts in Ellis County for the school year 1999-2000 was 10 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 22,584.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 32,112 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 2,011 6.3 6.6
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Kindergarten 1,773 5.5 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 15,961 49.7 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 7,568 23.6 21.9
College or graduate school 4,799 14.9 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 67,470. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 5,687 8.4 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 9,294 13.8 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 20,753 30.8 24.8
Some college, no degree 16,616 24.6 22.4
Associate Degree 3,574 5.3 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 8,397 12.4 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 3,149 4.7 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 77.8 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 17.1 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 65 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.48 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Ellis County during the period 2004-2005 by race and ethnicity 
were 28 percent for all students, 31 percent for Blacks, 23 percent for Whites, and 43 percent for Hispanics. In order to review 
the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Ellis County as of October 2007 was 2, with an average 
total beds capacity of approximately 64.5 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical reports 
from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health care 
facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 29 licensed pharmacies in the study area. 
The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the Texas 
State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 152 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
937.6 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,601.3 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,415.6 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 426 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 334.6 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 298.9 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 283 representing a ratio of 503.6 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
198.6 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 28 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 5,090.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 19.6. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 490 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 343.8 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 79 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,804.0 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 55.4 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 23 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 6,196.5 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons for 
each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 16.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
2,593 2,700 4.13% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 227 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 262 deaths from 
heart disease, and 52 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 10 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 95 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 8 for Black teens, 39 for Hispanic teens and 
48 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 41,298, which is 5.6% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
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uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Ellis county can be 
accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48139.html. Some counties maintain their own Internet 
sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following format 
http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
388,498 registered voters in Ellis County. The voter turnout was 185,233 representing 47.7 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 61,783 or 33.4 percent for McCain/Palin, 122,021 or 65.9 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 1,429 or 0.8 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 3 foster homes, 21 foster/adoptive homes and 6 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 61 with a total capacity of 5,295. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 60. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 4,567 crimes reported in the Ellis County area during 2005 or a 3.3 percent change 
from the 4,423 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 568 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 77.3 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 14 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $1,000,000,000 and assets of $738,158,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $7,029 for the Ellis County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state 
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average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Ellis County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $15,200,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings 
and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 2 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$20,723,980 in assets and $17,798,163 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Erath County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Erath County region (FIPS code:48143) had an estimated population of 35,581 in 2008. The region 
consists of 1,090 square miles with a population density of 32.64 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 
91.95. This county ranked 81st in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Erath County is a member of TWC's 
North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a rural county. This county also ranked 56th in size by square 
miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Erath County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 59 and State Senatorial District(s) of 24. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 17. The 
county seat is Stephenville and the county's major city, town or place is Stephenville. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Erath County is classified as a rural county by virtue of 
either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 86.05 
percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a rural county. Texas has established a network of 24 Councils of 
Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional economic 
development activity. Erath County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For additional 
information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 32.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Erath County region is 238 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 31 
degrees to an average for July of 94 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 18 
to Mar 27. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 0.3 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Erath County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Erath County changed in population from 
33,001 in April, 2000 to an estimated 35,581 in January 2008 by 2,580 residents. This reflects an increase of 7.8 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 29,610 89.7 70.97
Black 269 0.8 11.53
Other 348 1.1 3.33
Hispanicº 4,959 15.0 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 2,132 6.5 7.8
5-14 4,593 13.9 15.8
15-19 3,049 9.2 7.8
20-44 12,496 37.9 38.5
45-64 6,299 19.1 20.2
65+ 4,432 13.4 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Erath County area had a median age of 31.40 according to the 2000 
Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 16,316 were male which represents 49.4 percent and 16,685 were female which represents 
50.6 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Erath County region has 6,444 persons age 14-21 representing 19.9 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 4,078 persons or 12.6 percent are 55 or 
over in the Erath County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Erath County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 9,448 or 29.2 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 24,889 or 75.4 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Erath County area, males 18 and over represented 
12,186 or 36.9 percent in comparison and females totaled to 12,703 or 38.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 24,870 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 2,623 or 10.5 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 8,556 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 502 or 5.9 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 17,786 persons, of which 
3,068 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 17.2 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 1,927 or 62.8 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 11,142 or 75.7 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 4,026 
persons resided of which 1,824 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 45.3 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 4,432 or 13.4 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 1,801 or 5.5 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 2,631 or 8.0 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Erath County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 33,001 --- 27,461 --- 291 --- 4,959 --- 290 ---
2005 36,035 9.2 29,294 6.7 349 19.9 6,083 22.7 309 6.6
2010 38,503 16.7 30,386 10.7 368 26.5 7,425 49.7 324 11.7
2015 40,588 23.0 30,884 12.5 380 30.6 8,986 81.2 338 16.6
2020 42,710 29.4 31,276 13.9 385 32.3 10,704 115.8 345 19.0
2025 44,652 35.3 31,364 14.2 392 34.7 12,547 153.0 349 20.3
2030 46,449 40.8 31,198 13.6 398 36.8 14,505 192.5 348 20.0
2035 48,291 46.3 30,894 12.5 402 38.1 16,653 235.8 342 17.9
2040 50,161 52.0 30,422 10.8 406 39.5 18,997 283.1 336 15.9
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Erath County reported 11,033 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 10.5 percent showed a change in residences by moving 
out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 82.5 
percent moved to another county within Texas, while 17.5 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Erath County overall has an average 
household earnings of $41,465. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $46,794 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,154 households leaving the region was 
$-4,794,000 which represents an average income of $-4,154.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Erath County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Tarrant County, TX  120 $-333,217 

    Hood County, TX  84 $38,274 

    Comanche County, TX  61 $33,344 

    Dallas County, TX  51 $26,490 

    Hamilton County, TX  43 $25,791 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 10,953 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 79.3 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 19.6 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 1.1 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Erath County overall has an average household earnings of 
$46,171. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$46,794 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,074 households entering the region was $43,434,000 which 
represents an average income of $40,441.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Erath County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  98 $46,949 

    Comanche County, TX  65 $27,369 

    Hood County, TX  55 $97,255 

    Hamilton County, TX  38 $29,763 

    Johnson County, TX  37 $31,622 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Erath County region of $48,228,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area 
and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Erath 
County area had a total of 405 live births which represents a live birth rate of 12.0 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 349 deaths 
representing a rate of 10.3 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Erath County had a civilian labor force of 19,159 for 
June 2010 which was a change of -290 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented a decrease of -1.5 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Erath County had an economic base which is of average 
diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Erath County during the 2000 Census was 14,926. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 4,906 32.9 33.3
Service Occupations 2,228 14.9 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 3,294 22.1 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 693 4.6 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 1,473 9.9 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 2,332 15.6 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 10,218 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 68.5 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 2,788 persons who were government workers or 18.7 percent, 1,830 who were self employed workers or 12.3 
percent and 90 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.6 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Erath County had an unemployment estimate of 1,337 
persons which represents a rate of 7.0 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 7.4 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 964 business reporting units operating in Erath County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 15.69 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Erath County had a total of 11,649 or 78.9 percent who drove their car to work alone, 1,832 or 12.4 
percent who car pooled, 10 or 0.1 percent used public transportation, 445 or 3.0 percent who walked to work, 190 or 1.3 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 637 or 4.3 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 20.10 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 321 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.9 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 4.4 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 7.2 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 33.3 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 54.2 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 11 Manufacturers for the Erath County Region:  
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•  ABF Packing Inc  
•  Appleton Electric Co  
•  Bradberry's Best  
•  Coca-Cola Bottling Co  
•  Dr Pepper Bottling Co  
•  Fibergrate Composite Structure  
•  FMC Fluid Control  
•  P & H Pallet Co  
•  Poston Feed Mill & Warehouse  
•  Saint-Gobain Abrasives  
•  Texas Case Mfg  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Erath County's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $792,978,000 which represented an increase of $54,690,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal income, 
excluding farm, of $ 738,288,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and $741,099,703,000 
for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Erath County has a personal income showing a rate 
change of 7.4 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same period. Income from all 
government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $121,002,000 for the year 2005. This was an increase of 7.9 
percent from the 2004 figure of $112,163,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for government income. Military 
income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $3,110,000 compared to $2,770,000 in 2004 for the study area. This was 
an increase of 12.3 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same period. For further information 
link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $25,627 in Erath County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Erath County region received over $171,465,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,063 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Erath County region was $41,383 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment represented 
an increase to $49,584. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not reside there. 
Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, a positive 
figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information on this data, 
please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Erath County region to be $502.27. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $512.16, an increase of 
2.0 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $707,766 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Erath County 
region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks, while 
the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. The 
most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $300.59 for 
the Erath County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $58,045 for the Erath County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Erath County region for 
people of all ages at 5,130 persons. That figure represents 15.5 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 1,332 in 1999. This figure was 4.3 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 842 which was 10.3 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 5,014 in 1999 
which was 15.2 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $130,642,172 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -14.2 percent to $112,114,558.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 552 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 537 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had a decrease of -2.7 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Erath County according the Census was 12,568 with 
an average household size of 2.5 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 63.2 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
33.6. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 23.1 percent of 
Erath County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 64.3 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
18.7 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 1,494 or 10.4 percent in Erath County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Erath County was 21.5 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 31.8 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Erath County according to the 2000 census was $67,600.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $450.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 4,631 which represented 36.8 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
The total number of public independent school districts in Erath County for the school year 1999-2000 was 7 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 5,068.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 11,111 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis
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Nursery school or preschool 526 4.7 6.6
Kindergarten 469 4.2 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 3,812 34.3 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 1,717 15.5 21.9
College or graduate school 4,587 41.3 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 19,350. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 1,829 9.5 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 2,595 13.4 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 5,149 26.6 24.8
Some college, no degree 4,331 22.4 22.4
Associate Degree 617 3.2 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 3,124 16.1 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 1,705 8.8 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 77.1 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 25.0 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 15 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.56 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Erath County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 29 percent for all students, 0 percent for Blacks, 21 percent for Whites, and 51 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Erath County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 98.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 11 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 67 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
548.5 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 942.3 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,531.2 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 197 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 186.5 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 536.2 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 122 representing a ratio of 301.2 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
332.0 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 16 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 2,296.8 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 43.5. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 88 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 239.5 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 26 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,413.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 70.8 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 3 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 12,249.3 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 8.2 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
1,593 1,630 2.32% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 73 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 100 deaths from 
heart disease, and 10 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 1 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 24 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 0 for Black teens, 17 for Hispanic teens and 7 
for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 1,273, which is 7.0% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Erath county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48143.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
21,503 registered voters in Erath County. The voter turnout was 14,019 representing 65.2 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 10,768 or 76.8 percent for McCain/Palin, 3,128 or 22.3 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 123 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 5 foster/adoptive homes and 2 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 22 with a total capacity of 981. The total number 
of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 12. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 896 crimes reported in the Erath County area during 2005 or a -12.2 percent change 
from the 1,021 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 72 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 86.1 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 8 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $460,000,000 and assets of $540,042,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$13,364 for the Erath County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average 
generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a 
regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets 
and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most 
recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Erath County, the number of saving and loans was 0 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $0 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings and loans, 
with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Grayson County Report 

 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Grayson County region (FIPS code:48181) had an estimated population of 118,713 in 2008. The 
region consists of 979 square miles with a population density of 121.26 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 32nd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Grayson County is a 
member of TWC's Texoma Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 
88th in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Grayson County area is assigned to the following 
district(s): Texas Representative District(s) of 62 and State Senatorial District(s) of 30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 4. The county seat is Sherman and the county's major city, town or place is Sherman. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Grayson County is classified as a metropolitan county 
by virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Grayson County falls within the Texoma Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 40.4 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Grayson County region is 227 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 30 
degrees to an average for July of 95 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 9 
to Mar 27. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 4.7 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Grayson County is a member of the TWC Texoma local workforce board area. In order to contact the 
board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the Texoma web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda25.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
Texoma  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda25.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
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method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Grayson County changed in population 
from 110,595 in April, 2000 to an estimated 118,713 in January 2008 by 8,118 residents. This reflects an increase of 7.3 percent 
in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 96,443 87.2 70.97
Black 6,471 5.9 11.53
Other 2,124 1.9 3.33
Hispanicº 7,519 6.8 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 7,178 6.5 7.8
5-14 15,786 14.3 15.8
15-19 8,468 7.7 7.8
20-44 37,251 33.7 38.5
45-64 25,192 22.8 20.2
65+ 16,720 15.1 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Grayson County area had a median age of 37.20 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 53,579 were male which represents 48.4 percent and 57,016 were female which represents 
51.6 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Grayson County region has 11,435 persons age 14-21 representing 11.5 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 15,228 persons or 15.3 percent are 55 
or over in the Grayson County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 
Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
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comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Grayson County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 28,926 or 29.0 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 82,620 or 74.7 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Grayson County area, males 18 and over represented 
39,281 or 35.5 percent in comparison and females totaled to 43,339 or 39.2 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 82,679 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 12,778 or 15.5 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 25,438 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 2,320 or 9.1 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 60,536 persons, of which 
13,012 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 21.5 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. 
For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 7,625 or 58.6 percent were employed. For those who had 
no disability, an estimated 37,164 or 78.2 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 
15,360 persons resided of which 7,029 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 45.8 percent and 
this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 16,720 or 15.1 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 6,689 or 6.0 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 10,031 or 9.1 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
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many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Grayson County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 110,595 --- 94,121 --- 6,790 --- 7,519 --- 2,165 ---
2005 114,129 3.2 95,197 1.1 7,096 4.5 9,343 24.3 2,493 15.2
2010 117,995 6.7 96,305 2.3 7,383 8.7 11,416 51.8 2,891 33.5
2015 121,782 10.1 97,075 3.1 7,631 12.4 13,715 82.4 3,361 55.2
2020 124,968 13.0 96,988 3.0 7,846 15.6 16,259 116.2 3,875 79.0
2025 127,578 15.4 95,964 2.0 8,061 18.7 19,124 154.3 4,429 104.6
2030 129,795 17.4 94,197 0.1 8,227 21.2 22,335 197.0 5,036 132.6
2035 131,716 19.1 91,821 -2.4 8,326 22.6 25,888 244.3 5,681 162.4
2040 133,317 20.5 89,011 -5.4 8,322 22.6 29,641 294.2 6,343 193.0
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Grayson County reported 41,496 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 6.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 64.7 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 34.8 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.5 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Grayson County overall has an average 
household earnings of $49,322. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $50,357 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,836 households leaving the region was 
$99,876,000 which represents an average income of $35,217.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Grayson County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Collin County, TX  431 $44,835 

    Dallas County, TX  248 $29,927 

    Denton County, TX  222 $38,311 

    Bryan County, OK  174 $26,466 

    Fannin County, TX  128 $26,594 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 41,399 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 6.6 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 65.6 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 33.7 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.7 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Grayson County overall has an average household earnings of 
$49,622. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$50,357 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,739 households entering the region was $107,509,000 which 
represents an average income of $39,251.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Grayson County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Collin County, TX  391 $48,320 

    Dallas County, TX  265 $39,706 

    Denton County, TX  203 $43,094 

    Fannin County, TX  169 $29,195 

    Bryan County, OK  133 $30,549 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Grayson County region of $7,633,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Grayson 
County area had a total of 1,659 live births which represents a live birth rate of 14.3 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 1,223 deaths 
representing a rate of 10.5 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Grayson County had a civilian labor force of 57,950 
for June 2010 which was a change of 160 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 0.3 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Grayson County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Grayson County during the 2000 Census was 50,801. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 15,026 29.6 33.3
Service Occupations 7,322 14.4 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 13,469 26.5 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 273 0.5 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 5,844 11.5 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 8,867 17.5 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 40,495 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 79.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 5,976 persons who were government workers or 11.8 percent, 4,091 who were self employed workers or 8.1 
percent and 239 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.5 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Grayson County had an unemployment estimate of 
5,050 persons which represents a rate of 8.7 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.5 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 2,457 business reporting units operating in Grayson County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 17.20 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Grayson County had a total of 40,398 or 80.8 percent who drove their car to work alone, 6,680 or 13.4 
percent who car pooled, 85 or 0.2 percent used public transportation, 920 or 1.8 percent who walked to work, 500 or 1.0 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 1,430 or 2.9 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting 
to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 24.90 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 978 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.6 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.1 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 6.9 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 10.6 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 32.1 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 49.7 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Grayson County Region:  
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•  Champion Cooler Co  
•  Denison Industries  
•  Fisher Controls Inc  
•  Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical  
•  Kwikset Corp  
•  Magni Fab Southwest Co  
•  Reedrill Inc  
•  Royal Case Co  
•  Starr Aircraft Products  
•  Texas Instruments Inc  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Grayson County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $3,058,716,000 which represented an increase of $191,910,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 2,866,806,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Grayson County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.7 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $261,245,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 4.7 percent from the 2004 figure of $249,477,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $10,729,000 compared to $9,566,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 12.2 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $26,207 in Grayson County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Grayson County region received over $640,962,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,489 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Grayson County region was $167,520 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $194,066. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Grayson County region to be $704.58. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $684.93, a decrease of 
-2.8 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $8,321,130 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Grayson 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $314.29 for 
the Grayson County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $60,610 for the Grayson County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure 
is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Grayson County region for 
people of all ages at 14,618 persons. That figure represents 12.9 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 3,920 in 1999. This figure was 4.0 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 2,555 which was 8.4 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 12,109 in 
1999 which was 10.9 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below 
poverty status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $376,910,931 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 0.4 percent to $378,419,427.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,572 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,647 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 4.8 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Grayson County according the Census was 42,849 
with an average household size of 2.5 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 70.6 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
35.7. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 26.9 percent of 
Grayson County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 71.7 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
12.0 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 5,737 or 11.9 percent in Grayson County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Grayson County was 25.2 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 50.1 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Grayson County according to the 2000 census was $69,100.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $518.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 12,613 which represented 29.4 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Grayson County for the school year 1999-2000 was 13 according to 
the Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 18,764.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 27,885 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 1,775 6.4 6.6
Kindergarten 1,354 4.9 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 13,120 47.1 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 6,305 22.6 21.9
College or graduate school 5,331 19.1 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 72,382. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 4,669 6.5 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 9,639 13.3 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 21,709 30.0 24.8
Some college, no degree 18,361 25.4 22.4
Associate Degree 5,524 7.6 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 8,144 11.3 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 4,336 6.0 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 80.2 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 17.2 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 62 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.60 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Grayson County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 30 percent for all students, 48 percent for Blacks, 26 percent for Whites, and 45 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Grayson County as of October 2007 was 6, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 99.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 37 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 295 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
403.6 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 515.5 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,488.4 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 1,211 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 98.3 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 1,017.3 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 651 representing a ratio of 182.9 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
546.7 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 49 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 2,430.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 41.2. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 482 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 404.9 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 99 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,202.7 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 83.1 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 18 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 6,615.1 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons for 
each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 15.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
6,948 7,189 3.47% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 279 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 404 deaths from 
heart disease, and 84 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 7 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 93 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 16 for Black teens, 23 for Hispanic teens and 
54 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 3,130, which is 9.3% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Grayson county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48181.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
75,689 registered voters in Grayson County. The voter turnout was 45,477 representing 60.1 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 31,136 or 68.5 percent for McCain/Palin, 13,900 or 30.6 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 441 or 1.0 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 2 foster homes, 16 foster/adoptive homes and 0 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 41 with a total capacity of 3,024. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 9. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 4,755 crimes reported in the Grayson County area during 2005 or a 6.1 percent 
change from the 4,482 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 431 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 75.9 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 15 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $1,611,000,000 and assets of $1,378,331,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $13,548 for the Grayson County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
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state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Grayson County, the number of saving and loans was 0 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $0 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings and 
loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 4 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$74,135,630 in assets and $59,650,423 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Hood County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Hood County region (FIPS code:48221) had an estimated population of 50,812 in 2008. The region 
consists of 437 square miles with a population density of 116.27 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 
91.95. This county ranked 68th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Hood County is a member of TWC's 
North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a rural county. This county also ranked 243rd in size by square 
miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Hood County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 60 and State Senatorial District(s) of 22. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 17. The 
county seat is Granbury and the county's major city, town or place is Granbury. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Hood County is classified as a rural county by virtue of 
either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 86.05 
percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a network of 24 
Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional 
economic development activity. Hood County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 30.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Hood County region is 232 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 33 
degrees to an average for July of 97 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 13 
to Mar 26. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 3.5 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Hood County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Hood County changed in population from 
41,100 in April, 2000 to an estimated 50,812 in January 2008 by 9,712 residents. This reflects an increase of 23.6 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 38,952 94.8 70.97
Black 134 0.3 11.53
Other 483 1.2 3.33
Hispanicº 2,975 7.2 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 2,375 5.8 7.8
5-14 5,546 13.5 15.8
15-19 2,731 6.6 7.8
20-44 12,154 29.6 38.5
45-64 10,945 26.6 20.2
65+ 7,349 17.9 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Hood County area had a median age of 41.50 according to the 2000 
Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 20,152 were male which represents 49.0 percent and 20,948 were female which represents 
51.0 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Hood County region has 4,361 persons age 14-21 representing 11.9 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 5,520 persons or 15.1 percent are 55 or 
over in the Hood County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Hood County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 11,123 or 30.5 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 31,407 or 76.4 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Hood County area, males 18 and over represented 
15,223 or 37.0 percent in comparison and females totaled to 16,184 or 39.4 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 31,310 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 6,034 or 19.3 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 8,708 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 739 or 8.5 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 22,382 persons, of which 
4,432 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 19.8 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 2,646 or 59.7 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 13,355 or 74.4 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 7,184 
persons resided of which 2,930 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 40.8 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 7,349 or 17.9 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 3,371 or 8.2 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 3,978 or 9.7 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Hood County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 41,100 --- 37,492 --- 150 --- 2,975 --- 483 ---
2005 44,631 8.6 40,123 7.0 151 0.7 3,857 29.6 500 3.5
2010 48,391 17.7 42,810 14.2 156 4.0 4,915 65.2 510 5.6
2015 52,532 27.8 45,595 21.6 159 6.0 6,263 110.5 515 6.6
2020 56,864 38.4 48,260 28.7 166 10.7 7,908 165.8 530 9.7
2025 61,066 48.6 50,539 34.8 168 12.0 9,820 230.1 539 11.6
2030 65,103 58.4 52,294 39.5 167 11.3 12,110 307.1 532 10.1
2035 69,117 68.2 53,632 43.0 156 4.0 14,807 397.7 522 8.1
2040 73,443 78.7 54,797 46.2 144 -4.0 17,999 505.0 503 4.1
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Hood County reported 16,892 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 80.3 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 19.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Hood County overall has an average 
household earnings of $68,109. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $69,061 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,485 households leaving the region was 
$86,474,000 which represents an average income of $58,232.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Hood County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  

http://txsdc.utsa.edu/


County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Tarrant County, TX  420 $78,348 

    Parker County, TX  105 $52,895 

    Johnson County, TX  97 $37,701 

    Erath County, TX  55 $97,255 

    Dallas County, TX  50 $56,120 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 17,395 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 11.4 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 74.3 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 25.7 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Hood County overall has an average household earnings of 
$68,648. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$69,061 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,988 households entering the region was $130,102,000 which 
represents an average income of $65,444.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Hood County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  403 $65,412 

    Parker County, TX  130 $43,992 

    Johnson County, TX  102 $53,216 

    Erath County, TX  84 $38,274 

    Dallas County, TX  68 $64,132 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Hood County region of $43,628,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area 
and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Hood 
County area had a total of 537 live births which represents a live birth rate of 11.7 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 528 deaths 
representing a rate of 11.5 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Hood County had a civilian labor force of 26,746 for 
June 2010 which was a change of -6 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented a decrease of -0.0 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 

http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce


economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Hood County had an economic base which is of average 
diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Hood County during the 2000 Census was 18,203. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 5,630 30.9 33.3
Service Occupations 2,680 14.7 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 4,926 27.1 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 104 0.6 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 2,604 14.3 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 2,259 12.4 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 13,970 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 76.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 2,152 persons who were government workers or 11.8 percent, 1,953 who were self employed workers or 10.7 
percent and 128 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.7 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Hood County had an unemployment estimate of 1,966 
persons which represents a rate of 7.4 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 7.8 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,113 business reporting units operating in Hood County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 10.43 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Hood County had a total of 14,285 or 79.9 percent who drove their car to work alone, 2,562 or 14.3 
percent who car pooled, 2 or 0.0 percent used public transportation, 222 or 1.2 percent who walked to work, 126 or 0.7 percent of 
regional workers who used other means to work, and 671 or 3.8 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 34.10 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 363 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.0 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 4.7 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 11.6 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 32.0 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 51.8 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 11 Manufacturers for the Hood County Region:  
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•  Day-Night Signs Inc  
•  Digital Print  
•  Geo-Log Inc  
•  Ingram Enterprises  
•  Mark Productions Hot Tubs  
•  Pinnacle Towers Inc  
•  Scotts Co  
•  Sky Tec  
•  Texstone Surfaces  
•  USA Compaction  
•  Waples Machine Co  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Hood County's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $1,413,716,000 which represented an increase of $82,415,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal income, 
excluding farm, of $ 1,331,301,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Hood County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.2 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $79,560,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 6.6 percent from the 2004 figure of $74,601,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $4,375,000 compared to $3,795,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 15.3 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $29,734 in Hood County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Hood County region received over $265,702,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,562 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Hood County region was $505,595 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $547,630. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Hood County region to be $608.01. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $601.80, a decrease of -
1.0 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $2,234,542 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Hood 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.3 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $320.09 for 
the Hood County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $74,797 for the Hood County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Hood County region for 
people of all ages at 4,825 persons. That figure represents 11.0 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 994 in 1999. This figure was 2.4 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 6.0 
percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below poverty 
status in 1999 were 725 which was 6.0 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all families 
statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 3,452 in 1999 which 
was 8.4 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty status 
statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $157,920,063 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -11.0 percent to $140,579,682.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 835 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 865 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 3.6 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Hood County according the Census was 16,176 with 
an average household size of 2.5 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 81.2 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
32.3. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 30.7 percent of 
Hood County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 60.7 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
29.0 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 3,864 or 20.2 percent in Hood County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Hood County was 56.4 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 50.5 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Hood County according to the 2000 census was $112,100.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $541.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 3,044 which represented 18.8 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Hood County for the school year 1999-2000 was 3 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 6,644.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 9,233 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 553 6.0 6.6
Kindergarten 561 6.1 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 4,638 50.2 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 2,247 24.3 21.9
College or graduate school 1,234 13.4 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 28,621. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 1,237 4.3 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 3,497 12.2 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 8,466 29.6 24.8
Some college, no degree 8,216 28.7 22.4
Associate Degree 1,340 4.7 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 4,047 14.1 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 1,818 6.4 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 83.5 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 20.5 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 35 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.92 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Hood County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 31 percent for all students, 18 percent for Blacks, 29 percent for Whites, and 41 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Hood County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 59.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 12 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 73 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
671.8 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 943.1 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,486.1 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 189 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 259.5 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 385.4 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  

http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/


The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 167 representing a ratio of 293.7 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
340.5 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 21 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 2,335.3 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 42.8. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 185 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 377.2 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 36 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,362.3 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 73.4 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 1 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 49,041.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 2.0 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
1,060 1,184 11.70% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 127 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 124 deaths from 
heart disease, and 34 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 6 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 14 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 0 for Black teens, 2 for Hispanic teens and 12 
for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
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not covered by health insurance is 983, which is 10.5% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Hood county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48221.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
34,728 registered voters in Hood County. The voter turnout was 22,596 representing 65.1 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 17,299 or 76.6 percent for McCain/Palin, 5,087 or 22.5 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 210 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 1 foster homes, 4 foster/adoptive homes and 0 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 21 with a total capacity of 1,550. The total 
number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 9. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 1,322 crimes reported in the Hood County area during 2005 or a -2.3 percent change 
from the 1,353 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 192 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 95.3 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 9 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $597,000,000 and assets of $716,487,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$11,990 for the Hood County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average 
generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a 
regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets 
and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most 
recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Hood County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $4,000,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings 
and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Hunt County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Hunt County region (FIPS code:48231) had an estimated population of 84,035 in 2008. The region 
consists of 882 square miles with a population density of 95.28 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 
91.95. This county ranked 43rd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Hunt County is a member of TWC's 
North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 183rd in size 
by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Hunt County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 2 and State Senatorial District(s) of 2. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 1,4. The 
county seat is Greenville and the county's major city, town or place is Greenville. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Hunt County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Hunt County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 41.6 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Hunt County region is 237 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a means 
of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 29 degrees to 
an average for July of 94 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 13 to Mar 21. 
Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 4.6 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Hunt County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Hunt County changed in population from 
76,596 in April, 2000 to an estimated 84,035 in January 2008 by 7,439 residents. This reflects an increase of 9.7 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 64,013 83.6 70.97
Black 7,242 9.5 11.53
Other 1,031 1.3 3.33
Hispanicº 6,366 8.3 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 5,160 6.7 7.8
5-14 11,607 15.2 15.8
15-19 5,916 7.7 7.8
20-44 26,770 34.9 38.5
45-64 17,485 22.8 20.2
65+ 9,658 12.6 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Hunt County area had a median age of 35.50 according to the 2000 
Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 37,921 were male which represents 49.5 percent and 38,675 were female which represents 
50.5 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Hunt County region has 9,432 persons age 14-21 representing 13.3 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 9,372 persons or 13.3 percent are 55 or 
over in the Hunt County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Hunt County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 20,667 or 29.2 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 56,268 or 73.5 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Hunt County area, males 18 and over represented 
27,456 or 35.8 percent in comparison and females totaled to 28,812 or 37.6 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 56,268 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 8,936 or 15.9 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 18,525 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 1,769 or 9.5 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 42,948 persons, of which 
10,114 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 23.5 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. 
For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 5,816 or 57.5 percent were employed. For those who had 
no disability, an estimated 24,921 or 75.9 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 
9,324 persons resided of which 4,505 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 48.3 percent and 
this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 9,658 or 12.6 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 4,118 or 5.4 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 5,540 or 7.2 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Hunt County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 76,596 --- 61,738 --- 7,410 --- 6,366 --- 1,082 ---
2005 83,967 9.6 65,821 6.6 8,516 14.9 8,359 31.3 1,271 17.5
2010 91,958 20.1 69,917 13.2 9,697 30.9 10,865 70.7 1,479 36.7
2015 100,369 31.0 73,894 19.7 10,917 47.3 13,859 117.7 1,699 57.0
2020 108,477 41.6 76,995 24.7 12,120 63.6 17,472 174.5 1,890 74.7
2025 116,602 52.2 79,363 28.5 13,363 80.3 21,772 242.0 2,104 94.5
2030 124,714 62.8 80,975 31.2 14,564 96.5 26,853 321.8 2,322 114.6
2035 133,316 74.1 82,154 33.1 15,711 112.0 32,872 416.4 2,579 138.4
2040 142,422 85.9 82,922 34.3 16,805 126.8 39,842 525.9 2,853 163.7
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Hunt County reported 27,753 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.4 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 79.7 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 19.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.6 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Hunt County overall has an average 
household earnings of $45,813. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $47,168 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,595 households leaving the region was 
$84,773,000 which represents an average income of $32,668.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Hunt County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  536 $26,925 

    Collin County, TX  262 $36,985 

    Rockwall County, TX  148 $58,196 

    Kaufman County, TX  113 $34,619 

    Tarrant County, TX  109 $33,642 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 27,559 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.7 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 77.8 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 21.3 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 1.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Hunt County overall has an average household earnings of 
$46,095. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$47,168 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,401 households entering the region was $83,665,000 which 
represents an average income of $34,846.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Hunt County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  528 $36,841 

    Collin County, TX  204 $39,422 

    Rockwall County, TX  142 $46,732 

    Tarrant County, TX  88 $39,250 

    Kaufman County, TX  84 $32,119 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Hunt County region of $-1,108,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area 
and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Hunt 
County area had a total of 1,053 live births which represents a live birth rate of 12.9 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 734 deaths 
representing a rate of 9.0 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Hunt County had a civilian labor force of 38,457 for 
June 2010 which was a change of 1,035 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 2.8 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Hunt County had an economic base which is of below 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Hunt County during the 2000 Census was 34,539. The following presents 
a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 9,774 28.3 33.3
Service Occupations 4,888 14.2 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 9,130 26.4 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 279 0.8 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 4,663 13.5 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 5,805 16.8 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 26,489 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 76.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 5,288 persons who were government workers or 15.3 percent, 2,615 who were self employed workers or 7.6 
percent and 147 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.4 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Hunt County had an unemployment estimate of 3,504 
persons which represents a rate of 9.1 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.6 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,295 business reporting units operating in Hunt County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 21.96 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Hunt County had a total of 26,171 or 77.0 percent who drove their car to work alone, 5,777 or 17.0 
percent who car pooled, 26 or 0.1 percent used public transportation, 704 or 2.1 percent who walked to work, 311 or 0.9 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 1,021 or 3.0 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting 
to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 30.10 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 530 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.4 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.4 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 4.9 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 14.3 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 29.1 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 50.9 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Hunt County Region:  
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•  Cytec Engineered Materials  
•  Echo Publishing Co  
•  Ennis Tag & Label  
•  Henry Group Inc  
•  L-3 Communications  
•  Masonite International  
•  Rock-Tenn Co  
•  Rubbermaid Inc  
•  Tyco Healthcare  
•  Zurn Pex  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Hunt County's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $2,153,615,000 which represented an increase of $148,954,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal income, 
excluding farm, of $ 2,004,661,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Hunt County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.4 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $280,270,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 4.1 percent from the 2004 figure of $269,228,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $13,566,000 compared to $12,537,000 
in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 8.2 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $26,138 in Hunt County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Hunt County region received over $418,281,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,083 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Hunt County region was $344,030 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented a decrease to $334,302. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Hunt County region to be $729.17. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $759.60, an increase of 
4.2 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $4,400,258 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Hunt 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 14.1 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $290.24 for 
the Hunt County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $56,517 for the Hunt County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Hunt County region for people 
of all ages at 12,036 persons. That figure represents 15.0 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 3,229 in 1999. This figure was 4.5 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 1,781 which was 8.6 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 9,518 in 1999 
which was 12.4 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $250,116,880 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 1.1 percent to $252,953,059.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,056 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,100 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 4.2 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Hunt County according the Census was 28,742 with 
an average household size of 2.6 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 71.5 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
37.2. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 23.9 percent of 
Hunt County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 63.4 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
20.2 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 4,601 or 14.2 percent in Hunt County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Hunt County was 19.0 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 40.4 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Hunt County according to the 2000 census was $62,000.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $476.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 8,201 which represented 28.5 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Hunt County for the school year 1999-2000 was 10 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 13,018.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 21,088 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 1,309 6.2 6.6
Kindergarten 1,097 5.2 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 9,498 45.0 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 4,836 22.9 21.9
College or graduate school 4,348 20.6 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 48,548. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 3,505 7.2 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 7,729 15.9 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 16,655 34.3 24.8
Some college, no degree 10,700 22.0 22.4
Associate Degree 1,821 3.8 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 5,206 10.7 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 2,932 6.0 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 76.9 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 16.8 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 66 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.88 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Hunt County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 33 percent for all students, 61 percent for Blacks, 23 percent for Whites, and 61 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Hunt County as of October 2007 was 4, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 58.5 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 19 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 117 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
739.1 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,123.0 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,011.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 425 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 203.5 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 491.4 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 242 representing a ratio of 357.3 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
279.9 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 25 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 3,458.8 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 28.9. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 271 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 313.4 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 41 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,109.0 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 47.4 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 3 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 28,823.7 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 3.5 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
3,533 3,568 0.99% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 160 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 200 deaths from 
heart disease, and 32 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 9 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 72 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 20 for Black teens, 9 for Hispanic teens and 
43 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 2,629, which is 8.2% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Hunt county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48231.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
50,602 registered voters in Hunt County. The voter turnout was 29,524 representing 58.3 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 20,573 or 69.7 percent for McCain/Palin, 8,594 or 29.1 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 357 or 1.2 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 1 foster homes, 18 foster/adoptive homes and 2 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 28 with a total capacity of 2,033. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 23. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 3,487 crimes reported in the Hunt County area during 2005 or a -20.4 percent change 
from the 4,380 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 345 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 81.7 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 9 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $743,000,000 and assets of $38,659,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$8,913 for the Hunt County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average 
generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a 
regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets 
and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most 
recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Hunt County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $1,200,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings 
and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 1 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$40,432,556 in assets and $33,446,139 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Johnson County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Johnson County region (FIPS code:48251) had an estimated population of 156,088 in 2008. The 
region consists of 734 square miles with a population density of 212.65 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 25th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Johnson County is a member 
of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 
214th in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Johnson County area is assigned to the following 
district(s): Texas Representative District(s) of 58 and State Senatorial District(s) of 22. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 6. The county seat is Cleburne and the county's major city, town or place is Cleburne. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Johnson County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Johnson County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. 
For additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 34 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season in 
the Johnson County region is 233 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 33 
degrees to an average for July of 97 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 14 
to Mar 25. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 0.7 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Johnson County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Johnson County changed in population 
from 126,811 in April, 2000 to an estimated 156,088 in January 2008 by 29,277 residents. This reflects an increase of 23.1 
percent in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 114,142 90.0 70.97
Black 3,166 2.5 11.53
Other 1,703 1.3 3.33
Hispanicº 15,375 12.1 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 9,397 7.4 7.8
5-14 20,646 16.3 15.8
15-19 10,213 8.1 7.8
20-44 45,658 36.0 38.5
45-64 28,252 22.3 20.2
65+ 12,645 10.0 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Johnson County area had a median age of 34.30 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 63,314 were male which represents 49.9 percent and 63,497 were female which represents 
50.1 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Johnson County region has 16,140 persons age 14-21 representing 13.2 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 12,334 persons or 10.1 percent are 55 
or over in the Johnson County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
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Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Johnson County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 39,430 or 32.3 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 90,294 or 71.2 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Johnson County area, males 18 and over represented 
44,476 or 35.1 percent in comparison and females totaled to 45,818 or 36.1 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 90,334 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 12,344 or 13.7 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 32,578 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 2,489 or 7.6 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 70,745 persons, of which 
15,049 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 21.3 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. 
For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 9,391 or 62.4 percent were employed. For those who had 
no disability, an estimated 43,721 or 78.5 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 
12,150 persons resided of which 5,520 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 45.4 percent and 
this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 12,645 or 10.0 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 5,405 or 4.3 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 7,240 or 5.7 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Johnson County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 126,811 --- 106,395 --- 3,274 --- 15,375 --- 1,767 ---
2005 138,756 9.4 113,304 6.5 3,714 13.4 19,692 28.1 2,046 15.8
2010 152,090 19.9 120,509 13.3 4,175 27.5 24,985 62.5 2,421 37.0
2015 166,627 31.4 127,586 19.9 4,669 42.6 31,486 104.8 2,886 63.3
2020 181,975 43.5 133,947 25.9 5,139 57.0 39,431 156.5 3,458 95.7
2025 197,805 56.0 139,176 30.8 5,597 71.0 48,893 218.0 4,139 134.2
2030 213,949 68.7 143,137 34.5 6,002 83.3 59,922 289.7 4,888 176.6
2035 231,174 82.3 146,199 37.4 6,453 97.1 72,813 373.6 5,709 223.1
2040 249,941 97.1 148,649 39.7 6,942 112.0 87,736 470.6 6,614 274.3
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Johnson County reported 49,825 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.2 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 82.8 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 16.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.5 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Johnson County overall has an average 
household earnings of $55,527. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $57,011 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 4,102 households leaving the region was 
$159,915,000 which represents an average income of $38,985.  
 
The top 6 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Johnson County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Tarrant County, TX  1,822 $36,254 

    Dallas County, TX  216 $32,588 

    Hill County, TX  113 $38,673 

    Parker County, TX  107 $47,393 

    Hood County, TX  102 $53,216 

    Ellis County, TX  102 $35,814 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 50,686 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 79.0 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 20.2 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.7 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Johnson County overall has an average household earnings of 
$55,596. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$57,011 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 4,963 households entering the region was $211,178,000 which 
represents an average income of $42,550.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Johnson County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  2,066 $43,500 

    Dallas County, TX  277 $40,292 

    Hill County, TX  117 $29,786 

    Ellis County, TX  100 $39,160 

    Hood County, TX  97 $37,701 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Johnson County region of $51,263,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Johnson 
County area had a total of 2,057 live births which represents a live birth rate of 14.3 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 1,043 deaths 
representing a rate of 7.3 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Johnson County had a civilian labor force of 76,366 
for June 2010 which was a change of 457 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 0.6 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
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area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Johnson County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Johnson County during the 2000 Census was 59,464. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 15,595 26.2 33.3
Service Occupations 7,522 12.6 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 16,347 27.5 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 213 0.4 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 8,601 14.5 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 11,186 18.8 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 48,166 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 81.0 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 6,751 persons who were government workers or 11.4 percent, 4,288 who were self employed workers or 7.2 
percent and 259 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.4 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Johnson County had an unemployment estimate of 
6,778 persons which represents a rate of 8.9 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 9.2 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 2,196 business reporting units operating in Johnson County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 17.18 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Johnson County had a total of 46,956 or 80.4 percent who drove their car to work alone, 8,413 or 14.4 
percent who car pooled, 45 or 0.1 percent used public transportation, 877 or 1.5 percent who walked to work, 608 or 1.0 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 1,494 or 2.6 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting 
to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 31.80 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 1,002 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.2 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 6.7 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.9 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 32.7 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 47.5 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Johnson County Region:  
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•  Brandon Manufacturing Corp  
•  Gunderson Southwest  
•  Johns Manville Intl  
•  KWS Mfg Co  
•  Owen Oil Tools Inc  
•  Rangaire Lp  
•  Redman Homes Inc  
•  Supreme Corp Of Texas  
•  Thomas Conveyor Co  
•  Walls Industries Inc  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Johnson County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $3,808,152,000 which represented an increase of $218,179,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 3,589,973,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Johnson County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.1 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $267,880,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 4.9 percent from the 2004 figure of $255,405,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $13,411,000 compared to $11,793,000 
in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 13.7 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the 
same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $26,024 in Johnson County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Johnson County region received over $604,103,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $4,123 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Johnson County region was $1,316,272 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $1,358,757. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Johnson County region to be $658.82. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $655.48, a decrease of 
-0.5 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $12,313,884 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Johnson 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.1 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $324.43 for 
the Johnson County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $66,823 for the Johnson County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure 
is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Johnson County region for 
people of all ages at 15,040 persons. That figure represents 11.1 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 3,995 in 1999. This figure was 3.0 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 2,378 which was 6.9 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 10,921 in 
1999 which was 8.6 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below 
poverty status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $796,990,341 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 0.1 percent to $797,887,952.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,508 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,544 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 2.4 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Johnson County according the Census was 43,636 
with an average household size of 2.8 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 78.9 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
44.0. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 20.3 percent of 
Johnson County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 64.7 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
26.2 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 9,040 or 19.5 percent in Johnson County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Johnson County was 33.1 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 54.0 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Johnson County according to the 2000 census was $81,900.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $540.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 9,226 which represented 21.1 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
The total number of public independent school districts in Johnson County for the school year 1999-2000 was 9 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 23,350.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 34,577 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 2,161 6.2 6.6
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Kindergarten 1,783 5.2 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 17,446 50.5 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 8,381 24.2 21.9
College or graduate school 4,806 13.9 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 79,417. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 5,306 6.7 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 12,520 15.8 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 26,387 33.2 24.8
Some college, no degree 19,890 25.0 22.4
Associate Degree 4,373 5.5 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 7,703 9.7 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 3,238 4.1 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 77.6 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 13.8 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 70 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.53 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Johnson County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 37 percent for all students, 45 percent for Blacks, 32 percent for Whites, and 57 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Johnson County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 137.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 28 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 119 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
1,300.9 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another 
way of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio 
in direct patient care was 2,064.1 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 3,159.3 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 446 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 347.1 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 288.1 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 374 representing a ratio of 413.9 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
241.6 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 37 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 4,184.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 23.9. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 440 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 284.3 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 56 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,764.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 36.2 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 8 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 19,351.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 5.2 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
2,909 3,265 12.24% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 244 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 291 deaths from 
heart disease, and 74 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 10 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 106 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 4 for Black teens, 35 for Hispanic teens and 
67 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
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not covered by health insurance is 4,080, which is 9.6% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Johnson county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48251.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
82,260 registered voters in Johnson County. The voter turnout was 50,050 representing 60.8 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 36,685 or 73.3 percent for McCain/Palin, 12,912 or 25.8 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 453 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 1 foster homes, 20 foster/adoptive homes and 9 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 41 with a total capacity of 4,024. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 52. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 5,266 crimes reported in the Johnson County area during 2005 or a 0.8 percent 
change from the 5,223 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 775 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 66.3 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 14 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $1,036,000,000 and assets of $519,835,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $6,758 for the Johnson County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
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serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Johnson County, the number of saving and loans was 4 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $7,600,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 
savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please 
see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 1 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$30,592,065 in assets and $25,701,160 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Kaufman County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Kaufman County region (FIPS code:48257) had an estimated population of 97,872 in 2008. The 
region consists of 807 square miles with a population density of 121.28 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 46th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Kaufman County is a 
member of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also 
ranked 202nd in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Kaufman County area is assigned to the 
following district(s): Texas Representative District(s) of 4 and State Senatorial District(s) of 2. The area is in the U.S. 
Congressional District(s) of: 4,5. The county seat is Kaufman and the county's major city, town or place is Terrell. See Texas 
Online at http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Kaufman County is classified as a 
metropolitan county by virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census 
population data, roughly 86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the 
federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas 
has established a network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and 
to coordinate regional economic development activity. Kaufman County falls within the North Central Texas Council of 
Governments region. For additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 38.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Kaufman County region is 248 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 32 
degrees to an average for July of 95 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 21 
to Mar 18. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 2.6 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Kaufman County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Kaufman County changed in population 
from 71,313 in April, 2000 to an estimated 97,872 in January 2008 by 26,559 residents. This reflects an increase of 37.2 percent 
in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 57,837 81.1 70.97
Black 7,511 10.5 11.53
Other 785 1.1 3.33
Hispanicº 7,925 11.1 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 5,159 7.2 7.8
5-14 11,891 16.7 15.8
15-19 5,769 8.1 7.8
20-44 24,901 34.9 38.5
45-64 16,007 22.4 20.2
65+ 7,586 10.6 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Kaufman County area had a median age of 34.90 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 35,184 were male which represents 49.3 percent and 36,129 were female which represents 
50.7 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Kaufman County region has 9,027 persons age 14-21 representing 13.0 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 7,423 persons or 10.7 percent are 55 or 
over in the Kaufman County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Kaufman County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 21,530 or 31.0 
percent. This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 50,486 or 70.8 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Kaufman County area, males 18 and over 
represented 24,458 or 34.3 percent in comparison and females totaled to 26,028 or 36.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 50,635 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 6,398 or 12.6 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 18,293 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 1,290 or 7.1 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 39,541 persons, of which 
8,216 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 20.8 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 5,094 or 62.0 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 24,653 or 78.7 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 7,093 
persons resided of which 3,222 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 45.4 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 7,586 or 10.6 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 3,107 or 4.4 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 4,479 or 6.3 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Kaufman County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 71,313 --- 54,886 --- 7,674 --- 7,925 --- 828 ---
2005 79,836 12.0 59,978 9.3 8,401 9.5 10,582 33.5 875 5.7
2010 89,553 25.6 65,478 19.3 9,220 20.1 13,927 75.7 928 12.1
2015 100,335 40.7 71,207 29.7 10,053 31.0 18,086 128.2 989 19.4
2020 112,089 57.2 76,936 40.2 10,868 41.6 23,241 193.3 1,044 26.1
2025 124,787 75.0 82,348 50.0 11,655 51.9 29,669 274.4 1,115 34.7
2030 138,310 93.9 87,154 58.8 12,416 61.8 37,583 374.2 1,157 39.7
2035 153,032 114.6 91,514 66.7 13,131 71.1 47,224 495.9 1,163 40.5
2040 169,301 137.4 95,618 74.2 13,763 79.3 58,797 641.9 1,123 35.6
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Kaufman County reported 32,980 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.9 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
84.3 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 15.2 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.5 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Kaufman County overall has an 
average household earnings of $52,052. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-
migrating household income of $53,575 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,937 households leaving the 
region was $107,113,000 which represents an average income of $36,470.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Kaufman County to other counties during 
2007 to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  1,061 $32,747 

    Henderson County, TX  249 $30,201 

    Van Zandt County, TX  179 $34,860 

    Collin County, TX  130 $44,708 

    Tarrant County, TX  112 $32,821 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 33,963 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 11.5 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 84.3 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 15.3 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.4 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Kaufman County overall has an average household earnings of 
$52,493. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$53,575 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 3,920 households entering the region was $173,280,000 which 
represents an average income of $44,204.  
 
The top 6 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Kaufman County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  1,808 $44,978 

    Henderson County, TX  274 $32,942 

    Tarrant County, TX  149 $40,779 

    Van Zandt County, TX  145 $41,290 

    Hunt County, TX  113 $34,619 

    Collin County, TX  113 $50,611 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Kaufman County region of $66,167,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Kaufman 
County area had a total of 1,257 live births which represents a live birth rate of 14.8 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 716 deaths 
representing a rate of 8.4 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Kaufman County had a civilian labor force of 48,484 
for June 2010 which was a change of 1,392 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 3.0 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Kaufman County had an economic base which is of 
below average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Kaufman County during the 2000 Census was 33,242. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 8,948 26.9 33.3
Service Occupations 4,325 13.0 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 8,962 27.0 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 257 0.8 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 5,082 15.3 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 5,668 17.1 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 25,837 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 77.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 4,566 persons who were government workers or 13.7 percent, 2,705 who were self employed workers or 8.1 
percent and 134 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.4 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Kaufman County had an unemployment estimate of 
4,618 persons which represents a rate of 9.5 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.9 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,529 business reporting units operating in Kaufman County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 17.33 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Kaufman County had a total of 25,486 or 77.9 percent who drove their car to work alone, 5,530 or 16.9 
percent who car pooled, 50 or 0.2 percent used public transportation, 447 or 1.4 percent who walked to work, 321 or 1.0 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 870 or 2.7 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 35.60 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 724 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.8 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 5.9 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 9.5 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 30.4 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 53.3 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Kaufman County Region:  
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•  Abox Paperboard Co  
•  Classic Industries Inc  
•  Corrugated Service Inc  
•  Falcon Steel Co  
•  Madix Inc  
•  Numo Manufacturing Inc  
•  Solar Turbines Inc  
•  Southland Athletic Mfg Co  
•  Tables Inc  
•  Vistawall Architectural Prods  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Kaufman County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $2,328,322,000 which represented an increase of $169,023,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 2,159,299,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Kaufman County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.8 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $228,597,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 7.3 percent from the 2004 figure of $213,118,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $8,208,000 compared to $7,083,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 15.9 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $26,228 in Kaufman County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Kaufman County region received over $404,052,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $4,545 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Kaufman County region was $694,975 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $781,380. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Kaufman County region to be $636.17. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $622.18, a decrease of 
-2.2 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $7,529,377 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Kaufman 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 14.1 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $308.38 for 
the Kaufman County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $71,410 for the Kaufman County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure 
is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Kaufman County region for 
people of all ages at 9,065 persons. That figure represents 11.6 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 2,780 in 1999. This figure was 3.9 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 1,511 which was 7.8 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 7,313 in 1999 
which was 10.3 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $396,529,669 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -3.0 percent to $384,748,862.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,293 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,337 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 3.4 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Kaufman County according the Census was 24,367 
with an average household size of 2.9 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 79.2 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
44.5. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 21.6 percent of 
Kaufman County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 69.6 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
21.5 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 5,533 or 21.2 percent in Kaufman County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Kaufman County was 39.3 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 52.3 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Kaufman County according to the 2000 census was $85,700.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $533.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 5,069 which represented 20.8 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
The total number of public independent school districts in Kaufman County for the school year 1999-2000 was 7 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 15,598.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 19,166 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 1,223 6.4 6.6
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Kindergarten 1,081 5.6 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 9,570 49.9 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 4,956 25.9 21.9
College or graduate school 2,336 12.2 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 44,859. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 3,679 8.2 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 7,758 17.3 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 15,169 33.8 24.8
Some college, no degree 10,270 22.9 22.4
Associate Degree 2,462 5.5 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 3,973 8.9 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 1,548 3.5 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 74.5 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 12.3 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 26 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.28 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Kaufman County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 40 percent for all students, 39 percent for Blacks, 35 percent for Whites, and 66 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Kaufman County as of October 2007 was 2, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 96.5 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 20 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 125 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
767.1 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,198.6 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,130.9 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 413 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 232.2 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 430.7 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 217 representing a ratio of 441.9 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
226.3 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 20 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 4,794.5 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 20.9. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 284 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 296.2 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 38 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,523.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 39.6 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 3 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 31,963.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 3.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
2,797 3,012 7.69% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 161 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 198 deaths from 
heart disease, and 43 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 3 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 66 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 11 for Black teens, 17 for Hispanic teens and 
38 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
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not covered by health insurance is 2,191, which is 10.2% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Kaufman county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48257.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
58,408 registered voters in Kaufman County. The voter turnout was 35,145 representing 60.2 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 23,735 or 67.5 percent for McCain/Palin, 11,161 or 31.8 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 249 or 0.7 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 2 foster homes, 14 foster/adoptive homes and 0 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 37 with a total capacity of 3,558. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 39. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 3,457 crimes reported in the Kaufman County area during 2005 or a -12.0 percent 
change from the 3,930 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 531 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 72.3 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 15 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $811,000,000 and assets of $1,488,226,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $8,440 for the Kaufman County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
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serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Kaufman County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $5,200,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 
savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please 
see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at  

 
 

Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
 
 

 

http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp


 

County Narrative Profile 
Navarro County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Navarro County region (FIPS code:48349) had an estimated population of 49,207 in 2008. The 
region consists of 1,086 square miles with a population density of 45.31 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 62nd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Navarro County is a member 
of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a rural county. This county also ranked 59th in size 
by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Navarro County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 8 and State Senatorial District(s) of 22. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 6. The 
county seat is Corsicana and the county's major city, town or place is Corsicana. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Navarro County is classified as a rural county by virtue 
of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 86.05 
percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a rural county. Texas has established a network of 24 Councils of 
Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional economic 
development activity. Navarro County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For additional 
information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 37.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Navarro County region is 253 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 33 
degrees to an average for July of 94 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 19 
to Mar 10. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 7.2 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Navarro County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 

http://www.twc.state.tx.us/
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Navarro County changed in population 
from 45,124 in April, 2000 to an estimated 49,207 in January 2008 by 4,083 residents. This reflects an increase of 9.0 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 31,966 70.8 70.97
Black 7,577 16.8 11.53
Other 573 1.3 3.33
Hispanicº 7,113 15.8 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 3,244 7.2 7.8
5-14 6,847 15.2 15.8
15-19 3,878 8.6 7.8
20-44 14,945 33.1 38.5
45-64 9,723 21.5 20.2
65+ 6,487 14.4 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Navarro County area had a median age of 35.20 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 22,213 were male which represents 49.2 percent and 22,911 were female which represents 
50.8 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Navarro County region has 5,281 persons age 14-21 representing 12.2 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 6,576 persons or 15.2 percent are 55 or 
over in the Navarro County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Navarro County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 12,674 or 29.4 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 32,830 or 72.8 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Navarro County area, males 18 and over represented 
15,797 or 35.0 percent in comparison and females totaled to 17,033 or 37.7 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 32,676 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 4,247 or 13.0 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 11,523 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 992 or 8.6 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 23,557 persons, of which 
6,006 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 25.5 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 3,297 or 54.9 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 13,023 or 74.2 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 6,463 
persons resided of which 3,197 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 49.5 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 6,487 or 14.4 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 2,545 or 5.6 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 3,942 or 8.7 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Navarro County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 45,124 --- 29,837 --- 7,651 --- 7,113 --- 523 ---
2005 47,609 5.5 30,137 1.0 7,967 4.1 8,949 25.8 556 6.3
2010 50,501 11.9 30,565 2.4 8,249 7.8 11,098 56.0 589 12.6
2015 53,492 18.5 30,885 3.5 8,439 10.3 13,557 90.6 611 16.8
2020 56,606 25.4 31,013 3.9 8,601 12.4 16,356 129.9 636 21.6
2025 59,847 32.6 30,866 3.4 8,738 14.2 19,584 175.3 659 26.0
2030 63,380 40.5 30,540 2.4 8,836 15.5 23,329 228.0 675 29.1
2035 67,020 48.5 30,009 0.6 8,837 15.5 27,494 286.5 680 30.0
2040 70,939 57.2 29,391 -1.5 8,782 14.8 32,086 351.1 680 30.0
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Navarro County reported 15,558 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 7.6 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 82.9 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 17.1 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Navarro County overall has an average 
household earnings of $43,387. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $44,263 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,177 households leaving the region was 
$38,465,000 which represents an average income of $32,681.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Navarro County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  176 $29,710 

    Ellis County, TX  160 $37,431 

    Tarrant County, TX  74 $33,378 

    McLennan County, TX  48 $32,625 

    Henderson County, TX  40 $24,675 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 15,475 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 7.1 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 80.7 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 19.3 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Navarro County overall has an average household earnings of 
$43,694. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$44,263 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,094 households entering the region was $39,610,000 which 
represents an average income of $36,207.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Navarro County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  188 $35,511 

    Ellis County, TX  147 $36,061 

    Tarrant County, TX  84 $50,988 

    Henderson County, TX  41 $27,829 

    Freestone County, TX  28 $23,429 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Navarro County region of $1,145,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Navarro 
County area had a total of 619 live births which represents a live birth rate of 13.0 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 500 deaths 
representing a rate of 10.5 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Navarro County had a civilian labor force of 21,608 
for June 2010 which was a change of 266 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 1.2 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 

http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce


economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Navarro County had an economic base which is of 
below average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Navarro County during the 2000 Census was 18,477. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 4,555 24.7 33.3
Service Occupations 2,849 15.4 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 4,516 24.4 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 162 0.9 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 2,167 11.7 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 4,228 22.9 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 14,064 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 76.1 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 2,889 persons who were government workers or 15.6 percent, 1,397 who were self employed workers or 7.6 
percent and 127 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.7 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Navarro County had an unemployment estimate of 
2,103 persons which represents a rate of 9.7 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.6 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 915 business reporting units operating in Navarro County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 16.98 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Navarro County had a total of 14,117 or 77.9 percent who drove their car to work alone, 3,014 or 16.6 
percent who car pooled, 84 or 0.5 percent used public transportation, 250 or 1.4 percent who walked to work, 291 or 1.6 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 363 or 2.0 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 26.40 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 306 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.7 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 10.1 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 13.1 percent employed between 50 and 
99 employees, 34.0 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 42.2 percent employed between approximately 10 and 
19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Navarro County Region:  
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•  Corsicana Bedding Inc  
•  Falcon Business Forms Inc  
•  Guardian Industries Corp  
•  Hat Brands Inc  
•  Jeld-Wen Inc  
•  Navarro Pecan Co  
•  Oil City Iron Works Inc  
•  Pactiv Corp  
•  Tom's Foods Inc  
•  Williamhouse  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Navarro County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $1,121,586,000 which represented an increase of $63,387,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 1,058,199,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Navarro County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.0 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $136,923,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 4.9 percent from the 2004 figure of $130,491,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $4,442,000 compared to $3,942,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 12.7 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $23,136 in Navarro County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Navarro County region received over $270,630,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,558 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Navarro County region was $105,930 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $120,339. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Navarro County region to be $580.23. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $574.88, a decrease of 
-0.9 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $2,516,754 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Navarro 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 11.8 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $270.59 for 
the Navarro County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $57,206 for the Navarro County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure 
is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Navarro County region for 
people of all ages at 8,016 persons. That figure represents 17.1 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 2,886 in 1999. This figure was 6.6 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 1,672 which was 13.9 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 7,955 in 1999 
which was 17.6 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $135,898,122 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 9.3 percent to $148,515,233.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 610 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 666 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 9.2 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Navarro County according the Census was 16,491 
with an average household size of 2.6 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 70.8 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
38.5. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 27.9 percent of 
Navarro County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 69.0 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
16.9 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 2,006 or 10.9 percent in Navarro County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Navarro County was 16.6 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 36.4 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Navarro County according to the 2000 census was $56,700.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $454.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 4,822 which represented 29.2 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Navarro County for the school year 1999-2000 was 7 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 8,172.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 12,175 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 742 6.1 6.6
Kindergarten 662 5.4 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 5,773 47.4 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 2,866 23.5 21.9
College or graduate school 2,132 17.5 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 28,324. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 3,328 11.7 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 4,694 16.6 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 9,264 32.7 24.8
Some college, no degree 5,960 21.0 22.4
Associate Degree 1,613 5.7 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 2,233 7.9 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 1,232 4.3 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 71.7 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 12.2 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 33 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.77 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Navarro County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 38 percent for all students, 42 percent for Blacks, 28 percent for Whites, and 60 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Navarro County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 162.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 11 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 64 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
774.9 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,127.1 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,610.2 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 231 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 214.7 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 465.8 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 175 representing a ratio of 283.4 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
352.9 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 13 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 3,814.9 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 26.2. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 114 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 229.9 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 17 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,917.3 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 34.3 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 16 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 3,099.6 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons for 
each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 32.3 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
1,864 1,895 1.66% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 119 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 115 deaths from 
heart disease, and 26 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 7 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 59 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 10 for Black teens, 18 for Hispanic teens and 
31 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 2,535, which is 5.2% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Navarro county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48349.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
28,485 registered voters in Navarro County. The voter turnout was 16,321 representing 57.3 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 10,810 or 66.2 percent for McCain/Palin, 5,400 or 33.1 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 111 or 0.7 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 2 foster/adoptive homes and 2 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 21 with a total capacity of 1,429. The total 
number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 132. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 2,280 crimes reported in the Navarro County area during 2005 or a 10.4 percent 
change from the 2,065 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 290 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 78.6 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 10 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $487,000,000 and assets of $289,793,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio 
was $9,942 for the Navarro County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state 
average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Navarro County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $1,600,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 
savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please 
see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 2 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$14,491,746 in assets and $12,122,449 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at  

Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Palo Pinto County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Palo Pinto County region (FIPS code:48363) had an estimated population of 27,960 in 2008. The 
region consists of 986 square miles with a population density of 28.36 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density 
of 91.95. This county ranked 93rd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Palo Pinto County is a member of 
TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a rural county. This county also ranked 86th in size by 
square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Palo Pinto County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 60 and State Senatorial District(s) of 30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 17. The 
county seat is Palo Pinto and the county's major city, town or place is Mineral Wells. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Palo Pinto County is classified as a rural county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a rural county. Texas has established a network 
of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional 
economic development activity. Palo Pinto County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 32.2 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Palo Pinto County region is 221 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 30 
degrees to an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 7 
to Mar 31. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 3.3 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as plains with hills. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Palo Pinto County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Palo Pinto County changed in population 
from 27,026 in April, 2000 to an estimated 27,960 in January 2008 by 934 residents. This reflects an increase of 3.5 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 23,835 88.2 70.97
Black 626 2.3 11.53
Other 332 1.2 3.33
Hispanicº 3,667 13.6 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 1,809 6.7 7.8
5-14 3,972 14.7 15.8
15-19 1,933 7.2 7.8
20-44 8,503 31.5 38.5
45-64 6,380 23.6 20.2
65+ 4,429 16.4 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Palo Pinto County area had a median age of 38.30 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 13,284 were male which represents 49.2 percent and 13,742 were female which represents 
50.8 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Palo Pinto County region has 3,325 persons age 14-21 representing 12.2 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 4,452 persons or 16.3 percent are 55 or 
over in the Palo Pinto County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
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Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Palo Pinto County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 7,570 or 27.8 
percent. This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 20,004 or 74.0 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Palo Pinto County area, males 18 and over 
represented 9,604 or 35.5 percent in comparison and females totaled to 10,400 or 38.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 20,065 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 3,190 or 15.9 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 6,352 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 547 or 8.6 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 14,357 persons, of which 
3,341 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 23.3 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 1,904 or 57.0 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 8,438 or 76.6 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 4,243 
persons resided of which 2,075 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 48.9 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 4,429 or 16.4 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 1,889 or 7.0 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 2,540 or 9.4 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Palo Pinto County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 27,026 --- 22,371 --- 678 --- 3,667 --- 310 ---
2005 28,126 4.1 22,658 1.3 718 5.9 4,418 20.5 332 7.1
2010 29,377 8.7 22,956 2.6 760 12.1 5,307 44.7 354 14.2
2015 30,762 13.8 23,197 3.7 803 18.4 6,381 74.0 381 22.9
2020 32,094 18.8 23,215 3.8 852 25.7 7,620 107.8 407 31.3
2025 33,322 23.3 23,068 3.1 886 30.7 8,943 143.9 425 37.1
2030 34,467 27.5 22,791 1.9 880 29.8 10,356 182.4 440 41.9
2035 35,583 31.7 22,365 -0.0 890 31.3 11,873 223.8 455 46.8
2040 36,737 35.9 21,871 -2.2 891 31.4 13,505 268.3 470 51.6
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Palo Pinto County reported 9,174 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.1 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
85.4 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 14.6 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Palo Pinto County overall has an 
average household earnings of $46,394. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-
migrating household income of $47,323 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 741 households leaving the 
region was $26,546,000 which represents an average income of $35,825.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Palo Pinto County to other counties during 
2007 to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Parker County, TX  174 $42,023 

    Tarrant County, TX  105 $29,943 

    Erath County, TX  27 $30,222 

    Jack County, TX  25 $25,880 

    Hood County, TX  25 $31,920 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 9,221 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.5 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 78.9 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 21.1 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Palo Pinto County overall has an average household earnings 
of $46,752. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$47,323 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 788 households entering the region was $32,024,000 which 
represents an average income of $40,640.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Palo Pinto County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Parker County, TX  156 $31,244 

    Tarrant County, TX  108 $74,130 

    Jack County, TX  34 $47,294 

    Erath County, TX  18 $30,167 

    Dallas County, TX  18 $47,000 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Palo Pinto County region of $5,478,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Palo Pinto 
County area had a total of 388 live births which represents a live birth rate of 14.2 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 331 deaths 
representing a rate of 12.1 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Palo Pinto County had a civilian labor force of 14,110 
for June 2010 which was a change of -371 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented a decrease of -2.6 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Palo Pinto County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Palo Pinto County during the 2000 Census was 11,988. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 2,975 24.8 33.3
Service Occupations 1,805 15.1 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 2,838 23.7 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 185 1.5 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 1,594 13.3 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 2,591 21.6 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 8,991 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 75.0 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 1,777 persons who were government workers or 14.8 percent, 1,178 who were self employed workers or 9.8 
percent and 42 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.4 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Palo Pinto County had an unemployment estimate of 
1,154 persons which represents a rate of 8.2 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.3 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 640 business reporting units operating in Palo Pinto County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 13.63 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Palo Pinto County had a total of 9,236 or 78.7 percent who drove their car to work alone, 1,790 or 15.2 
percent who car pooled, 14 or 0.1 percent used public transportation, 270 or 2.3 percent who walked to work, 116 or 1.0 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 315 or 2.7 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 24.90 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 242 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.0 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 5.8 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 10.3 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 35.5 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.3 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Palo Pinto County Region:  
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•  Antenna Products Corp  
•  Centron International Inc  
•  Century Flight Systems  
•  Cool Attic  
•  Hanson Brick  
•  Illinois Tool Works Inc  
•  Perry Equipment Corp  
•  Phazar Corp  
•  S-Tec Corp  
•  Stonewall Material Inc  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Palo Pinto County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $704,955,000 which represented an increase of $48,266,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 656,689,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Palo Pinto County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.3 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $76,852,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 3.3 percent from the 2004 figure of $74,368,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $2,560,000 compared to $2,310,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 10.8 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $25,543 in Palo Pinto County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Palo Pinto County region received over $150,784,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $5,481 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Palo Pinto County region was $103,841 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $114,571. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Palo Pinto County region to be $679.74. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $687.11, an increase 
of 1.1 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $1,101,164 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Palo Pinto 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 10.3 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $303.67 for 
the Palo Pinto County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $54,619 for the Palo Pinto County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This 
figure is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Palo Pinto County region for 
people of all ages at 4,420 persons. That figure represents 16.3 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 1,438 in 1999. This figure was 5.4 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 918 which was 12.3 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 4,221 in 1999 
which was 15.6 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $82,081,942 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -8.2 percent to $75,388,500.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 429 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 443 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 3.3 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Palo Pinto County according the Census was 10,594 
with an average household size of 2.5 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 72.0 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
34.7. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 30.1 percent of 
Palo Pinto County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 68.0 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
19.9 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 1,310 or 9.3 percent in Palo Pinto County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Palo Pinto County was 15.9 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 33.5 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Palo Pinto County according to the 2000 census was $46,700.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $455.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 2,968 which represented 28.0 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Palo Pinto County for the school year 1999-2000 was 6 according to 
the Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 4,655.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 6,254 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/


Nursery school or preschool 348 5.6 6.6
Kindergarten 361 5.8 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 3,348 53.5 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 1,587 25.4 21.9
College or graduate school 610 9.8 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 17,764. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 1,847 10.4 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 3,262 18.4 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 5,647 31.8 24.8
Some college, no degree 4,100 23.1 22.4
Associate Degree 759 4.3 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 1,432 8.1 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 717 4.0 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 71.2 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 12.1 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 10 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.42 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Palo Pinto County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 31 percent for all students, 39 percent for Blacks, 26 percent for Whites, and 54 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Palo Pinto County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 99.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 6 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 37 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
761.8 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,084.0 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,761.6 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 144 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 195.7 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 511.0 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  

http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/


 
The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 143 representing a ratio of 197.1 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
507.4 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 6 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 4,697.5 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 21.3. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 136 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 482.6 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 14 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,013.2 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 49.7 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 0 
occupational therapists; a ratio of n/a persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons for each 
occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 100,000 
residents was n/a compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and 
related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
1,334 971 -27.21% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 74 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 101 deaths from 
heart disease, and 26 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 3 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 22 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 0 for Black teens, 3 for Hispanic teens and 19 
for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 1,255, which is 5.9% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Palo Pinto county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48363.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
17,386 registered voters in Palo Pinto County. The voter turnout was 9,890 representing 56.9 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 7,264 or 73.4 percent for McCain/Palin, 2,499 or 25.3 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 127 or 1.3 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 0 foster/adoptive homes and 0 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 9 with a total capacity of 654. The total number 
of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 8. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 1,004 crimes reported in the Palo Pinto County area during 2005 or a -13.4 percent 
change from the 1,160 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 142 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 96.5 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 8 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $389,000,000 and assets of $316,441,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$13,800 for the Palo Pinto County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state 
average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Palo Pinto County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $1,100,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 
savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please 
see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 2 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of 
$3,720,674 in assets and $3,210,112 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with 
$48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on 
credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Parker County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Parker County region (FIPS code:48367) had an estimated population of 110,167 in 2008. The 
region consists of 910 square miles with a population density of 121.06 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 38th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Parker County is a member 
of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 
143rd in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Parker County area is assigned to the following 
district(s): Texas Representative District(s) of 61 and State Senatorial District(s) of 30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 12. The county seat is Weatherford and the county's major city, town or place is Weatherford. See Texas Online 
at http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Parker County is classified as a metropolitan county 
by virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Parker County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 32.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Parker County region is 225 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 28 
degrees to an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 9 
to Mar 29. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 0.7 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Parker County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Parker County changed in population 
from 88,495 in April, 2000 to an estimated 110,167 in January 2008 by 21,672 residents. This reflects an increase of 24.5 percent 
in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 81,955 92.6 70.97
Black 1,586 1.8 11.53
Other 923 1.0 3.33
Hispanicº 6,211 7.0 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 5,578 6.3 7.8
5-14 14,387 16.3 15.8
15-19 6,896 7.8 7.8
20-44 30,857 34.9 38.5
45-64 21,459 24.2 20.2
65+ 9,318 10.5 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Parker County area had a median age of 36.50 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 45,128 were male which represents 51.0 percent and 43,367 were female which represents 
49.0 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Parker County region has 10,287 persons age 14-21 representing 12.4 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 8,955 persons or 10.8 percent are 55 or 
over in the Parker County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Parker County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 25,931 or 31.2 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 64,139 or 72.5 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Parker County area, males 18 and over represented 
32,405 or 36.6 percent in comparison and females totaled to 31,734 or 35.9 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 64,016 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 9,968 or 15.6 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 22,123 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 1,811 or 8.2 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 49,034 persons, of which 
9,089 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 18.5 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 5,735 or 63.1 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 31,357 or 78.5 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 8,930 
persons resided of which 3,854 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 43.2 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 9,318 or 10.5 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 4,137 or 4.7 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 5,181 or 5.9 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Parker County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 88,495 --- 79,689 --- 1,657 --- 6,211 --- 938 ---
2005 96,537 9.1 85,763 7.6 1,864 12.5 7,918 27.5 992 5.8
2010 105,167 18.8 91,890 15.3 2,104 27.0 10,112 62.8 1,061 13.1
2015 114,278 29.1 97,973 22.9 2,362 42.5 12,804 106.2 1,139 21.4
2020 123,499 39.6 103,682 30.1 2,582 55.8 16,011 157.8 1,224 30.5
2025 132,242 49.4 108,575 36.2 2,693 62.5 19,695 217.1 1,279 36.4
2030 140,420 58.7 112,461 41.1 2,703 63.1 23,935 285.4 1,321 40.8
2035 148,325 67.6 115,501 44.9 2,656 60.3 28,827 364.1 1,341 43.0
2040 156,215 76.5 117,950 48.0 2,494 50.5 34,428 454.3 1,343 43.2
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Parker County reported 36,245 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 81.2 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 18.1 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.7 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Parker County overall has an average 
household earnings of $64,842. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $67,111 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 3,207 households leaving the region was 
$133,019,000 which represents an average income of $41,478.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Parker County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Tarrant County, TX  1,297 $38,952 

    Palo Pinto County, TX  156 $31,244 

    Hood County, TX  130 $43,992 

    Wise County, TX  128 $40,070 

    Dallas County, TX  95 $40,642 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 37,128 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 11.0 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 78.1 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 21.3 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.6 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Parker County overall has an average household earnings of 
$65,851. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$67,111 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 4,090 households entering the region was $227,703,000 which 
represents an average income of $55,673.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Parker County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  1,618 $60,703 

    Palo Pinto County, TX  174 $42,023 

    Wise County, TX  138 $44,370 

    Johnson County, TX  107 $47,393 

    Hood County, TX  105 $52,895 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Parker County region of $94,684,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Parker 
County area had a total of 1,163 live births which represents a live birth rate of 11.5 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 754 deaths 
representing a rate of 7.4 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Parker County had a civilian labor force of 55,215 for 
June 2010 which was a change of 342 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 0.6 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Parker County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Parker County during the 2000 Census was 41,587. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 12,910 31.0 33.3
Service Occupations 5,476 13.2 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 10,991 26.4 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 250 0.6 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 5,846 14.1 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 6,114 14.7 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 31,900 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 76.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 5,199 persons who were government workers or 12.5 percent, 4,284 who were self employed workers or 10.3 
percent and 204 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.5 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Parker County had an unemployment estimate of 
4,475 persons which represents a rate of 8.1 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.4 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,892 business reporting units operating in Parker County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 12.57 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Parker County had a total of 32,790 or 79.9 percent who drove their car to work alone, 6,056 or 14.8 
percent who car pooled, 30 or 0.1 percent used public transportation, 540 or 1.3 percent who walked to work, 305 or 0.7 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 1,310 or 3.2 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting 
to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 32.80 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 650 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.2 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 4.6 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 9.4 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 34.2 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 51.7 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Parker County Region:  
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•  Acme Brick Co  
•  Brycom Inc  
•  David's Patio  
•  Jamak Fabrication Inc  
•  Kennedy Sausage  
•  Mike Harms Assoc  
•  Power Service Products Inc  
•  Rim Inc  
•  Weatherford Aerospace  
•  Weatherford Cushion Co  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Parker County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $3,060,908,000 which represented an increase of $214,174,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 2,846,734,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Parker County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 7.5 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $214,112,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 5.2 percent from the 2004 figure of $203,589,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $9,380,000 compared to $8,189,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 14.5 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $29,834 in Parker County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Parker County region received over $386,453,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $3,764 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Parker County region was $1,366,858 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $1,538,824. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Parker County region to be $632.39. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $629.92, a decrease of -
0.4 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $4,146,438 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Parker 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 12.5 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $320.8 for 
the Parker County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $73,507 for the Parker County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Parker County region for 
people of all ages at 9,932 persons. That figure represents 10.5 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 2,358 in 1999. This figure was 2.6 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 1,437 which was 5.9 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 7,069 in 1999 
which was 8.0 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $420,231,131 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -1.6 percent to $413,348,390.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 1,548 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 1,534 in 
the 4th quarter 2009. This region had a decrease of -0.9 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Parker County according the Census was 31,131 with 
an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 80.6 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
41.8. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 21.0 percent of 
Parker County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 66.7 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
25.6 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 7,110 or 20.9 percent in Parker County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Parker County was 49.6 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 53.5 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Parker County according to the 2000 census was $99,400.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $548.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 6,054 which represented 19.4 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Parker County for the school year 1999-2000 was 8 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 14,802.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 23,189 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 1,352 5.8 6.6
Kindergarten 1,182 5.1 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 11,876 51.2 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 5,674 24.5 21.9
College or graduate school 3,105 13.4 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 57,072. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 2,909 5.1 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 8,244 14.4 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 17,338 30.4 24.8
Some college, no degree 14,415 25.3 22.4
Associate Degree 3,545 6.2 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 7,157 12.5 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 3,464 6.1 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 80.5 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 18.6 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 46 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.51 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Parker County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 33 percent for all students, 56 percent for Blacks, 31 percent for Whites, and 49 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Parker County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 99.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 18 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 107 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
1,031.4 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another 
way of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio 
in direct patient care was 1,554.4 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,829.8 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 350 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 315.3 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 317.2 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 229 representing a ratio of 481.9 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
207.5 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 32 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 3,448.8 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 29.0. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 304 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 275.5 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 52 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,122.4 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 47.1 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 5 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 22,072.6 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 4.5 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
1,888 2,333 23.57% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 163 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 184 deaths from 
heart disease, and 46 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 11 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 56 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 1 for Black teens, 12 for Hispanic teens and 
43 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 2,590, which is 10.0% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Parker county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48367.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
73,422 registered voters in Parker County. The voter turnout was 47,951 representing 65.3 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 36,974 or 77.1 percent for McCain/Palin, 10,502 or 21.9 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 475 or 1.0 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 13 foster/adoptive homes and 0 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 33 with a total capacity of 2,830. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 35. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 2,657 crimes reported in the Parker County area during 2005 or a 2.2 percent change 
from the 2,601 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 169 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 102.4 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 13 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $1,048,000,000 and assets of $595,913,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $9,661 for the Parker County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Parker County, the number of saving and loans was 1 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $4,100,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings 
and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Rockwall County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Rockwall County region (FIPS code:48397) had an estimated population of 73,787 in 2008. The 
region consists of 149 square miles with a population density of 495.21 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 65th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Rockwall County is a 
member of TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also 
ranked 254th in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Rockwall County area is assigned to the 
following district(s): Texas Representative District(s) of 89 and State Senatorial District(s) of 2. The area is in the U.S. 
Congressional District(s) of: 4. The county seat is Rockwall and the county's major city, town or place is Rockwall. See Texas 
Online at http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Rockwall County is classified as a 
metropolitan county by virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census 
population data, roughly 86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the 
federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas 
has established a network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and 
to coordinate regional economic development activity. Rockwall County falls within the North Central Texas Council of 
Governments region. For additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 36.9 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Rockwall County region is 236 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 33 
degrees to an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 14 
to Mar 23. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 13.4 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as irregular plains. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Rockwall County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Rockwall County changed in population 
from 43,080 in April, 2000 to an estimated 73,787 in January 2008 by 30,707 residents. This reflects an increase of 71.3 percent 
in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 38,414 89.2 70.97
Black 1,396 3.2 11.53
Other 764 1.8 3.33
Hispanicº 4,771 11.1 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 3,223 7.5 7.8
5-14 7,514 17.4 15.8
15-19 3,274 7.6 7.8
20-44 15,352 35.6 38.5
45-64 10,031 23.3 20.2
65+ 3,686 8.6 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Rockwall County area had a median age of 35.30 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 21,626 were male which represents 50.2 percent and 21,454 were female which represents 
49.8 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Rockwall County region has 5,309 persons age 14-21 representing 13.1 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 3,033 persons or 7.5 percent are 55 or 
over in the Rockwall County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Rockwall County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 13,049 or 32.1 
percent. This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 30,127 or 69.9 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Rockwall County area, males 18 and over 
represented 14,824 or 34.4 percent in comparison and females totaled to 15,303 or 35.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 30,099 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 3,708 or 12.3 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 11,147 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 865 or 7.8 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 25,018 persons, of which 
3,558 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 14.2 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 2,647 or 74.4 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 17,125 or 79.8 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 3,167 
persons resided of which 1,219 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 38.5 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 3,686 or 8.6 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 1,551 or 3.6 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 2,135 or 5.0 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 

http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html


(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Rockwall County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 43,080 --- 36,087 --- 1,431 --- 4,771 --- 791 ---
2005 49,307 14.5 40,501 12.2 1,627 13.7 6,328 32.6 851 7.6
2010 55,873 29.7 44,830 24.2 1,849 29.2 8,283 73.6 911 15.2
2015 63,085 46.4 49,344 36.7 2,066 44.4 10,700 124.3 975 23.3
2020 71,210 65.3 54,240 50.3 2,317 61.9 13,620 185.5 1,033 30.6
2025 80,065 85.9 59,240 64.2 2,573 79.8 17,163 259.7 1,089 37.7
2030 89,384 107.5 64,022 77.4 2,784 94.5 21,428 349.1 1,150 45.4
2035 99,208 130.3 68,498 89.8 2,973 107.8 26,558 456.7 1,179 49.1
2040 109,937 155.2 72,840 101.8 3,251 127.2 32,649 584.3 1,197 51.3
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Rockwall County reported 23,168 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 10.0 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
79.5 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 19.9 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.6 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Rockwall County overall has an 
average household earnings of $80,610. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-
migrating household income of $83,868 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 2,327 households leaving the 
region was $119,691,000 which represents an average income of $51,436.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Rockwall County to other counties during 
2007 to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  821 $44,565 

    Collin County, TX  251 $51,745 

    Hunt County, TX  142 $46,732 

    Denton County, TX  90 $47,267 

    Tarrant County, TX  88 $43,239 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 24,032 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 13.3 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 76.8 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 22.6 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.6 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Rockwall County overall has an average household earnings of 
$80,708. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$83,868 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 3,191 households entering the region was $191,687,000 which 
represents an average income of $60,071.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Rockwall County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  1,318 $57,807 

    Collin County, TX  240 $62,975 

    Hunt County, TX  148 $58,196 

    Tarrant County, TX  117 $56,060 

    Kaufman County, TX  89 $45,775 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Rockwall County region of $71,996,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Rockwall 
County area had a total of 855 live births which represents a live birth rate of 14.8 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 357 deaths 
representing a rate of 6.2 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Rockwall County had a civilian labor force of 39,532 
for June 2010 which was a change of 920 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 2.4 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Rockwall County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Rockwall County during the 2000 Census was 21,585. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 9,286 43.0 33.3
Service Occupations 2,284 10.6 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 5,988 27.7 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 72 0.3 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 2,049 9.5 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 1,906 8.8 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 16,982 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 78.7 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 2,664 persons who were government workers or 12.3 percent, 1,831 who were self employed workers or 8.5 
percent and 108 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.5 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Rockwall County had an unemployment estimate of 
3,120 persons which represents a rate of 7.9 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 7.8 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,470 business reporting units operating in Rockwall County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 12.47 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Rockwall County had a total of 17,623 or 83.1 percent who drove their car to work alone, 2,287 or 10.8 
percent who car pooled, 178 or 0.8 percent used public transportation, 159 or 0.7 percent who walked to work, 75 or 0.4 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 895 or 4.2 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 32.00 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 552 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.0 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 4.5 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 13.6 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 29.3 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 52.5 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Rockwall County Region:  
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•  Amphenol Precision Cable  
•  Columbia Commercial Bldg Prods  
•  Columbia Extrusion Corp  
•  Continental Pet Technologies  
•  Dust Free Inc  
•  J & M Plastics Inc  
•  Mc Kinley Container  
•  Special Products & Mfg Inc  
•  Tomet Manufacturing Inc  
•  Whitmore Manufacturing Co  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Rockwall County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $2,286,073,000 which represented an increase of $206,524,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 2,079,549,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Rockwall County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 9.9 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $112,751,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 12.6 percent from the 2004 figure of $100,096,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $5,744,000 compared to $4,776,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 20.3 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $36,373 in Rockwall County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Rockwall County region received over $185,111,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $2,946 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Rockwall County region was $1,096,724 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $1,260,305. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Rockwall County region to be $623.04. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $616.67, a decrease 
of -1.0 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $4,396,521 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Rockwall 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 14.5 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $341.62 for 
the Rockwall County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $101,494 for the Rockwall County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This 
figure is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Rockwall County region for 
people of all ages at 3,426 persons. That figure represents 6.7 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 718 in 1999. This figure was 1.8 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 6.0 
percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below poverty 
status in 1999 were 456 which was 3.8 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all families 
statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 1,985 in 1999 which 
was 4.6 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty status 
statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $247,989,086 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented an increase 
of 6.3 percent to $263,700,273.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 971 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 979 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 0.8 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Rockwall County according the Census was 14,530 
with an average household size of 2.9 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 82.7 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
47.1. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 15.8 percent of 
Rockwall County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 78.9 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
8.3 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 3,964 or 25.8 percent in Rockwall County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Rockwall County was 75.4 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 76.4 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Rockwall County according to the 2000 census was $147,100.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $699.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 2,515 which represented 17.3 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a 
Texas statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Rockwall County for the school year 1999-2000 was 2 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 9,003.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 12,565 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 
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Nursery school or preschool 890 7.1 6.6
Kindergarten 834 6.6 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 6,328 50.4 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 2,659 21.2 21.9
College or graduate school 1,854 14.8 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 27,113. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 1,321 4.9 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 2,280 8.4 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 6,207 22.9 24.8
Some college, no degree 6,858 25.3 22.4
Associate Degree 1,593 5.9 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 6,071 22.4 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 2,783 10.3 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 86.7 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 32.7 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 19 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.30 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Rockwall County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 27 percent for all students, 48 percent for Blacks, 24 percent for Whites, and 39 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Rockwall County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 112.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 13 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 117 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
599.3 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 806.0 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,524.4 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 170 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 412.5 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 242.4 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 78 representing a ratio of 899.0 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
111.2 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 44 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 1,593.7 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 62.7. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 221 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 315.2 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 40 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 1,753.1 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 57.0 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 2 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 35,061.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 2.9 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
2,078 2,436 17.23% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 93 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 123 deaths from 
heart disease, and 11 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 5 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 19 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 1 for Black teens, 13 for Hispanic teens and 5 
for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 1,524, which is 9.2% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Rockwall county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48397.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
45,470 registered voters in Rockwall County. The voter turnout was 32,066 representing 70.5 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 23,300 or 72.7 percent for McCain/Palin, 8,492 or 26.5 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 274 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 12 foster/adoptive homes and 1 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 27 with a total capacity of 2,172. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 8. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 1,505 crimes reported in the Rockwall County area during 2005 or a 5.1 percent 
change from the 1,432 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 243 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 88.9 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 14 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $600,000,000 and assets of $66,010,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio 
was $8,104 for the Rockwall County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state 
average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Rockwall County, the number of saving and loans was 2 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $24,200,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 
savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please 
see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Somervell County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Somervell County region (FIPS code:48425) had an estimated population of 8,131 in 2008. The 
region consists of 192 square miles with a population density of 42.35 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density 
of 91.95. This county ranked 190th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Somervell County is a member of 
TWC's North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a rural county. This county also ranked 253rd in size by 
square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Somervell County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 59 and State Senatorial District(s) of 22. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 17. The 
county seat is Glen Rose and the county's major city, town or place is Rainbow. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Somervell County is classified as a rural county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a rural county. Texas has established a network 
of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional 
economic development activity. Somervell County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 33.3 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Somervell County region is 236 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 30 
degrees to an average for July of 98 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 16 
to Mar 25. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 2.5 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Somervell County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to 
contact the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and 
services can be found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information 
on all Local Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Somervell County changed in population 
from 6,809 in April, 2000 to an estimated 8,131 in January 2008 by 1,322 residents. This reflects an increase of 19.4 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 6,277 92.2 70.97
Black 19 0.3 11.53
Other 66 1.0 3.33
Hispanicº 915 13.4 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 436 6.4 7.8
5-14 1,105 16.2 15.8
15-19 573 8.4 7.8
20-44 2,174 31.9 38.5
45-64 1,614 23.7 20.2
65+ 907 13.3 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Somervell County area had a median age of 36.80 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 3,398 were male which represents 49.9 percent and 3,411 were female which represents 
50.1 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Somervell County region has 833 persons age 14-21 representing 14.3 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 691 persons or 11.8 percent are 55 or 
over in the Somervell County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
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Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Somervell County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 1,603 or 27.4 
percent. This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 4,874 or 71.6 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Somervell County area, males 18 and over 
represented 2,386 or 35.0 percent in comparison and females totaled to 2,488 or 36.5 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 4,887 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 668 or 13.7 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. A 
"civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty in 
the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 1,706 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 97 or 5.7 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket was 
7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 3,741 persons, of which 486 
were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 13.0 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For those 
persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 243 or 50.0 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 2,526 or 77.6 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 766 
persons resided of which 308 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 40.2 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 907 or 13.3 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 376 or 5.5 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 531 or 7.8 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Somervell County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 6,809 --- 5,807 --- 22 --- 915 --- 65 ---
2005 7,210 5.9 6,078 4.7 22 0.0 1,045 14.2 65 0.0
2010 7,689 12.9 6,420 10.6 22 0.0 1,182 29.2 65 0.0
2015 8,188 20.3 6,780 16.8 22 0.0 1,321 44.4 65 0.0
2020 8,661 27.2 7,118 22.6 22 0.0 1,453 58.8 68 4.6
2025 9,074 33.3 7,398 27.4 21 -4.5 1,584 73.1 71 9.2
2030 9,432 38.5 7,631 31.4 21 -4.5 1,709 86.8 71 9.2
2035 9,760 43.3 7,837 35.0 20 -9.1 1,832 100.2 71 9.2
2040 10,038 47.4 8,000 37.8 20 -9.1 1,948 112.9 70 7.7
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Somervell County reported 2,570 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 10.3 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
84.5 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 15.5 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Somervell County overall has an 
average household earnings of $56,105. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-
migrating household income of $57,649 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 264 households leaving the 
region was $11,252,000 which represents an average income of $42,621.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Somervell County to other counties during 
2007 to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Hood County, TX  53 $55,358 

    Tarrant County, TX  33 $46,606 

    Johnson County, TX  29 $40,966 

    Bosque County, TX  13 $46,923 

    Erath County, TX  11 $38,909 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 2,621 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 12.0 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 81.6 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 18.4 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Somervell County overall has an average household earnings 
of $56,552. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$57,649 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 315 households entering the region was $15,284,000 which 
represents an average income of $48,521.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Somervell County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Hood County, TX  38 $50,289 

    Tarrant County, TX  34 $42,735 

    Johnson County, TX  27 $52,630 

    Bosque County, TX  18 $33,889 

    Dallas County, TX  11 $83,636 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Somervell County region of $4,032,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Somervell 
County area had a total of 93 live births which represents a live birth rate of 12.2 births for every 1,000 persons in the study area 
compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 61 deaths representing a 
rate of 8.0 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Somervell County had a civilian labor force of 4,395 
for June 2010 which was a change of 28 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 0.6 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Somervell County had an economic base which is of 
below average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Somervell County during the 2000 Census was 3,115. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 905 29.1 33.3
Service Occupations 563 18.1 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 656 21.1 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 43 1.4 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 457 14.7 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 491 15.8 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 2,255 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 72.4 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 524 persons who were government workers or 16.8 percent, 311 who were self employed workers or 10.0 
percent and 25 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.8 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Somervell County had an unemployment estimate of 
376 persons which represents a rate of 8.6 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.4 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 202 business reporting units operating in Somervell County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 19.23 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Somervell County had a total of 2,557 or 82.6 percent who drove their car to work alone, 356 or 11.5 
percent who car pooled, 5 or 0.2 percent used public transportation, 43 or 1.4 percent who walked to work, 63 or 2.0 percent of 
regional workers who used other means to work, and 72 or 2.3 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 27.10 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 65 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 1.5 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.0 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 6.2 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.3 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 35.4 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 44.6 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 2 Manufacturers for the Somervell County Region:  
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•  Ingram Ready Mix Inc  
•  Trinity Roolform Div  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Somervell County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $204,885,000 which represented an increase of $11,780,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal 
income, excluding farm, of $ 193,105,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Somervell County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.1 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $27,211,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 3.1 percent from the 2004 figure of $26,393,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $690,000 compared to $611,000 in 2004 
for the study area. This was an increase of 12.9 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same period. 
For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $26,781 in Somervell County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Somervell County region received over $36,697,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $4,826 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Somervell County region was $-68,960 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $-65,583. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Somervell County region to be $1,084.33. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $1,180.20, an 
increase of 8.8 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide 
average weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and 
salaries paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $340,956 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Somervell 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.9 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $337 for the 
Somervell County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
 
Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $81,218 for the Somervell County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This 
figure is much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, 
income data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of 
income such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Somervell County region for 
people of all ages at 735 persons. That figure represents 10.3 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
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percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 196 in 1999. This figure was 3.1 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 6.0 
percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below poverty 
status in 1999 were 111 which was 6.1 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all families 
statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 565 in 1999 which 
was 8.3 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty status 
statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $11,019,254 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -2.4 percent to $10,749,731.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 141 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 140 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had a decrease of -0.7 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Somervell County according the Census was 2,438 
with an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 74.9 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
41.3. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 23.5 percent of 
Somervell County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 66.1 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
28.0 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 551 or 20.0 percent in Somervell County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Somervell County was 42.3 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with 
rent values of $500 per month or greater was 25.5 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median 
home value in Somervell County according to the 2000 census was $91,300.00 compared to a statewide median value of 
$82,500.00. Median rent for the area was $402.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-
occupied housing units was 613 which represented 25.1 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Somervell County for the school year 1999-2000 was 1 according to 
the Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 1,489.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 1,907 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Nursery school or preschool 142 7.4 6.6
Kindergarten 129 6.8 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 873 45.8 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 500 26.2 21.9
College or graduate school 263 13.8 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
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attainment during the 2000 Census was 4,372. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 362 8.3 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 601 13.7 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 1,414 32.3 24.8
Some college, no degree 1,047 23.9 22.4
Associate Degree 196 4.5 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 482 11.0 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 270 6.2 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 78.0 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 17.2 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 0 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.00 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Somervell County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 30 percent for all students, 0 percent for Blacks, 26 percent for Whites, and 39 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Somervell County as of October 2007 was 1, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 16.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 3 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 13 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
635.4 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 750.9 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,032.5 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 51 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 162.0 persons for each 
RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs per 
100,000 population was 617.3 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 51 representing a ratio of 162.0 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
617.3 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 2 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 4,130.0 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 24.2. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
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According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 40 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 484.3 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 4 pharmacists in this 
area, which is a ratio of 2,065.0 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 48.4 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 1 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 8,260.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons for 
each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 12.1 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
528 534 1.14% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 16 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 4 deaths from 
heart disease, and 4 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 1 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 6 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 0 for Black teens, 2 for Hispanic teens and 4 
for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
 
In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 226, which is 9.0% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Somervell county 
can be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48425.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
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format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
5,883 registered voters in Somervell County. The voter turnout was 3,533 representing 60.1 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 2,677 or 75.8 percent for McCain/Palin, 799 or 22.6 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 57 or 1.6 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 0 foster homes, 1 foster/adoptive homes and 0 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 3 with a total capacity of 153. The total number 
of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 5. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 154 crimes reported in the Somervell County area during 2005 or a -4.9 percent 
change from the 162 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 57 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 35.1 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  

• The region had 2 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $91,000,000 and assets of $0. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was $11,244 for the 
Somervell County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average generally 
indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a regional 
financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets and 
deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most 
recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
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2007 reporting period in Somervell County, the number of saving and loans was 0 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $0 and deposits of $0 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings and 
loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  

 
 

 
 



 

County Narrative Profile 
Tarrant County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Tarrant County region (FIPS code:48439) had an estimated population of 1,716,365 in 2008. The 
region consists of 897 square miles with a population density of 1,913.45 residents per square mile compared to a statewide 
density of 91.95. This county ranked 3rd in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Tarrant County is a member 
of TWC's Tarrant Co. Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 171st 
in size by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Tarrant County area is assigned to the following district(s): 
Texas Representative District(s) of 90-99 and State Senatorial District(s) of 9,10,12. The area is in the U.S. Congressional 
District(s) of: 6,12,24,26. The county seat is Ft Worth and the county's major city, town or place is Fort Worth. See Texas 
Online at http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Tarrant County is classified as a metropolitan 
county by virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, 
roughly 86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a metropolitan county. Texas has established a 
network of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate 
regional economic development activity. Tarrant County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. 
For additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 31.3 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Tarrant County region is 230 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a 
means of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 35 
degrees to an average for July of 96 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 11 
to Mar 26. Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 3.8 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as tablelands with 
moderate relief. Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Tarrant County is a member of the TWC Tarrant Co. local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the Tarrant Co. web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda05.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
Tarrant Co.  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda05.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Tarrant County changed in population 
from 1,446,219 in April, 2000 to an estimated 1,716,365 in January 2008 by 270,146 residents. This reflects an increase of 18.7 
percent in population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an 
estimated 24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the 
counties is available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 1,030,208 71.2 70.97
Black 185,143 12.8 11.53
Other 63,146 4.4 3.33
Hispanicº 285,290 19.7 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 115,118 8.0 7.8
5-14 227,122 15.7 15.8
15-19 105,509 7.3 7.8
20-44 586,935 40.6 38.5
45-64 290,950 20.1 20.2
65+ 120,585 8.3 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Tarrant County area had a median age of 32.30 according to the 
2000 Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 716,001 were male which represents 49.5 percent and 730,218 were female which 
represents 50.5 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Tarrant County region has 159,999 persons age 14-21 representing 11.7 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 116,976 persons or 8.6 percent are 55 
or over in the Tarrant County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html


Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Tarrant County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 467,601 or 34.2 
percent. This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 1,039,747 or 71.9 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Tarrant County area, males 18 and over represented 
508,151 or 35.1 percent in comparison and females totaled to 531,596 or 36.8 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 1,038,078 persons in the population age 18 years and 
older in the year 2000. Of that number, 127,710 or 12.3 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent 
statewide. A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on 
active duty in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine 
during World War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were 
ever called or ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 351,158 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 
years of age with approximately 28,151 or 8.0 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age 
bracket was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 849,667 persons, 
of which 155,303 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 18.3 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state 
overall. For those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 98,773 or 63.6 percent were employed. For those 
who had no disability, an estimated 547,159 or 78.8 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and 
older, 112,870 persons resided of which 48,050 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 42.6 
percent and this compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 120,585 or 8.3 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 48,510 or 3.4 
percent of all persons in this area and females represented 72,075 or 5.0 percent of all persons. For other general and special 
population information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Tarrant County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 1,446,219 --- 908,197 --- 188,144 --- 285,290 --- 64,588 ---
2005 1,553,665 7.4 913,765 0.6 206,707 9.9 353,658 24.0 79,535 23.1
2010 1,662,880 15.0 911,369 0.3 225,189 19.7 430,915 51.0 95,407 47.7
2015 1,777,494 22.9 902,955 -0.6 243,359 29.3 518,506 81.7 112,674 74.5
2020 1,896,328 31.1 886,652 -2.4 260,444 38.4 617,564 116.5 131,668 103.9
2025 2,021,308 39.8 862,312 -5.1 275,909 46.6 730,761 156.1 152,326 135.8
2030 2,153,223 48.9 829,786 -8.6 290,030 54.2 858,506 200.9 174,901 170.8
2035 2,291,746 58.5 791,192 -12.9 302,454 60.8 999,142 250.2 198,958 208.0
2040 2,438,486 68.6 748,812 -17.5 313,107 66.4 1,152,116 303.8 224,451 247.5
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Tarrant County reported 600,474 total tax returns 
were matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 6.7 percent showed a change in residences by 
moving out from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 
66.3 percent moved to another county within Texas, while 32.7 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved from their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.9 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Tarrant County overall has an average 
household earnings of $62,435. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $63,370 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 39,979 households leaving the region was 
$1,971,731,000 which represents an average income of $49,319.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Tarrant County to other counties during 2007 
to 2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Dallas County, TX  8,749 $39,801 

    Denton County, TX  2,953 $55,926 

    Johnson County, TX  2,066 $43,500 

    Parker County, TX  1,618 $60,703 

    Collin County, TX  1,201 $53,588 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 606,587 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 7.6 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 59.8 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 38.5 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 1.8 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Tarrant County overall has an average household earnings of 
$62,100. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$63,370 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 46,092 households entering the region was $2,150,120,000 
which represents an average income of $46,648.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Tarrant County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Dallas County, TX  9,961 $41,998 

    Denton County, TX  2,757 $51,518 

    Johnson County, TX  1,822 $36,254 

    Parker County, TX  1,297 $38,952 

    Collin County, TX  1,079 $50,528 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Tarrant County region of $178,389,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an 
area and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Tarrant 
County area had a total of 27,592 live births which represents a live birth rate of 17.4 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 9,670 deaths 
representing a rate of 6.1 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Tarrant County had a civilian labor force of 914,130 
for June 2010 which was a change of 8,909 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented an increase of 1.0 percent for the 
study area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Tarrant County had an economic base which is of 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Tarrant County during the 2000 Census was 715,387. The following 
presents a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 246,616 34.5 33.3
Service Occupations 91,409 12.8 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 212,204 29.7 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 604 0.1 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 69,134 9.7 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 95,420 13.3 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 593,819 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 83.0 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 79,543 persons who were government workers or 11.1 percent, 40,562 who were self employed workers or 
5.7 percent and 1,463 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.2 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide 
distribution of 78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self 
employed, and 0.3 percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Tarrant County had an unemployment estimate of 
77,898 persons which represents a rate of 8.5 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For 
the study area these estimates represent an increase from June 2009 unemployment rate of 8.5 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 30,136 business reporting units operating in Tarrant County in the first quarter 
of 2008 with an average of 24.92 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Tarrant County had a total of 571,768 or 81.3 percent who drove their car to work alone, 91,675 or 13.0 
percent who car pooled, 4,319 or 0.6 percent used public transportation, 9,624 or 1.4 percent who walked to work, 7,179 or 1.0 
percent of regional workers who used other means to work, and 18,470 or 2.6 percent who worked at home. These methods of 
commuting to work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), 
walked (1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 25.80 for the 
region as compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 13,784 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of 
these employers, approximately 0.3 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.4 percent employed between approximately 500 
and 999 employees, 8.1 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 12.9 percent employed between 50 
and 99 employees, 32.0 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 46.3 percent employed between approximately 10 
and 19 employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Tarrant County Region:  
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•  Alcon Laboratories Inc  
•  Avail Medical Products  
•  Bell Helicopter Textron Inc  
•  Coca-Cola Bottling Co  
•  Doskocil Manufacturing Co  
•  Haggar Clothing Co  
•  Kimberly Clark Corp  
•  L-3 Link Simulation & Training  
•  Lockheed Martin Corp  
•  National Semiconductor Corp  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Tarrant County's total personal income, 
excluding farm, was $55,507,517,000 which represented an increase of $3,196,180,000 when compared to the 2004 total 
personal income, excluding farm, of $ 52,311,337,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 
and $741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Tarrant County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 6.1 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $5,424,622,000 for the year 2005. 
This was an increase of 5.8 percent from the 2004 figure of $5,126,106,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $244,673,000 compared to 
$214,378,000 in 2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 14.1 percent compared to a statewide change of no change 
percent for the same period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $34,275 in Tarrant County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of 
$32,460. For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Tarrant County region received over $5,629,137,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $3,475 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Tarrant County region was $2,269,118 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented an increase to $2,702,277. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do 
not reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. 
Similarly, a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more 
information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Tarrant County region to be $877.32. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $860.58, a decrease of -
1.9 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $112,793,083 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Tarrant 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.7 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $316.74 for 
the Tarrant County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
 

http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $82,021 for the Tarrant County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Tarrant County region for 
people of all ages at 175,572 persons. That figure represents 11.5 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 56,861 in 1999. This figure was 3.8 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 29,608 which was 8.0 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 150,488 in 
1999 which was 10.4 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below 
poverty status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $6,556,880,522 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a 
decrease of -3.1 percent to $6,352,349,710.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease 
of -9.5 percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 19,166 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 
19,939 in the 4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 4.0 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for 
the same period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Tarrant County according the Census was 533,864 
with an average household size of 2.7 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 60.8 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
40.4. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 16.0 percent of 
Tarrant County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 64.2 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
2.5 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 68,735 or 12.1 percent in Tarrant County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Tarrant County was 41.9 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 71.6 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Tarrant County according to the 2000 census was $90,300.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $612.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 209,211 which represented 39.2 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Tarrant County for the school year 1999-2000 was 17 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 240,300.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 399,208 persons in the population who were 
3 years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis
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Nursery school or preschool 29,062 7.3 6.6
Kindergarten 23,992 6.0 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 184,890 46.3 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 82,603 20.7 21.9
College or graduate school 78,661 19.7 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 898,850. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 68,114 7.6 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 99,808 11.1 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 211,638 23.5 24.8
Some college, no degree 225,827 25.1 22.4
Associate Degree 54,178 6.0 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 168,743 18.8 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 70,542 7.8 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 81.3 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 26.6 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 969 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.71 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Tarrant County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 39 percent for all students, 47 percent for Blacks, 25 percent for Whites, and 58 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Tarrant County as of October 2007 was 35, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 145.8 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to 
statistical reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data 
reporting on health care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 444 licensed 
pharmacies in the study area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas 
Pharmacies, link to the Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 3,884 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
433.1 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 593.3 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 population 
as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 1,393.6 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in primary 
care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 12,018 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 140.0 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 714.3 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 3,740 representing a ratio of 449.7 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
222.4 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 824 dentists in the 
study area, with a ratio of 2,041.3 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 49.0. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 3,463 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 205.9 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 1,665 pharmacists 
in this area, which is a ratio of 1,010.2 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 99.0 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 96 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 17,521.2 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 5.7 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
70,291 72,951 3.78% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 2,245 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported 
deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 2,544 deaths 
from heart disease, and 552 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 
40,091 deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a 
wider variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 177 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 1,223 total teen pregnancies in this 
area. There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 284 for Black teens, 621 for Hispanic 
teens and 318 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for 
Black teens, 12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas 
health, disease and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 49,831, which is 8.7% of the reported population in that age group. The number of 
uninsured children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to 
view or download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Tarrant county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48439.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
965,232 registered voters in Tarrant County. The voter turnout was 628,553 representing 65.1 percent of 
eligible voters. The election results were 348,420 or 55.4 percent for McCain/Palin, 274,880 or 43.7 percent 
for Obama/Biden, and 5,253 or 0.8 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 20 foster homes, 143 foster/adoptive homes and 20 
adoptive homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 711 with a total capacity of 67,816. The 
total number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 554. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 91,448 crimes reported in the Tarrant County area during 2005 or a -0.3 percent 
change from the 91,708 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 
2005 representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was 
collect from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see 
the U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 4,004 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 89.2 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 56 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC), with total deposits of $17,082,000,000 and assets of $4,931,293,000. The 2007 deposit to population 
ratio was $10,105 for the Tarrant County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the 
state average generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region 
serving as a regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not 
reflect assets and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or 
state. The most recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Tarrant County, the number of saving and loans was 9 which had a total of savings 
and loan assets of $363,193,900 and deposits of $6,419,200,000 These figures are in contrast to the statewide 
total of 54 savings and loans, with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more 
information, please see: http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 31 credit unions in the study area 
according to the National Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these 
credit unions had a total of $6,402,227,755 in assets and $4,435,656,148 in deposits, as compared to a total of 
615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union 
statistics and other information on credit unions can be found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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County Narrative Profile 
Wise County Report 

 
 
What are County Narrative Profiles?  
 
The Labor Market and Career Information (LMCI) department of the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) has developed the 
County Narrative Profile (CNP) as a tool for presenting Texas county based statistical data in an easy-to-read narrative format. 
This CNP module is one of many analytical tools available from the SOCRATES labor market information system. The narrative 
approach is an alternative to looking through stacks of tables and charts which can be confusing and difficult to understand or 
interpret. It allows the user to easily request an easy to understand report on one or more of the 254 counties in Texas. To review 
all the current TWC's initiatives and services, link to: http://www.twc.state.tx.us  
 
 
Geography  
 
Regional Information: The Wise County region (FIPS code:48497) had an estimated population of 58,234 in 2008. The region 
consists of 923 square miles with a population density of 63.09 residents per square mile compared to a statewide density of 
91.95. This county ranked 55th in 2000 population compared to all 254 counties in Texas. Wise County is a member of TWC's 
North Central Local Workforce Development region. This area is a metropolitan county. This county also ranked 121st in size 
by square miles when compared to all counties in Texas. The Wise County area is assigned to the following district(s): Texas 
Representative District(s) of 61 and State Senatorial District(s) of 30. The area is in the U.S. Congressional District(s) of: 17,26. 
The county seat is Decatur and the county's major city, town or place is Decatur. See Texas Online at 
http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/11/1 for State and local updates. Wise County is classified as a metropolitan county by 
virtue of either its close relationship with a significant central city or lack thereof. Using 2000 Census population data, roughly 
86.05 percent of all Texas population could be found in the 76 metropolitan counties defined by the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 2003. In 1993 the county was classified as a rural county. Texas has established a network 
of 24 Councils of Government (COGs) to assist local governments in planning for common needs and to coordinate regional 
economic development activity. Wise County falls within the North Central Texas Council of Governments region. For 
additional information and links to the COG regions see www.txregionalcouncil.org/.  
 
The Office of the State Climatologist in College Station, under the guidance of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, maintains 10-year intervals of weather compilations. For most recent interval as of January 1, 1993, the rainfall 
in the region averages 32.6 inches per year compared to the Texas average of 30.1 inches per year. The average growing season 
in the Wise County region is 220 days. Texas is so climatically diverse that statewide averages are generally irrelevant as a means 
of comparison. The average temperature in January gathered by the Office of the State Climatologist ranges from 30 degrees to 
an average for July of 99 degrees. The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates the freeze dates range from Nov 6 to Mar 31. 
Current and past climate information can be found at http://www.farmersalmanac.com/weather/uszone5.html and 
http://lwf.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/ncdc.html.  
 
Natural amenities of the area, according to the U.S. Department of Interior, reflect an overall percent of surface water of 2.0 
percent compared to 2.5 percent statewide. The land surface form topography for the region is described as plains with hills. 
Considerably more detailed information can be found at: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/texaswater/sb1/ and 
http://www.netstate.com/states/geography/tx_geography.htm.  
 
Local Workforce Boards: Wise County is a member of the TWC North Central local workforce board area. In order to contact 
the board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631. Local addresses, references to specific needs and services can be 
found at the North Central web site at http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html. For further information on all Local 
Workforce Board go to http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdbs/wdbmap.html.  
North Central  http://www.twc.state.tx.us/dirs/wdas/wda04.html 

 
In order to contact a board or TWC's Tele Center by phone, call 1-800-939-6631.  
 
 
Population  
 
County population estimates are updated periodically by the Texas State Data Center – Office of the State Demographer at the 
University of Texas at San Antonio. County estimates are primarily based on the 100 percent population counts from the latest 
April, 2000 decennial census and are calculated to reveal population change up to a current date, in this case January 2008. These 
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estimation methodologies utilize information on births, deaths and elementary school enrollment to estimate population. In this 
method, migration of the school-age population is assumed to be indicative of migration in the total population (with adjustments 
being made for the historical differences between the school-age migration rate and the total population's rate of migration). Data 
on public school enrollment from the Texas Education Agency and data from the Texas State Data Center's survey of private 
schools in Texas are used to estimate change in the school-age population. Data on institutional populations were obtained from 
applicable institutions, while data on other special populations, such as the elderly population were obtained from the U.S. 
Bureau of the Census.  
 
According to the county-based population estimates from the Texas State Data Center, Wise County changed in population from 
48,793 in April, 2000 to an estimated 58,234 in January 2008 by 9,441 residents. This reflects an increase of 19.3 percent in 
population. During the same time period, the state's population changed by 3,253,597 residents from 20,851,820 to an estimated 
24,105,417 persons representing a comparative change of 15.6 percent. A variety of data topics for Texas and all the counties is 
available at: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48000.html.  
 
The region's race/ethnic distribution in 2000 is estimated by the Census Bureau to be:  

Race/Ethnicity Population 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

White 44,407 91.0 70.97
Black 600 1.2 11.53
Other 494 1.0 3.33
Hispanicº 5,248 10.8 31.99
 
º Hispanic count includes White, Black and other representation when reported.  
 

Population Age  
 
The age distribution of an area can provide valuable insight into the region's economic composition and income potential. By 
national standards, Texas has a relatively young population. The 2000 Census estimates for Texas show a population composition 
as follows:  

Age Population 

Area
Percent Statewide 

Under 5 3,317 6.8 7.8
5-14 8,044 16.5 15.8
15-19 3,719 7.6 7.8
20-44 17,297 35.4 38.5
45-64 11,238 23.0 20.2
65+ 5,178 10.6 9.9
 
While the median age for Texas was 32.30 years in 2000, the Wise County area had a median age of 35.50 according to the 2000 
Census.  
 
 
Population Gender  
 
The gender distribution of an area can provide additional insight into the region's overall distribution in the population by male 
and female. Of the area's population, 24,580 were male which represents 50.4 percent and 24,213 were female which represents 
49.6 percent. This compares to the statewide percentage of 49.6 percent for male and 50.4 percent for female.  
 
Special Age Groups and Gender  
 
Youth and Older Workers: Other age cohorts may be of special interest for Workforce Development Board's summer youth 
programs and older worker programs. The Wise County region has 5,399 persons age 14-21 representing 12.6 percent of the 
population. This compares with 13.3 percent statewide. For the potential older age cohort, 5,094 persons or 11.9 percent are 55 or 
over in the Wise County region based on the 2000 Census. This compares to 9.9 percent statewide.  
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Ages 25-44: If the population cohort 45 and over is higher than the state average, this suggests a stable, mature population 
comprised of mainly "empty-nesters," retirees and the aged. When the 25-44 age cohort is higher than the state average, this is a 
healthy economic situation since this group contains the greatest share of the labor force. Decreases over time in this group, 
especially when similar changes are not occurring statewide, can be an indication that people are moving out of an area they 
consider to be a poor labor market. In Wise County the total number in the age groups of 25 to 44, was 13,319 or 31.1 percent. 
This compares to a statewide percentage of 31.9 percent.  
 
Ages 18 and Older: For the population generally considered in the ages to participate in the labor market, the total population 
who were 18 years and over totaled 14,965,061 in Texas which represented 71.8 percent of the total population. In this study 
area, the total persons in this age group was 34,990 or 71.7 percent of the total population. Within this age group in Texas the 
number of males in 2000 who were 18 years and over represented 7,338,177 persons or 35.2 percent of the total population while 
females age 18 years and over represented 7,626,884 or 36.6 percent. In the Wise County area, males 18 and over represented 
17,439 or 35.7 percent in comparison and females totaled to 17,551 or 36.0 percent.  
 
Veteran Status: According to the U.S. Bureau of Census, the area had 34,982 persons in the population age 18 years and older in 
the year 2000. Of that number, 5,148 or 14.7 percent responded as being a civilian veteran, compared to 11.8 percent statewide. 
A "civilian veteran" is a person 18 years old or over who has served (even for a short time), but is not now serving, on active duty 
in the U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who served in the U.S. Merchant Marine during World 
War II. People who served in the National Guard or military Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were ever called or 
ordered to active duty, not counting the 4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.  
 
Disability Status: From the 2000 Census, data on Disability Status were derived when respondents reported long-lasting 
conditions: (a) blindness, deafness, or a severe vision or hearing impairment, (sensory disability) and (b) a condition that 
substantially limits one or more basic physical activities such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (physical 
disability). Disability status was also derived if the individuals in the working age range of 21 to 64 years had a physical, mental, 
or emotional condition lasting 6 months or more that made it difficult to perform certain activities such as: (a) learning, 
remembering, or concentrating (mental disability); (b) dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home (self-care disability); 
(c) going outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor's office (going outside the home disability); and (d) working at a job or 
business (employment disability).  
 
It was reported in the 2000 Census that the area had an estimated 12,182 persons residing there between the ages of 5 to 20 years 
of age with approximately 899 or 7.4 percent with a disability. In Texas, the percent with disabilities in this same age bracket 
was 7.9 percent. In the working age population group - ages 21 to 64 years, the area had approximately 27,318 persons, of which 
4,973 were categorized to be in a disability status. This represented 18.2 percent compared to 19.9 percent in the state overall. For 
those persons in this age group that had a disability, approximately 2,830 or 56.9 percent were employed. For those who had no 
disability, an estimated 17,384 or 77.8 percent were employed. For the retirement age group of 65 years of age and older, 4,856 
persons resided of which 2,033 were disabled. The percent of this age group with a disabled status was 41.9 percent and this 
compared to 44.8 percent in Texas overall.  
 
Ages 65 and Older: For the population who are considered to be at the age of retirement or older - 65 years and older, the total 
number of persons in Texas was 2,072,532 or 9.9 percent of the total population in 2000. This region had a total of 5,178 or 10.6 
percent in this older age group. In the same age group of 65 years and over, males in Texas represented 862,181 or 4.1 percent of 
the total population and females totaled to 1,210,351 or 5.8 percent, while in this study area, males totaled to 2,314 or 4.7 percent 
of all persons in this area and females represented 2,864 or 5.9 percent of all persons. For other general and special population 
information from the 2000 Census as well as specific populations topics, link to 
http://www.census.gov/census2000/states/tx.html.  
 
Population Projections  
 
The Office of the State Demographer for the State of Texas distributes the most widely used population projections for Texas. 
Projection estimates in these tables and the methodology for migration scenarios have been revised as of 2006 by the Texas 
State Data Center and Office of the State Demographer - now housed at University of Texas San Antonio. Each projection series 
includes three scenarios resulting in three alternative sets of population values for the State and each county are presented in these 
projections. These scenarios assume the same set of mortality and fertility assumptions in each scenario but differ in their 
assumptions relative to net migration. The net migration assumptions made for three scenarios are derived from 1990-2000 
patterns which have been altered relative to expected future population trends. This is done by systematically and uniformly 
altering the adjusted 1990-2000 net migration rates by age, sex and race/ethnicity. The scenarios so produced are referred to as 
the zero migration (0.0) scenario, the one-half 1990-2000 (0.5) scenario, the 1990-2000 (1.0) scenario and the 1990-2000 (2.0) 
scenario.  
 
The recommended scenario for most county based projection reporting used is believed to be the 0.5 scenario as most appropriate 
scenario for most counties in Texas. This scenario has been prepared as an approximate average of the zero (0.0) and 1990-2000 
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(1.0) scenarios. It assumes rates of net migration one-half of those of the 1990s. The reason for including this scenario is that 
many counties in the State are unlikely to continue to experience the overall levels of relatively extensive growth of the 1990s. A 
scenario which projects rates of population growth that are approximately an average of the zero and the 1990-2000 scenarios is 
one that suggests slower but steadier growth than occurred during 1990-2000 (For a more detailed discussion see 
http://txsdc.utsa.edu).  
 
Using this projection scenario, the following table represents population projections for Wise County:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 48,793 --- 42,395 --- 648 --- 5,248 --- 502 ---
2005 53,800 10.3 46,151 8.9 658 1.5 6,468 23.2 523 4.2
2010 59,257 21.4 50,061 18.1 669 3.2 7,982 52.1 545 8.6
2015 65,101 33.4 54,056 27.5 671 3.5 9,795 86.6 579 15.3
2020 71,085 45.7 57,895 36.6 671 3.5 11,910 126.9 609 21.3
2025 77,091 58.0 61,469 45.0 669 3.2 14,317 172.8 636 26.7
2030 82,902 69.9 64,569 52.3 655 1.1 17,029 224.5 649 29.3
2035 88,729 81.8 67,319 58.8 639 -1.4 20,122 283.4 649 29.3
2040 94,705 94.1 69,772 64.6 611 -5.7 23,683 351.3 639 27.3
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
For comparison purposes, the Texas population projections, using the same scenario methodology, are as follows:  

Population Projections and Percent Change Since 2000* 
Year Total Pct Chg Anglo Pct Chg Black Pct Chg Hispanic Pct Chg Other Pct Chg 

2000 20,851,820 --- 11,074,716 --- 2,421,653 --- 6,669,666 --- 685,785 ---
2005 22,556,054 8.2 11,327,875 2.3 2,588,604 6.9 7,820,854 17.3 818,721 19.4
2010 24,330,612 16.7 11,533,974 4.1 2,754,744 13.8 9,080,436 36.1 961,458 40.2
2015 26,156,715 25.4 11,694,533 5.6 2,913,063 20.3 10,436,536 56.5 1,112,583 62.2
2020 28,005,788 34.3 11,796,493 6.5 3,052,401 26.0 11,882,998 78.2 1,273,896 85.8
2025 29,897,443 43.4 11,830,579 6.8 3,170,986 30.9 13,448,469 101.6 1,447,409 111.1
2030 31,830,589 52.7 11,789,298 6.5 3,268,616 35.0 15,140,100 127.0 1,632,575 138.1
2035 33,789,668 62.0 11,682,014 5.5 3,345,684 38.2 16,934,444 153.9 1,827,526 166.5
2040 35,761,201 71.5 11,525,112 4.1 3,403,169 40.5 18,804,298 181.9 2,028,622 195.8
 
     * Anglo, Black, and Other excludes Hispanic counts.  
 
 
County to County Migration  
 
Out-Migration: Using Internal Revenue Service (IRS) information regarding changes in residences between two filing years 
2007 and 2008, statistics regarding moving in and out of counties can reveal patterns of migration as well as patterns of out-of-
state and foreign migration to and from selected counties. During this time Wise County reported 18,592 total tax returns were 
matched to tabulate outflow migration. Of these returns approximately 8.8 percent showed a change in residences by moving out 
from their originating county in 2007 to another county in 2008. Of these who moved out of their original county, 83.1 percent 
moved to another county within Texas, while 16.9 percent moved to a different state but within the U.S. Those who moved from 
their originating county in the year 2007 to a foreign country in 2008 was approximately 0.0 percent. 
 
The IRS county migration data reports income by the number of returns and the number of exemptions. The number of returns - 
as a unit of analysis may be used as a proxy for household income and the number of exemptions may be used as a proxy for the 
number of individuals in a family. Using the number of returns for household income, the Wise County overall has an average 
household earnings of $56,444. Of those households which remained in the same area, an average reported non-migrating 
household income of $57,942 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,642 households leaving the region was 
$67,284,000 which represents an average income of $40,977.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the most households and their average income leaving Wise County to other counties during 2007 to 
2008 were:  
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County and State Households Moving 
Out 

Average Income Moving 
Out 

    Tarrant County, TX  498 $41,596 

    Denton County, TX  193 $44,565 

    Parker County, TX  138 $44,370 

    Montague County, TX  73 $45,685 

    Dallas County, TX  58 $36,828 
 
In-Migration: During the period 2007 to 2008, there were approximately 18,685 total tax returns were matched to calculate 
inflow migration. Of these returns approximately 9.3 percent showed a change in residences by moving in from their originating 
county in 2007 to a county in the study area in 2008. Of these who moved into the study area from another county, 79.9 percent 
moved from other counties in Texas, while 20.1 percent moved from a county in a different state but within the U.S. Those who 
moved into the study area during the 2007-2008 period from a foreign country was approximately 0.0 percent.  
 
Using the number of returns as a proxy for household income, the Wise County overall has an average household earnings of 
$57,067. Of those households which remained in the same area, had an average reported non-migrating household income of 
$57,942 during the period 2007 to 2008. Total income earned by 1,735 households entering the region was $84,169,000 which 
represents an average income of $48,512.  
 
The top 5 counties showing the  most households and their average income migrating into Wise County from other counties 
during 2007 to 2008 were:  

County and State Households Moving 
In Average Income Moving In 

    Tarrant County, TX  533 $56,942 

    Denton County, TX  157 $44,185 

    Parker County, TX  128 $40,070 

    Dallas County, TX  62 $44,500 

    Montague County, TX  55 $43,436 

 
 
Change in Aggregated Earnings: Gains and losses of residential earnings and buying power due to a migration can be reflected 
in observed differences in aggregate dollars entering and leaving an area. County to county migration information from the IRS 
shows a net change for the Wise County region of $16,885,000.00. A positive value represents an increase in earnings for an area 
and a negative value represents a loss of income during the 2007 - 2008 period.  
 
Vital Statistics: According to the Texas Department of State Health Services for vital statistics for the year 2004, the Wise 
County area had a total of 684 live births which represents a live birth rate of 12.6 births for every 1,000 persons in the study 
area compared to a statewide rate of 17.0 births per 1,000 persons in the population. The area had a total of 431 deaths 
representing a rate of 7.9 for every 1,000 persons compared to a statewide rate of 6.8.  
 
 
 
Employment  
 
Civilian Labor Force (CLF): The most recent civilian labor force estimates from TWC for Texas statewide in June 2010 is 
12,176,593 which is an increase in the labor force of 147,480 persons since June 2009. This represents a 1.2 percent change in 
Texas during this time period. These estimates are not seasonally adjusted. Wise County had a civilian labor force of 28,785 for 
June 2010 which was a change of -87 in CLF since June 2009. This change represented a decrease of -0.3 percent for the study 
area. For another glimpse into TWC/LMI's Texas and County information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce.  
 
Economic Diversification: Relative to the Texas economy, the LMCI economic diversification index measures the degree to 
which a county economy is diversified. Significant concentrations of employment in only one or two industrial sectors makes an 
area less diversified and more susceptible to widespread economic decline should a key sector suffer a significant loss. While 
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economic diversification or a balanced distribution of employment across all major industry sectors, is generally desirable, in 
some cases, especially where a region is exploiting a comparative advantage (such as access to raw materials, access to 
transportation routes, etc.) a statistically diverse economy does not necessarily correlate with higher growth. Of the three levels of 
diversification ranging from below average, average and above average, Wise County had an economic base which is of above 
average diversity.  
 
 
Occupations: The best source of occupational information at the county level is from the 2000 Census. The total number of 
persons 16 years of age or older who were employed in Wise County during the 2000 Census was 22,665. The following presents 
a table of those employed by occupational categories for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Occupational Categories Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Mgmt., Professional Occs. 5,935 26.2 33.3
Service Occupations 3,216 14.2 14.6
Sales and Office Occupations 5,765 25.4 27.2
Farming/Fishing/Forestry Occs. 248 1.1 0.7
Constr., Extraction Occs. 3,199 14.1 10.9
Production, Transport. Occs. 4,302 19.0 13.2
 
 
Class of Worker: Another way to view the types of workers in an area's labor force is by class of worker. According to the 2000 
Census, the area had 17,187 employees who were private wage and salary workers representing 75.8 percent of all workers. The 
region had another 2,950 persons who were government workers or 13.0 percent, 2,464 who were self employed workers or 10.9 
percent and 64 who were unpaid family workers representing 0.3 percent. This compares to the Texas statewide distribution of 
78.0 percent for private wage and salary workers, 14.6 percent for government workers, 7.1 percent for self employed, and 0.3 
percent for unpaid family workers.  
 
Unemployment: According to TWC unemployment figures for June 2010 Wise County had an unemployment estimate of 2,533 
persons which represents a rate of 8.8 compared to a Texas statewide unemployment rate of 8.5 for the same month. For the 
study area these estimates represent a decrease from June 2009 unemployment rate of 9.9 percent. The Texas statewide 
unemployment rate was 8.3 for June 2009. For the latest unemployment rates, see TWC's LMI website - Unemployment Rates 
(LAUS): http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Labforce and for a description of methodology 
link to: http://www.tracer2.com/article.asp?ARTICLEID=148.  
 
Reporting Establishments: The TWC indicates 1,141 business reporting units operating in Wise County in the first quarter of 
2008 with an average of 16.89 workers per unit. Average firm size makes a difference for job hunting and job development 
strategy because larger firms tend to have better defined ports of entry and in-house training capabilities. Although definitions 
vary greatly, small business can be defined as less than 50 workers and medium sized is 250 or less. The Texas average is 22.86 
workers per unit. Regions with higher than average number of workers per unit tend to be dominated economically by a few very 
large employers.  
 
Commuting to Work: Commuting to work for workers 16 years and over has a number of implications for transportation and 
municipal services study. Wise County had a total of 17,133 or 77.5 percent who drove their car to work alone, 3,532 or 16.0 
percent who car pooled, 63 or 0.3 percent used public transportation, 388 or 1.8 percent who walked to work, 252 or 1.1 percent 
of regional workers who used other means to work, and 753 or 3.4 percent who worked at home. These methods of commuting to 
work compare to the Texas statewide results by: car alone (77.7%), car pool (14.5%), public transportation (1.9%), walked 
(1.9%), other means (1.3%), and worked at home (2.8%). The average travel time to work in minutes was 33.30 for the region as 
compared to an overall statewide average of 25.4 minutes.  
 
Employers by Employee Size Class: Employer contact information and employee size ranges are collected and updated by the 
Analyst Resource Center from InfoUSA Inc. The most current release is a product called the Employer Database 2010 1st 
Edition. This product shows that the area had approximately 441 establishments which employed 10 or more employees. Of these 
employers, approximately 0.0 percent employed over 1000 employees. 0.7 percent employed between approximately 500 and 
999 employees, 6.1 percent employed between approximately 100 and 499 employees, 11.3 percent employed between 50 and 99 
employees, 33.1 percent employed between 20 and 49 employees, and 48.8 percent employed between approximately 10 and 19 
employees.  
 
Top 10 Manufacturers for the Wise County Region:  
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•  Acme Brick Co  
•  Boyd Industries Inc  
•  Decatur Machine Svc Inc  
•  Dynegy Midstream Svc  
•  Hanson Aggregates  
•  IGA Foodliner  
•  Imperial Fabrication  
•  Modern Welding Co Of TX Inc  
•  Poco Graphite Inc  
•  Wise Ready Mix Concrete Co  
 
 
 
Income  
 
Personal Income: According to the most recent data released by the BEA 2005, Wise County's total personal income, excluding 
farm, was $1,413,545,000 which represented an increase of $110,817,000 when compared to the 2004 total personal income, 
excluding farm, of $ 1,302,728,000. For Statewide personal income, the total of $686,943,289,000 for 2004 and 
$741,099,703,000 for the year 2004, shows an increase of $54,156,414,000. This indicates that Wise County has a personal 
income showing a rate change of 8.5 percent compared to the statewide income at a rate change of 7.9 percent for the same 
period. Income from all government and government enterprises for the area was a total of $123,754,000 for the year 2005. This 
was an increase of 7.2 percent from the 2004 figure of $115,445,000. Texas statewide had an increase of 5.7 percent for 
government income. Military income, excluding federal civilian income, for 2005 was $5,175,000 compared to $4,532,000 in 
2004 for the study area. This was an increase of 14.2 percent compared to a statewide change of no change percent for the same 
period. For further information link to: http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Per Capita Income: Total personal income is a widely used measure of regional economic health while per capita income is 
generally used to compare the relative well-being of residents across areas (not accounting for differences in area cost of living). 
The per capita personal income for 2005 was $24,872 in Wise County while Texas statewide had a per capita income of $32,460. 
For more information on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Government Transfer Payments: The Wise County region received over $202,215,000 in transfer of payments in FY2005 
which reflected a $3,564 per capita transfer payment compared to the Texas per capita payment of $4,194. Transfer payments 
includes the total amount of government allocations to people who qualify for income assistance. This consists largely of 
supplemental security income payments, family assistance, general assistance payments, food stamp payments, and other 
assistance payments, including emergency assistance. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Residence Adjustment: Some areas function as major employment centers and others serve as "bedroom communities". This 
means that residents may work in one region but live, pay taxes and spend most of their income in their resident region. The 
degree to which a regional area serves as a bedroom community can be measured by a "residence adjustment" to the area 
personal income. The residence adjustment in the Wise County region was $309,972 in 2005. By 2006 the adjustment 
represented a decrease to $287,259. A negative number implies that workers commute into the region to earn income but do not 
reside there. Growth over time of negative residence adjustments generally implies an eroding tax base for the region. Similarly, 
a positive figure implies that on balance the region exports jobs and income to residents of other regions. For more information 
on this data, please go to http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Average Weekly Wage: TWC reported an average weekly wage during 1st quarter 2007 for all covered wages and salaried 
employment in the Wise County region to be $792.30. Average weekly wages for 1st quarter 2008 was $740.77, a decrease of -
6.5 percent. This is compared to a decrease of -2.1 percent statewide for the same period of time. The Texas statewide average 
weekly wage in the 1st quarter of 2008 was $884.74.  These wage data are the result of the reported quarterly wages and salaries 
paid by employers divided by 13 weeks. For the most current information, link to: 
http://www.tracer2.com/cgi/dataanalysis/AreaSelection.asp?tableName=Industry  
 
UI Benefits: The region had $2,390,447 in Unemployment Insurance benefits paid during calendar year 2008. In the Wise 
County region, the average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 11.9 weeks, 
while the statewide average duration before exhausting regular UI benefits in calendar year 2008 was approximately 13.4 weeks. 
The most likely interpretation of longer duration times is greater difficulty finding a job. Therefore, duration can serve as a good 
barometer for local general economic conditions. The average weekly benefits payment for Regular UI in 2008 was $320.15 for 
the Wise County region compared to $307.5 in Texas statewide.  
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Personal Income by Place of Residence: Personal income by place of residence, based on the 2000 Bureau of Economic 
Analysis (BEA) estimates was roughly $69,324 for the Wise County region. This compares to $78,626 statewide. This figure is 
much higher than the per capita income level because it includes all wage earners living within a single household. Also, income 
data from BEA will be different than income data from other agencies due to that fact the BEA includes other sources of income 
such as farm wages, dividends, interest, rent and transfer payments. For more information on this data, please go to 
http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis.  
 
Poverty Population: The U.S. Department of Census estimated a 2002 poverty population for the Wise County region for people 
of all ages at 5,687 persons. That figure represents 10.8 percent of the non-institutional population compared to a Texas 
percentage of 15.4 percent for people of all ages. The estimated number of people under the age of 18 in the study area in poverty 
was 1,564 in 1999. This figure was 3.7 percent of all people under 18 in the study area compared to Texas statewide which was 
6.0 percent of all people under 18 as estimated in 1999. According to the 2000 Census, the number of families living below 
poverty status in 1999 were 1,016 which was 7.5 percent of all families in the study area. This compared to 12.0 percent of all 
families statewide living in poverty status in 1999. The total number of individuals living below poverty status was 4,689 in 1999 
which was 9.6 percent of all individuals in the study area. This compared to 15.0 percent of all individuals living below poverty 
status statewide. For the most recent Poverty information, see: http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html .  
 
Gross Retail Sales: Income can be viewed in several ways and under different definitions. Per capita income tends to have a 
direct relationship with the growth of gross sales and most service sector industries in an area. Gross sales for the region 
estimated by the Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts were $142,285,838 in the 4th quarter 2008 which represented a decrease 
of -16.5 percent to $118,816,167.00 by the 4th quarter 2009. The statewide change for the same period was a decrease of -9.5 
percent in gross sales. The total number of reporting outlets for the same period was 683 in the 4th quarter 2008 and 729 in the 
4th quarter 2009. This region had an increase of 6.7 percent in the study area compared to the statewide change for the same 
period of an increase of 3.4 percent. For the most recent Gross Retail Sales information, please see: 
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/.  
 
 
Housing  
 
Household Units and Size: The total number of housing units in 2000 in Wise County according the Census was 17,178 with 
an average household size of 2.8 persons. The average household size for Texas was 2.7 persons for the same period. Home 
ownership rates for this area was 81.4 percent compared to Texas statewide which had a rate of 63.8 percent. While in Texas 
statewide the percent of households with persons under 18 years of age in 2000 was 40.9 percent, this study area had a percent of 
41.9. The percent of households with persons 65 years of age or older was 19.9 percent in Texas statewide while 21.0 percent of 
Wise County had households with individuals 65 years of age and older.  
 
Types of Structures: While Texas had approximately 63.4 percent of the housing units in the category of one detached 
structures in 2000 according to the census, the study area had approximately 63.0 percent. Mobile homes in the area made up 
31.7 percent when compared to a statewide percentage of 9.0 percent. More recently built housing structures in the area shows 
new development has taken place in the region. The total number of new housing structures built between 1995 and March 
2000 was 4,383 or 22.8 percent in Wise County compared to 13.2 percent statewide.  
 
Owner and Renter Occupied: According to the 2000 Census, the percent of owner-occupied units with a value of $100,000 or 
greater in Wise County was 41.6 percent compared to 36.7 percent for the state. The percent of renter-occupied units with rent 
values of $500 per month or greater was 39.8 percent as compared to the Texas percentage of 60.4 percent. The median home 
value in Wise County according to the 2000 census was $89,100.00 compared to a statewide median value of $82,500.00. 
Median rent for the area was $484.00 compared to $574.00 for the state. For this area, the total number of renter-occupied 
housing units was 3,190 which represented 18.6 percent of all occupied housing units in 2000. This compares to a Texas 
statewide percentage of 36.2 percent for the same period.  
 
 
Education  
 
The total number of public independent school districts in Wise County for the school year 1999-2000 was 7 according to the 
Texas Education Agency. The overall average daily attendance for the same year was 7,743.  
 
Enrollment: School enrollment data from the 2000 Census showed that there were 12,621 persons in the population who were 3 
years of age and older and enrolled in school in the study area during the census collection period. Of this population, the 
following table shows a breakdown of what types of schools persons were enrolled compared to similar statewide information:  

Type of School Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

http://www.bea.gov/bea/regional/reis
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/saipe/county.html
http://www.window.state.tx.us/taxinfo/sales/


Nursery school or preschool 607 4.8 6.6
Kindergarten 663 5.3 5.9
Elementary School (grades 1-8) 6,810 54.0 45.5
High School (grades 9-12) 3,311 26.2 21.9
College or graduate school 1,230 9.7 20.2
 
 
Educational Attainment: The total number of persons 25 years of age or older who responded to the level of educational 
attainment during the 2000 Census was 31,130. Of those persons, the following presents a table on various levels of educational 
attainment for this region compared to statewide percentages:  

Educational Attainment Count 

Area
Percent 

Statewide
Percent 

Less than 9th Grade 2,577 8.3 11.5
9th to 12th grade, no diploma 4,875 15.7 12.9
H.S. graduate (inc. equiv.) 10,819 34.8 24.8
Some college, no degree 7,322 23.5 22.4
Associate Degree 1,499 4.8 5.2
Bachelor's Degree 2,868 9.2 15.6
Graduate or Prof. Degree 1,170 3.8 7.6
 
Another useful grouping of these statistics shows that the percent of high school graduates or higher was 76.1 percent for the area 
compared to 75.7 percent for Texas. Also, the percent with bachelor's degree or higher was 13.0 percent as compared to 23.2 
percent for Texas.  
 
Dropout and Attrition Rates: Information from the Texas Education Agency on student dropouts from public schools for 
2004-2005 shows that 20 students, grades 7-12, dropped out of school in this study area. This represents a dropout rate of 0.46 
percent as compared to a Texas statewide percentage of 0.90 percent of all students who dropped out during this period. Attrition 
rates are often viewed as measures of the percentage of students that begin high school but do not graduate with a diploma. It is 
arguably a more reasonable way to view dropouts from an economic viewpoint. One way to view educational progress in a 
region is to estimate the number of persons who persist to high school graduation as opposed to standard dropout statistics. 
Attrition rates are calculated by the Intercultural Development Research Association (IDRA). IDRA conducts research and 
development activities; creates, implements and administers innovative education programs; and provides teacher, administrator, 
and parent training and technical assistance. The attrition rates for Wise County during the period 2004-2005 by race and 
ethnicity were 28 percent for all students, 39 percent for Blacks, 23 percent for Whites, and 51 percent for Hispanics. In order to 
review the latest Secondary Schools Enrollment and Dropouts information posted on the Texas Education Agency, link to: 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/research/.  
 
 
Health  
 
Health Facilities - The number of acute and psychiatric care hospitals in Wise County as of October 2007 was 2, with an 
average total beds capacity of approximately 74.0 compared to a statewide ratio of 123.1 beds per hospital according to statistical 
reports from the Texas Department of State Health Services. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data reporting on health 
care facilities. The Texas State Board of Pharmacy data for October 2007 shows there are 12 licensed pharmacies in the study 
area. The total number of licensed pharmacies statewide is 5,919. For additional information on Texas Pharmacies, link to the 
Texas State Board of Pharmacy at http://www.tsbp.state.tx.us/index.htm.  
 
Health Practitioners - According to the Texas Department of State Health Services October 2007 report, there were 66 direct 
patient care and primary care physicians who practiced in the region. The ratio of total persons to each physician in the area was 
875.4 residents per each physician. This compares to a statewide ratio of 460.5 persons for each physician in Texas. Another way 
of reporting these figures is by showing the number of physicians as a ratio per 100,000 residents. In this study area, the ratio in 
direct patient care was 1,229.3 as compared to the statewide ratio of 638.3 in direct patient care physicians per 100,000 
population as of 2007. The ratio of physicians in primary care was 2,063.4 compared to a statewide ratio of 1,472.0 physicians in 
primary care per 100,000 persons in the population statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
 
The study area had a total of 261 registered nurses (RN) working in the study area, representing a ratio of 221.4 persons for 
each RN in the area. The statewide ratio was 152.2 persons for each RN in the state. For the same time period, the ratio of RNs 
per 100,000 population was 451.7 compared to 657.0 per 100,000 statewide. Link to http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for more data.  
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The number of licensed vocational nurses (LVN) who practiced in the area was 174 representing a ratio of 332.0 persons per 
each LVN in the area. This compared to 363.8 persons per each LVN statewide. The ratio of LVNs per 100,000 population was 
301.2 compared to 274.9 per 100,000 population statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health 
Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 also reports that there were 12 dentists in the study 
area, with a ratio of 4,814.7 persons for each dentist in the area. The ratio of dentists per 100,000 residents was 20.8. By 
comparison, there was a statewide ratio of 42.8 dentists per 100,000 residents, with a total of 10,151 dentists statewide. See 
http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
According to data from the Texas Department of State Health Services for October 2007, there were 185 licensed Emergency 
Medical Technicians, or EMTs, for the study area; a ratio of 320.2 licensed EMTs per 100,000 residents. The statewide ratio 
was 218.0 EMTs per 100,000 residents, with a total of 51,718 EMTs statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
Also, according to the October 2007 report from the Texas Department of State Health Services, there were 26 pharmacists in 
this area, which is a ratio of 2,222.2 persons for each pharmacist. Texas has 18,138 pharmacists statewide, or a ratio of 1,308.2 
persons for each pharmacist in the area. The ratio of pharmacists per 100,000 residents was 45.0 compared to 76.4 per 100,000 
residents statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services information for October 2007 shows that for the study area there were 4 
occupational therapists; a ratio of 14,444.0 persons for each occupational therapist. The statewide ratio was 11,072.6 persons 
for each occupational therapist, with a total of 2,143 occupational therapists statewide. The ratio of occupational therapists per 
100,000 residents was 6.9 compared to 9.0 statewide. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Health Professionals 
and related information.  

Medical & Health Services Employment* 
 

Area Statewide 

2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 
Change 2007 1st Qtr 2008 1st Qtr Pct 

Change 
2,496 2,678 7.29% 1,092,916 1,135,001 3.85% 

 

* Includes: Hospitals, Medical/Health Offices; Home Health, Nursing, Elderly Residential facilities;  
Individual/Family, Emergency & Other Relief Svcs., Vocational Rehab. Svcs.  

[NAICS: 6211,6212-19,6221-23,6231-33,6239,6241-43]  
Due to confidentiality, employment for small areas may be suppressed and reported as zero.  

 
 
Health Statistics - Some of the leading causes of mortality in Texas include malignant neoplasms or cancer, heart disease, and 
chronic lower respiratory disease. From information gathered by Texas Department of State Health Services for 2004, the study 
area had a total of 100 reported deaths from malignant neoplasm cancer. On a statewide level, Texas had 33,836 reported deaths 
from malignant neoplasm cancer. Texas Department of State Health Services reports that for 2004 there were 123 deaths from 
heart disease, and 35 deaths from lower respiratory disease in the selected study area. By contrast, Texas statewide had 40,091 
deaths from heart disease and 7,387 deaths from chronic lower respiratory disease. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider 
variety of Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
Several state agencies collect statistics on health status indicators that can be used to assess the strengths or weaknesses of public 
health in a local area or community. For this study area, the Texas Department of State Health Services reported for August 2004 
there were 5 infant deaths, as compared with a statewide rate of 2,398. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of 
Texas health, disease and related information.  
 
The Texas Department of State Health Services reported that for August 2003 there were 35 total teen pregnancies in this area. 
There were different teen pregnancy rates in the study area depending on race, with 0 for Black teens, 11 for Hispanic teens and 
24 for White teens. Statewide rates for teenage pregnancy were 19,730 for total teenage pregnancies, with 3,003 for Black teens, 
12,693 for Hispanic teens and 4,034 for White teens. See http://www.dshs.state.tx.us for a wider variety of Texas health, disease 
and related information.  
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In the Health and Human Services 2003 Data Book, figures show that the number of children under 19 in this area whom were 
not covered by health insurance is 1,562, which is 9.6% of the reported population in that age group. The number of uninsured 
children statewide is 885,999, or 7.1% of the reported population for children under 19. For more information, or to view or 
download the entire data book, see http://www.hhsc.state.tx.us.  
 
 
Information On The Web  
 
The Bureau of Census has a variety of useful Quick Facts for each county in Texas. The Quick Fact report for Wise county can 
be accessed at the following URL: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/48/48497.html. Some counties maintain their own 
Internet sites for local information. If a county hosts its own Web site, it may be accessed through a URL with the following 
format http://www.co.County Name Goes Here.tx.us.  
 
To research additional websites on Counties, consider any of the following:  

Texas A-Z List of counties with web sites: http://www.state.tx.us/portal/tol/en/gov/6/2/1  
Texas Conference on Urban Counties: http://www.cuc.org  
State of Texas Web Site - Texas Counties:http://www.state.tx.us  
Texas Economic Development: http://www.governor.state.tx.us/ecodev  
TWC's LMI unit, Tracer: http://www.tracer2.com/  
Texas Association of Counties: http://www.county.org  
V.G. Young Institute of County Government: http://vgyi.tamu.edu/  
Real Estate Center, Texas A&M University: http://recenter.tamu.edu  
Bureau of Business Research, University of Texas: http://www.utexas.edu/depts/bbr  
National Association of Counties: http://www.naco.org  
"Uniform Crime Statistics, County Reports" Geostat-Geospatial & Statistical Data Center, University of Virginia: 
http://fisher.lib.virginia.edu/crime  
Compare County Data Nationwide: http://www.stats.indiana.edu/uspr/a/sbs_profile_frame.html  
 
 
 
Other Facts of Interest  

• According to the Texas Secretary of State's Office, for the November 2008 presidential election, there were 
35,953 registered voters in Wise County. The voter turnout was 20,639 representing 57.4 percent of eligible 
voters. The election results were 15,973 or 77.4 percent for McCain/Palin, 4,471 or 21.7 percent for 
Obama/Biden, and 195 or 0.9 percent for all other presidential candidates. The statewide results were 55.5 
percent for McCain/Palin, 43.7 percent for Obama/Biden, and approximately 0.9 percent for all other 
candidates. See: http://www.sos.state.tx.us/elections/voter/index.shtml for other topics of interest.  

• Information on the three categories of child placement services from the Texas Department of Family and 
Protective Services for 2006 showed that the area had 1 foster homes, 9 foster/adoptive homes and 1 adoptive 
homes. The total number of licensed day care facilities were 22 with a total capacity of 1,393. The total 
number of family homes licensed for 24-hour care was 14. Link to 
http://www.dfps.state.tx.us/About/Data_Books_and_Annual_Reports/2006/databook/default.asp for further 
information.  
 
 

• There were approximately 1,373 crimes reported in the Wise County area during 2005 or a 2.8 percent change 
from the 1,336 crimes reported for 2004. Statewide, the total of all reported crimes was 1,117,806 for 2005 
representing a -1.8 percent change from the reported totals of 1,138,346 for 2004. This information was collect 
from the FBI, Uniform Crime Reports, as prepared by the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data; see the 
U.S. Dept. of Justice site: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/dtdata.htm for the most recent reported data.  
 
 

• The total jail capacity for public and private jails in the region was 328 as of October 1, 2006 according to the 
Texas Commission on Jail Standards. Jail population was at 53.0 percent capacity when compared to 
maximum capacity. At this same time, this compared to a statewide capacity of 90.4 percent. For more detailed 
information, see to: http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/index.php?linkid=320.  
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• The region had 9 commercial banks in 2007, as reported by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), 
with total deposits of $709,000,000 and assets of $196,278,000. The 2007 deposit to population ratio was 
$12,413 for the Wise County region compared to the Texas ratio of $13,816. A ratio less than the state average 
generally indicates either the presence of an adjacent city or county not within the described region serving as a 
regional financial center, or per capita income well below the state average. These numbers do not reflect assets 
and deposits which are held in branch offices of banks whose headquarters are in another city or state. The most 
recent FDIC data for this area is at http://www2.fdic.gov/sod/index.asp.  
 
 

• While all counties in Texas are served by banks, savings and loan institutions and credit unions, many counties 
may not show these offices directly reported in its geography by the FDIC or other governing agencies. For the 
2007 reporting period in Wise County, the number of saving and loans was 0 which had a total of savings and 
loan assets of $0 and deposits of $0 These figures are in contrast to the statewide total of 54 savings and loans, 
with $7,767,193,400 in assets and $12,067,400,000 in deposits. For more information, please see: 
http://www2.fdic.gov/sdi/index.asp. There were 0 credit unions in the study area according to the National 
Credit Union Administration data. For 2007, the latest year of reported data, these credit unions had a total of $0 
in assets and $0 in deposits, as compared to a total of 615 credit unions statewide, with $48,883,686,146 in 
assets and $36,648,314,014 in deposits. Credit union statistics and other information on credit unions can be 
found at http://webapps.ncua.gov/customquery.  

 
Source: Labor Market and Career Information / Texas Workforce Commission  
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